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The Colonel
leads cheers at a
basketball game.
rossroad\'kroS'rod,'rod\ n 1: a road
that crosses a main road or runs
cross-country between main roads 2 a:
the place of intersection of two or more
roads b (1): a small community located at
such a crossroads (2): a central meeting
place c: a crucial point, esp. where a
decision must be made
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The exchange of
information takes
many forms, from
the Internet to the
one-on-one
relationship in the
classroom between
teacher and student.
e learned at an early
age that life is full of
choices. The choices we make and the
roads we take determine how we will live
The choice to come to Eastern represents
an important direction for each of us. We
know that our experiences, good or lad,
I
help shape who we are, what we become,
and how we iWe our live
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Dr. Dorothy Sutton
makes a point in an
English class.
s Students, we sought
direction. We struggled to
choose the right major, make good friends,
take advantage of the best experiences
offered to us, take the right road. And we
tried to have fun along the way.
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EKU Theater
productions
added to the
variety of
entertainment
possibilities.
e took advantage of
those learned men and
women who gave so much of themselves to
teach, nurture, and advise us. We learned
from their books of knowledge. We also
learned about life, about ourselves, about
the things that are important.
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The cast of
EKU Theater's
production of
"Grease"
perform the
closing number.
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The ROTC program
once again was
recognized as one of
the finest in the nation.
e learned to explore and to
' occasionally take the road less
traveled. Often that road was rocky and we
turned to friends and fami
along the way.
Faculty,
students and
guests
enjoyed the
annual
Madrigal
Feast.
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A student
focuses on a
physics
experiment.
e worked together,
played together, laughed
together, and cried together. United in our
{
common pursuit, we grew, matured, and
found our individual directions
O
Dr. Jacl<
Fletcher and
the Hummel
Space Theater
took us where
no EKU student
had gone
before!
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ISigma Chis found an
innovative way to
pose with Dan'l
Boone.
nd now, as the journey
nears its end, our thoughts
once again turn to Eastern and to the
The Powell
Plaza is a directions out lives have takcn. Who we are,
favorite hang
for students
between ^^^V
classes.
e^cpenejjces
|nd who we will become, is the sum of our
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The Colonel
reminds us that
EKU Is number 1!
r
Still above, the skies attend thee,
Still they stately columns stand.
ail to thee our
Alma Mater,
Faithful guide of youth
Holding high amid the darkness
Duty, light, and truth;
EKU's football
Colonels
reminded us
that It really IS
a matter of
pride!
Still thy sons and daughters love thee
Sing thy praises o'er the land.
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Spring graduates
celebrate at Hanger
Field.
11 the earth's resplendent
beauty
Nature gathered here,
President RolUng lawns and trees and grasses
Funderburk
said goodbye to
the campus On thy hiUsldes fair;
during his
spring Happy days within thy shadow,
commencement
address.
Friends and comrades we have won.
Fill our hearts with exaltation
For thy work so nobly done.
Introduction
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An early
January
snowfall
brought
students out of
the dorms for
some winter
fun.
hen beloved Alma Mater
Memory recalls
Other days of youth and laughter
In thy gracious halls;
When thy sons and daughters scattered
Turn again to thee,
Still thy lamp is brightly lighting
Us afar, that we may see.
Eastern Alma Mater
.y Music by Jane Campbell
Words by Nancy Evans
For many, EKU
IS the center of
the universe.
>
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Iis what the
students
make of it.
When students first set foot on the
EKU campus, they stand at an important
crossroads of their hves.
Up until that time, their Uves prob-
M ^ ably revolved around family and/
or a close-knit group of school
friends.
Now, it's an all new world, and a
Student life sometlmcs scrary one at that. No family.
at Eastern - . ,
.
.
rew if any familiar faces.
Fortunately, the University, by nature
and design, provides a countless number
of programs and enrichment opportuni-
ties that help acclimate students to their
new surroundings and help them forge
skills and friendships that will last a life-
time.
\vl so many ways, student life at EKU is
what students themselves make of it. If
the statues that dot the Campus Bea^^^il
could talk, they could tell many ij^Kv m
students who arrive on campus s[
unsure of therdWweSs=aeacbmH
socially, butJHliJiE^K^^EIIi^tifi^PTt
adults ready 0^ce the next crossroads
down the path of life;
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It was all smiles from this
colorful float (above) as well
as from queen finalist Autumn
Wrenn, right, senior nursing
major from Carrollton.
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iKU's Homecoming Parade means different
things to different people.
For the children, it's a chance to catch some candy
tossed their direction, to marvel at those tiny Shriners'
"cars," to tap their toes to the marching bands.
y^ >l'^3^^l For Eastern students, it's a chance to see the inno-
vative floats concocted by their classmates, to cheer
on their organizations' queen candidates, and just to
mingle.
For alumni, it's a chance to rekindle fond memories,
to reminisce with that special friend they haven't seen
in years, and see how the campus has changed.
For those who organize and direct the event, it's a
lot of work, but worth every minute.
All week leading up to the 1997 Parade, the fore-
cast was for rain. And, indeed, it was a cloudy, season-.
'J
ably chilly morning. But the ram held off until night-
time and the large crowd that lined Lancaster Avenue
soon warmed under the special glow of another color-
ful Eastern Homecoming.
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An artist sketched portraits
of many of the Colonel
Country Falrgoers.
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c' olonel Counrry Fair has, in its short lifespan,
already become a Homecoming favorite.
And it's not hard t( > see why. There's something for
everyone.
The children can get their faces painted.
Eastern students can get together at the organiza-
tional and departmental booths.
The Greeks? Well, they have their own big top.
Alumni can talk about old times over a picnic table.
And everyone, young and old alike, can satisfy their
hunger and quench their thirst at a number of conces-
sion stands.
The Fair, held again this year in the Alumni Coli-
seum Parking Lot, is a natural stopover between the
parade and the game. And that includes the band and
the Colonel, w'no paid a visit to help fire up the crowd.
^he Colonel
[nCountry
I
Clockwise from above:Young Colonel fan Wyatt Berthold, son
of 1 989 fire science graduate Dudley and Ruth Ann Berthold of
Mount Washington, takes a spin on a four-wheeler; face painting
isn't just for the kiddies as Eastern as Daniel Zaehringer, a
junior Spanish major from Elizabethtown, testifies; the
Marching Colonels at the parade, and the Colonel horses
around with some youngsters.
Student Life
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I t was hard to tell who ran faster on Hanger Field
Saturday, Oct. 25: friends who raced onto the field af-
ter the Homecoming Queen coronation, or the Colo-
nels themselves, who trampled a highly regarded Terv
nessee Tech squad, 26-7.
Call it a draw.
When the queen finalists took the field at halftime,
the game and the 1997 Homecoming Queen were still
very much in doubt. The Colonels led only 6-0, and
1 7 young women hung nervously on every word from
the ceremony's announcer, David Greenlee.
Within minutes, the first mystery was solved. No
sooner than Joy Warder, ;i senior occupational therapy
major from Floyds Knobs, Ind., had received her con-
gratulatory kiss from President Hanly Funderburk, she
was surrounded by a cheering throng of well-wishers,
including many of her sorority sisters from Alpha
Gamma Delta.
The first runner-up was Dana Blair, a junior social
work major from Winchester; second runner-up was
Jennifer Rickert, a junior public relations major from
Louisville.
Now the Colonels had to take care of unfinished
business. And they did it in much the same fashion as
those young ladies who stormed halfway across the field.
They ran. And ran. And ran. By game's end, they had
rushed for 263 yards, including 107 from tailback Derick
Logan, 83 from fullback Corey Cruine and 42 more from
quarterback Simon Fuentes, who also completed 9 of
19 passes for 129 yards.
"We got our minds right ani-l did what we had to
do," Logan said. "We played our game."
After the game, Paul Hampton led the team in
"Cabin on the Hill," a tradition he started in the 1960s
when he played for Eastern.
"We've got a lot ofpride m what we started," Hamp-
ton said.
And it showed at Homecoming '97.

For many students, going back to school is no simple
proposition. Many questions need to be answered. Where
will I live? Where I will work? Who will watch my child
while I'm in class?
Wait! My child?
The increasing number of non-traditional students at
Eastern has brought with it a different set of concerns
and needs. An on-campus day care facility opened in 1997
to meet the demands of students, faculty and staff who
have young children.
j
And Kids Company Early Learning Center is a life-
1 saver for many.
Jordan Poole
proudly
displays the
American flag.
Meets Critical Need
Stephanie Williams, a senior occupational therapy
major from Clearwater, Fla., said she was happy with
the day care for her son, Noah.
"I can drop him off whenever I need to meet with the
kj study group or go to the library," she said.
Since the day care is located in Brockton, it is ideal
^ for parents who want to pop in and out between classes
to say "hi" and visit with their children.
The staff at Kids Company are all certified and expe-
rienced in child care. "They are real loving," Williams
said.
Nicole Hoskins, the general manager at Kids Com-
pany, said she was delighted with the first year. "We have
a great staff and wonderful support from the parents and
community. It seems that every organization at Eastern
has called asking to volunteer their services to us."
But Kids Company is not just any day care center, it
is truly a learning center. Inside the facility are many
rooms, filled with educational activities and posters, to
support every child's needs.
"We are proud of the movement from room to room,"
Hoskins said. "It helps the growth and development of
the children."
Kids Company provides a solid foundation for suc-
cessful lifetime learning for the children while giving
their parents time to continue theirs.
Teacher Libbi Denney reads to the class.
... t
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Hligh standards for public safety is not a new con-
cept on campus.
When an evening shuttle bus system was organized
20 years ago, it was the tirst of its kind at a university.
And, to aid in calling for a shuttle bus or in any case ot
emergency, telephones are located in every parking lot
and almost every building around campus.
Along with the visible safety precautions, new tech-
niques and equipment are being used behind the scenes.
Officers now have an alternative to patrolling by foot
or automobile. Bikes are an increasingly popular form
of transportation for officers on patrol. The officers
o/mAoA
From a B i r
using bikes can get anywhere on campus quicker and
easier than by either foot or automobile.
But the most sought after and useful tools in the fight
against crime are the 1 3 high-powered security cameras.
"We tried for 10 years to get the cameras," said Tom
Lindquist, director of the Division of Public Safety.
Presently, the cameras are perched on top of buildings
all across campus: one each atop Telford Hall, Clay
Hall, Crabbe Library, Burrier Building, Combs Build-
ing, and Moore Building, along with two on top of both
Commonwealth and Todd Halls, as well as three in
the Lancaster Parking Lot.
With the aid of the cameras, 90 percent ot the cam-
pus can now be seen in a matter of seconds. "(The
cameras) help us to use our personnel more efficiently,"
said Lindquist. One officer can see at one time what it
had taken 10-20 patrolling officers to see.
"The cameras have been instrumental in prosecut-
ing three individuals who were seen breaking and en-
tering into cars on campus," said Lindquist. "They have
also helped in solving a kidnaping case."
Whether it is eyes in the skies, officers on bikes, or a
shuttle bus, public safety is all about keeping campus a
safe place to live and learn.
An officer watching the monitors in the Brewer Building can
keep an eye on several campus locations simultaneously.
An officer directs traffic near
Model Laboratory School.
An officer on bicycle can
often get around campus
more easily and quickly.
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Shane Mitchell, a junior
pre-vet major from
Flemingsburg, gets
ready to give.
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E,IKU didn't just beat rival Morehead State in bas-
ketball Feb. 14- It won an even more important con-
test a few days earlier — the "Battle for Life" blood drive.
The "Battle for Lite" blood drive was held Feb. 1 1-
12 in the main lobby of the Powell building. Eastern
students and faculty combined to give 326 pints and
Morehead about 200.
t M(i re Important
an a Ball Game
"Our goal is to give 500 pints," said Skip Daugherty,
dean of student development. "This is a very simple
way to give a gift of lite. One pint of blood can go to
three people."
Teresa King, a phlebotomist from Central Kentucky
Blood Center said, "I come to Eastern twice a year, but
this is the first time they are having a competition and
1 think it's great."
Eastern plans to make the competition an annual
event, but some students already give blood annually
and find it rewarding.
"I always give blood and 1 think it's something I can
do to help out other people," said Todd Fryer, a senior
recreation major from Winchester. "1 think it's a good
thing to do and I wish more people would do it. I be-
lieve people are scared to do it because they think it's
going to hurt, but it's really not that bad as long as you
stay relaxed."
Staci Brown, a freshman technology education
major from Cave City, added, "I think it's something
you should do. It could help anybody and if I've got it,
why not give it to someone who needs it?"
The donors received a "Battle tor Life" t-shirt and
were eligible for door prizes.
"It is our responsibility to help out the community,"
Daugherty said.
_
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Eastern students and facult/ combined to give 326 pints of blood
in the "Battle for Life" competition with Morehead State. '
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Bbstistem students got a chance to relive their youth
when a surprise snowstorm dumped 1 9 inches ofsnow, can-
celing classes for three days the first week of February.
February dawned with unseasonably fair, warm weather,
yet by Wednesday morning, Feb. 4, 1 3 inches ofsnow cov-
ered Eastern's campus.
"When I looked out the window Wednesday morning I
was shocked to see that much snow," said Alicia Coyle, a
freshman elementary education major from Berea. "I was
also excited because I knew we wouldn't have classes."
Other students, such as Tye Monnin, a freshman from
Enon, Ohio, didn't think that over a foot of snow was
s
c
p
c
rise s IT w
els Class
enough to cancel classes. "I got ready to go to class and
walked all the way to the lobby before someone stopped
me," said Monnin. "Then 1 went back to bed. I didn't
even take my shoes oiT."
"It snowed at such a rate that every time we cleared
one lane of traffic in no time it would look as if we had
never been there," said James Street, director ot the Physi-
cal Plant. "Our first priorities were the residence halls
and cafeterias, we wanted to make sure those individuals
could get where they needed to go."
Those individuals seemed to be the only ones who
could go anywhere, since traffic on Interstate 75 was
hacked up over 40 miles in places. Women's Biisketball
Coach Larry Inman was stranded on 1-75 while his team
defeated Tennessee-Martin. It marked the first time in
Coach Inman 's 10-year career at Eastern that he had
missed a game.
To help make up the missed classes without jeopardiz-
ing graduation dates and spring break, the President's Day
holiday was canceled.
Carrie Ellis, a freshman engineering major from Emi-
nence, didn't appreciate k)sing the holiday. "It was too
short of a notice," she said. "1 had plans tor that long
weekend just like I'm sure many other students had
Whether it was snowball tights, slick roads, or the breiik
from classes, Eastern students will not soon torget the
winter storm of '98.
Students were able to walk on clean sidewalks by the time
classes resunned Monday, Feb. 9.
i
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Chris Long,
senior art
major, shapes
one of the
lillions of people in this world are starving be-
cause they cannot afford food, and many of them can be
found in the community surrounding Eastern.
Art professor Joe Molinaro heard through colleagues
from other universities about a project called "Empty
Bowls," and thought it had potential for uniting the Uni-
versity and community in the fight against hunger at a
local level.
So Molinaro took the idea to Kathy Schmitt, campus
minister of the Catholic Newman Center, and by mid-
September the planning was under way.
For a donation of $10, each individual attending re-
WOotoA
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Local Hunger
ceived a soup dinner along with the handmade bowls that
they had eaten from along with an informative brochure
on hunger around the world.
Each bowl was handmade at Eastern by the Art Stu-
dent Association and graciously donated. For almost three
months the students spent a majority of their free time
making pver 300 bowls for this project.
The students also helped the day of the soup dinner,
washing the bowls before the participants went home and
helping with both set-up and clean up.
"Student involvement was just wonderful. We couldn't
have done it without them," said Schmitt. "Many stayed
longer than they were scheduled to. It was a wonderful
day. Everyone was very generous and enthusiastic."
Many businesses also got involved by donating several
items to the project. Ceramic Studios Supply of Louis-,
ville donated clay. Great Harvest Bread Co. donated bread
for the meal, and St. Mark's School donated beans for the
soup as well as decorations and the building where the
dinner was hosted. "Every time I turned around someone
was asking what can I do to help?" said Schmitt.
About 280 people took part in the dinner and eyen
though they just missed their goal of $3,000 the organiz-
ers exclaimed it to have been a great success.
The money raised was to be divided and donated to
the Salvation Army and the Kentucky River Foothills
food pantry. "(These organizations) feed hungry people
on a daily basis," said Schmitt.
Placemats at the dinner told of the purpose behind the event
Student Life r.^*-
"The Wizard of Oz." "Revenge of the Nerds."
"Sound of Music." "Space Jam." "Forrest Gump."
"Purple Rain."
Showcase for amp
The classics and the not-so-great all came to life on
the Brock Auditorium stage Feb. 6 when the
University's Greek community presented "Greek Sing."
The event, part of Greek Weekend, came on the
heels of a record-breaking snowfall that closed campus
for three days but couldn't diminish the Greeks' en-
thusiasm. Fifteen groups, with anywhere from a dozen
to three dozen members each, performed musical se-
lections from movies.
Other movies represented includes "Back to the
Future," "Sister Act," "Footloose," "Batman," and
Rocky."
"The students enjoy performing and having a good
time," said Kari Heigel, director of student organiza-
tions. "It's not very often they get to dress up, get on
stage and represent their group."
About 900 were in attendance to watch the Greeks'
antics.
The men's competition was won by Beta Theta Pi,
tiillowed by Phil Delta Theta and Sigma Chi. Kappa
Delta captured the women's title, Alpha Gamma Delta
tt)ok second and Chi Omega third.
Homecoming Queen Joy Warder dances with tlie Pil<es in
"Bacl< to the Future."Top right:A scene from "Revenge of the
Nerds," with Sigma Chi's Brandon Benard as the violinist.
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Dan Duncan helps provide
instrumental accompaniment.
Senior music majors Danny
Jones, Hindman, and Riki
Darding, Norwood, Ohio,
perform at the table.
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For 27 years, the Department of Music and Divi-
sion of Food Services have teamed up to transport the
community hack to medieval England.
For many area residents, the first sign that Christ-
mas is near isn't the first few flakes of snow, Santa at
the mall or the storefront holiday displays.
It's Eastern's Madrigal Feastes.
The event, staged in the Keen Johnson Ballroom
for three consecutive evenings in early December, rec-
reates 1 6* century English madrigal feasts in two seg-
ments. First, the guests enjoy a six-course meal. Dur-
a six-course
meal, Christmas
songs from the
era, and familizir
Christmas
carols.
t/nn^/M^
England
ing the serving of the meal, the Madrigal Singers,
decked out in colorful period costumes, entertain with
light Christmas selections. Following the meal, the
Singers present the Christmas story in concert form.
To further enhance the rich atmosphere, the singers
are accompanied on harpsichord, flute, fanfare trum-
pet and a recorder ensemble.
Additional entertainment might include magicians,
dancers, jesters, jugglers and even fire-eaters.
Dr. David Greenlee, director of choral activities at
Eastern and director of the e\'ent the past 17 years,
attributed the Feastes' popularity to "the elegant cos-
tumes, outstandmg singers and selections, the presen-
tation of the Christmas story, the elegant dinner and
reasonable cost."
About 80 Food Services employees work in tandem
with the music department, decorating the Ballroom
in the style of an English castle and ser\-ing about 275
seven-course meals nightly.
The event, started by Dr. Bruce Hoaglund in 1971,
is believed to be the longest-running of its kind in the
Commonwealth
"The students enjoy it because it's a totally different
style of music," Greenlee said. "They get to wear cos-
tumes, and eat along with the audience. It's like stag-
ing our own enormous Christmas party for three
niLrhts."
i s
68'" Annual Holiday
he longest-running tradition on the Richmond
campus isn't the rubbing of Daniel Boone's toe for good
luck.
No, the "Hanging of the Greens" takes the prize.
For 68 years now, on the December Sunday before
final exams begin, the campus community and towns-
people have helped Eastern usher in the holiday sea-
son. Carrying holly, wreaths and candles, students deco-
rate Walnut Hall of the Keen Johnson Building while
singing Christmas music. The event recreates the old
English custom ofdecking the halls with holly and other
evergreens for the Christmas season.
The observance was first held in Bumam Hall, mov-
ing to Walnut Hallinl941.In the early years, the cam-
pus chapters of the YWCA and YMCA played leading
roles in presenting the program. The event is now spon-
sored by four organizations: Mortar Board, Panhellenic
Council, Interfratemity Council and Student Alumni
Ambassadors.
In 1944, the practice of inviting local pastors and
campus ministers to bring a short Christmas message
was begun. The 1997 speaker was Rev. Bill Fort, pastor
of First Baptist Church, Richmond.
The one constant through the years has been a mes-
sage of love, peace and unity.
) '/>;>:/> \ irafe.
Kevin Isaacs, Richmond, sings as Hayward Mickens of the music
faculty accompanies on the piano.
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Joe
McDaniel
joins with
the choir.
Orchestra
Song
Tell
'ne of several holiday traditions that brings the
community on campus is the annual Christmas Con-
cert presented by the Department of Music.
On Sunday, Dec. 14, Eastern's choirs and orchestras
pooled their talents to present a special Christmas Fes-
tival.
The event featured the University Singers, Concert
Choir, the EKU Chamber Orchestra and the EKU Sym-
phony Orchestra, under the direction of Dr. David
Greenlee, director of choral activities.
The University Singers opened the concert with
Pergolesi's "Magnificent," accompanied by the Cham-
ber Orchestra. Riki Darding, Candy Flynn, Anthony
Barrett and Matthew Lewis were featured soloists.
The University Singers, Concert Choir and Sym-
phony Orchestra then presented a program of 2 1 car-
ols and special Christmas selections.
"Many of the carols allow the audience to sing along
with us," Greenlee said, "and enjoy the true Christmas
spirit."
The special Christmas Festival blended the talents of the
University Singers, Concert Choir, the EKU Chamber
Orchestra and the EKU Symphony Orchestra.
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'^^ Many students arrive on the Richmond
campus without clear-cut career goals.
And there's nothing wrong with that.
One sometimes overlooked aspect ot
A college life that helps many decide is
^^^ participation in one or more ot
p^yj^^^- Eastern's 160'plus student
organizations that run the
gamut from activity/special inter-
student est to academic honorary, from depart-
organizations
.
mental to religious and trom residence
give
Eastern hall COUncils tO SpOttS cluhs.
students a
^ ,
In ciitterent ways, all the organizations
taste of /If?
leadership providc uiiiquc learning and personal
and
teamwork, gi'owth expctiences that simply can't he
gained sitting in a classroom. Students
acquire leadership skills, learn more about
their major and tocus on career goals,
expand their cultural horizons, learn the
value of service to the less fortunate and
^n^n^^il
forge lifetime friendships.
Many employers look bevo ^R jPA,
however lofty, to see the level of a job
candidate's campus involvement. And it's
the well-rounded students w ho have
proven they can work with others who
often get the best jobs.
.i.^•/^
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Partying
Students for the Future
Prepares
by:Alison Marshall
it's party time!" is a phrase not too
uncommon in college life, yet for some stu-
dents having a party isn't just for fun, it's their
future.
The Student
Rec Council,
formerly known
as the Recre-
ation Club, has
changed its
name.
"The Student
Rec Council is
not just a place
to have a good
time with fellow
recreation ma-
jors," said
Lonnie Potter,
president of the
Student Rec
Council. "It's a council that gives recreation
students job experience. ..[and] opens the lines
of communication between students and the
faculty and staff."
This council not only brings speakers in
to talk about their jobs and responsibilities,
"we go a step farther and give our members a
job to do," said Larry Belknap, department
chair tor recreation. Members have an op-
portunity to take part in the planning and
execution of several activities—many ot
which are identical to what they will be do-
ing after graduation.
The Stutlent Rec Council sponsors and co-
ordinates se\'eral acti\'ities and tuni.lraisers
recreation
students job
experience.
over the year. At least two or three parties are
held tor Eastern students as a way ot relaxation,
or as celebration ot a holiday or just the end ot
another semester. Fundraisers such as an ac-
tivities cookbook
are also sponsored by
the Student Rec
Council.
The biggest
fundraiser this year
was the Haunted
Fort at Boonesboro.
Planning started on
the project in early
August and the Fort
closed its doors after
No\-. 1, having
brought in a total ot
$5000. The profit
went toward schol-
arships tor recre-
ation students whc) wanted to go to conferences
concerning their majors.
Charity events and volunteer work in-
cluded going to Madison Manor to per-
torni pet therapy with the residents, as
well as hosting a Christmas party and sing-
ing carols, and donating money from a
prosperous bake sale, aloni; with rime, to
the Special Olympics.
The Student Rec Council lets recre-
ation majors witness first hand what lies
ahea<.l tor them in the job market. For
them, this council is an important tool
111 understanding and learning the skills
thev will need after L;raduat iiui.
-Lonnie Potter
/
J,
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The Recreation Club
sponsors the Haunted Fort
at Fort Boonesboro State
Park.
Alpha Phi Siama Row l,from left: ClifTord Hagen, treasurer; Daniel
Florence, vice president; Heather Porter, public relations; ChristopherYoung,
historian; Janet Snow, president; Deborah Glovak, secretary. Row 2:Tom
Nitschke, Katherine Norris, Ben Wilcox, Kalisa McClure,William Strunk,
Stephanie Sims.
4 .
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Association for Computing Machinery Row i,from ieft:T.j.
Sione, secretary/treasurer; Brandy Smith, president; Carol Hopwood, vice
president;Tina Jordan. Row 2: Marc Mayfield, Jim Prince, David Curd, David
Fields, faculty advisor.
Association of Fire Science Technicians Row i , from left- Lee
Edwards.Tim Henshaw, Cathi Wray, secretary; Mike Julazadeh, vice president;
Brian Cravrford, president; Jason Burkholder,sergeant-at-arms;Nate Rice,
treasurer; Mark Sens, Don Lagroix, Chris Pierce, Chris McKinney, Mike
Abbondanza. Row 2: Mike Sims, Jeff Halperm, Eric Ewing,Todd Adams, John
Oliver.Jemina Plante, Brian Ball, Ben Dehus, Ryan McEnaney, Dan Chuy,Todd
Rowe, Pete Rhoads, Erik Meyer, Scott Smith.
On englne:Andy Orth,JeffWhitcombe, Scott Kohrs.Tricia Powell, Jay
Schlesser, Lisa Fakis, Mike Haws, Nate Cash, Matt Galati, Maria Polenzani,
Kyle Fitzpatrick, Jim Taylor, James Oehmke,Trevor Melton, John McNally, Dan
Mclnnis. ,
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1> Association of Law Enforcement Row I, from left: David R.White,
president; Chris Allen, vice president; Norma James, treasurer;James D. Hall,
public relations; Ben Wilcox, secretary. Row 2:Tom Nitschke, Jason M.
Stamm, Beverly Gessford, Jason Hundley, sergeant-at-arms.
Caduceus Club Row I , from left:Amy Cravens, Susan Stratton, Rhonee
Rodgers, president; Donna Pile, secretary; Michael Elliott, publicist. Row 2: Dr.
John L. Meisenheimer, sponsor; Nicole Simpson, Brandon Zoller, Deana
' Castle, Jamie Varney, Kurt Wyant.
Catholic Newman Center Row I, from leftiTeresa Campion, Elaine
Watson,Tara Williams. Row 2:Kathy Schmitt, Seth Bendorf, Eric Lawrence,
Stacy Powell, Lindsay Million,Audrey Long.
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Building better
board by board
by Beth Barnes
hen they visit, they're absolutely
in awe of the house that is to be theirs," said
senior Rohyn Klaren, president of Eastern's
campus chapter ot Habitat for Humanity, a
Christian-based organization that provides
housing for low-income families. The EKU
chapter is showing real strength tor the first
time this year, due to the sheer enthusiasm of
its 30-35 members.
"It's great to get to
help someone who
can't build tor them-
selves," said Klaren.
One of the qualifica-
tions to have a struc-
ture built by Habitat
IS that the applicant
must live somewhere
that the conditions
are unacceptable.
"It's furi to see
people from so many
different back-
grounds coming to-
gether for one com-
mon cause," added
Susan Stratton, a Harrodsburg sophomore and
treasurer of the campus chapter. "It's com-
pletely unselfish."
Does hammering and pounding throughout
the sweltering summer, and preparing during
the cold winter months to resume construc-
tion in the Spring sound like fun?
"It's the most fun you'll ever have carrying
wood and getting dirty," insisted advisor
Brandee Coffey.
But there's more to Eastern's niche of Habi-
tat for Humanity than just building ori-site.
The chapter is always striving to raise funds
and awareness, both ofwhich help enormously
to further the cause. One member especially
active in this area is junior Sarah Blossom, who
has donated countless hours of her time in the
two years Habitat has had an EKU chapter.
An Indianapolis native who participates in
Habitat activities year-round. Blossom under-
took the task ot putting together last year's
Huffing for Habitat (a fundraising walk), events
such as bingo games and ice cream socials, and
the chapter's participation in Habitat Week.
"We build on-site and are trying to get an
all-women's build organized," said Blossom,
who, like most of
her tellow mem-
bers, exhibits a
special zeal to-
ward the pro-
gram.
Although
membership re-
quires a signifi-
cant amount ot
time, many
members go be-
yond the call of
duty, sometimes
visiting the
houses that the
applicants will
be trading tor their Habitat-built homes. Not-
ing that conditions were almost unbelievably
bad, Klaren conceded that seeing what they're
helping the families escape from instills resolve
and dedication toward the cause. "Some of
those houses ..." she sighs, shaking her head,
unable to find words to describe what she's seen.
No wonder, then, that Habitat tor Humanity
is one of Eastern's most accomplished organi-
zations.
The on-campus chapter ot Habitat
for Humanity may still have a long way
to go before it can boast of the
strength and numbers it would like,
but with the enthusiasm and dedica-
tion of its members, it will continue
to grow— board by board.
The most fun
you'll ever
have...getting
dirty.
-Brandee Coffey
Jennifer Brown hangs insulation
in a Habitat liome.
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Go ing
at EKU
Nuts
by: Cheryl A.Taylor
'ome of them ha\e attended their twen- help and, above all, support.
tieth high school reunions. Some have up to "Some of the best advice anyone can give a
seven children at home. Some are single par- non-traditional student is to come see us," said
ents who work one or more jobs just to make Cheri Manuel, publicity director for the group.
ends meet. You may think they stand out in a
crowd—and, sure, the one in her 60's might,
but what about the 18-year-old, single Colom-
bian student?
Who are these people invading Eastern's
campus?
And what
kind ot people
think they can
make the grade,
keep up with the
"traditiiinal"—
just-out-ot-high-
school, straight-
to-college on
Mom and Dad's
tab—students,
when they have
so many other
responsibilities
and demands on
their time? Why,
they'd have to
be...
N.U.T.S.
You couldn't
ask for any
better
support
group.
—loan Marie Stone
Eighteen-year-old Maria Alvarez felt she had
trouble making friends because she "didn't fit
in with the bar scene. If it wasn't for them,"
Alvarez said, "I'd be home right now."
"They're the most down to earth group you'll
e\-er meet," said
member Tammie
Davis.
N.U.T.S. Presi-
dent Joan Mane
Stone was a siiigle
mother who waited
tables in a restaurant.
"I came back to
school because I
wanted to do some-
thing better for my-
self, and make my
daughter's lite bet-
ter," Stone said. But
when she first came
to Eastern, Stone felt
lost because she
didn't know anyone and knew iiothing about
the University. Then she found her way to
That's exactly who they are—two hundred N.U.T.S. "You couldn't ask tor any better sup
plus members of EKU's newest, most uncon- port group," Stone said,
ventional organization—NOT the USUAL
TRADITIONAL STUDENT
Founder and tormer President Cathy Miller
said she and co-totinder Pam Francis had
worked tor almost two years to bring the orga-
nization into existence. "[The
University]. ..didn't know there were this many
of us," Miller said. "The term 'non-traditional'
wasn't encompassing enough."
The student tundcd organization, which
"Everyone needs support," Miller said. .And
although the majority of N.U.T.S. members are
women, men arc welcome and encouraged to
join.
David Owens, a 37-year-old special educa-
tion major, emphasized that members were not
"social outcasts." He described them as "just
people looking tor a place to tit in."
Times have changed. Education has bectime
an ongoing process and Eastern's population
also operates on student funds and manpower, retlects that change more and more. Strolling
opened it's doors in the Spring ot '97. N.U.T.S. across campus, it you look closely you will sec
offers students who don't teel they "tit in" a it—even when they're not proudly displaying
ha\x'n—a place to get Intormation, academic their logo—the place is lull ot
N.U.T.S.
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Non-traditional
students find a home
between classes in the
N.U.T.S. office.
Christian Student Fellowship Row i, from left: Scott Swkegood,
president; Brandy Barker, secretary; Robert McGuire, worship leader; Kelly
Bailey, newsletter;Terri Bush, co-devotion; Larry D. Klein Jr, co-recreation;
LindseyYoung, co-recreation; Charlene Keeton, vice president. Row 2: Melissa
A.Wells, Beth N. Miller, Erin G. Brusie,AmyThomas, Gayle Reynolds, Heather
Benson, Melissa Ellison,Alison Stephens, Kelly Perkins, Stephanie Howard,
Jennifer Brown, Lea Carpenter, Noelle Hale, Carrie Rasmussen. Row 3: Jarod
Strain, Brian K. jaggers, John Rennets.Tabitha Rodgers, Maria Jones, Mark
Robinson, Emily Collins, Scott Jackson, Kendra Day,John Ryan Steger, Carrie
Cochran, Christy Meade, Katie McDonald. Row 4: Herman Vickers,Allen
Schneble, Randy Newman, Beth Kerr, Michael King, Marsha Minix, Rebecca
Pennington, Chuck Bentley.Trevor Coulter, Julie Sumpter, Patty Fields. Not
Pictured: Brittani Collini, co-devotion leader.
•0^-
Cellegiate Music Educator National Conference Row I, from
left: Katherine DuVall, historian; Erica Brown, vice president; Danny Martin,
president;John Merz, treasurer, Kristi Howe, secretary. Row 2: Mark Flannery,
Bridgette Wifortham, Becky Ledden,Yvette Skaggs, Kristi Jackson,April
Carroll, Stacia Chenoweth. Row 3:Jessica Carman, Elsa Walls,Andrea
Williamson,Amanda Graziani, Michael Short.John Howard. Row 4:John
Avera,Josh McCoy, Brian Foltz, Jonathan Divita.
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Conquerors through Christ Row I, from left: Larry Witt, Jennifer
Arvin, Loretta Henderson, Joey Hemdon, Jesse Bailey. Row 2: Scott
Henderson, Darin Edien.
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DcKa Omicron Row l, from left: josh Johnson, secretary/warden; Christen
L. Hillard.AlyssaVanderpool, ist vie -president; Natalie Berry, treasurer. Row
2: Chris Blacl<burn, Riki Darding,Yvette SI<aggs,John Howard. Row 3:
CassandraYork, Emily Ellis, 2nd vice president/historian/publicist; Billy L.
Hayden, Melissa Jones, Cassia L.Turner, Lee Black. Not pictured: Michelle
Johnson, president; David Asher, chaplain.
EKU Dance and Theatre Club Row I, from left: KaceyThompson,
treasurer; Marianne McAdams, director; Shannon Horan, president. Row 2:
Mindy Allen,Angel Price,April Perkins, Kelly Jean Alsip, vice president. Row 3:
Cindy Rice, Lee Johnson, Heather Proffitt.
EKU Dance Team Row l,from left: Brittany Wallace, co-captain; Marissa
DeVaul, captain; Nikki Combs, treasurer. Row 2: Dawn Fitzpatrick, Mindy
Allen, Meghan Dew, Heidi Grabemeyer. Row 3: Cindy Rice,Andrea Stivers,
Amanda Roche. Not pictured:Autumn Walling.Guarding
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Guarding
it's more than a duty
by: Cheryl A.Taylor
he United States flag doesn't go any-
where without being guarded," said Army Sgt.
1st Class Ravvle
Somersall.
It might come as a
surprise to learn that
It takes more than
two M-16 rifles to
defend the constitu-
tioiial flag—even at
an EKU football
game.
"It takes discipline
and responsibility,"
said Command Sgt.
Maj. cadet Joseph
Scarafile.
Scaratile, who is a
senior police admin-
istratioti major and
military science minor from Glendale, Ky. is the
cadet currently in charge of Eastern's color guard.
Somersall, a senior noi"i'Commissioned officer
who transferred in '96 from an Infantry Corp
Headquarters in Washington to teach military
science at EKU, is the color guard advisor.
'i expect them to go out and display the col-
ors of the U.S., state, and school in a very pro-
fessional manner," Somersall said.
Color guard drilling ceremonies take place
at Eastern home games, parades. Spring gradua-
tion, and other departmental commencemei"it
ceremonies.
It's an
honor.
-Joseph Scarafile
The five invoK'ed m the detail must be
military science students and contracted ca-
dets.
"Contracted
means you do re-
serve or active
duty after gradu-
ation," ex-
plained Susan
Casey, a senior
chemistry major.
Casey hopes to
do active duty in
the Chemical
Corps.
Rotation al-
lows all inter-
ested military
science students
the opportunity
to be involved in color guard, although a
troop of five must be the same height and
each must meet the drill and ceremony quali-
fications.
Why would students put themselves
through It—volunteer to stand before a crowd
of thousands, their every movement scruti-
nized, the slightest slip readily discernible
—
just to carry the flag of the United States,
Kentucky, or Eastern Kentucky University?
"It's a duty, but it's more than that,"
Scarafile said. "It's an honor."
The color guard presents the
national color before a home
football game.
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SAA Agenda Simple:
'Whatever Is Asked
of Us, we DO It'
he agenda tor EKU's chapter ot Student nizatkui are judged on five factors: tund-rais-
Alumni Amhassadors (SAA) is a simple, it iny and alumni involvement, programminj;;,
tlexihle, one. community involvement, puhlications and
"Whatever IS asked ot us, we do it," said Amy media coverage, and SAA/SF membership
Townsend, president. drives and workshops.
The University's official goodwill ambassa- Alanna Sininger, who served as SAA presi-
dors, SAA met its mission so well this past year dent in 1994-95 and has held various other
it captured a prestigious national honor: the offices in the chapter, said the chapter's work
first ever Student Alumni Ambassadors/Stu- ethic is incomparable.
the bridge
between
students and
dent Foundation School of the Year Award
The award
comes a little
more than a year
after Lally
lennings, adviser
to EKU's SAA
chapter, was
named District
HI Adviser of the
V-ar. But
Jennings, who's
.dso the associate
director of
Eastern's Divi-
sion of Alumni
Affairs, j^'ives all
the credit to the
students.
"I'm proud ot these kids," Jennings said.
"They'\e worketl so hard tor it. They're highly
respected around campus, from the President's
office on down."
Add to that the national SAA/SF office.
"Eastern's SAA chapter dt>es a lot of wonder-
ful things, at the University and on their dis-
alumni.
"We're half the size ot most chapters," she
said, "but we do three
times the work."
Eastern's SAA
chapter, which now
has about 45 mem-
bers, conducts fi\'e
fund-raisers every
year, the biggest of
which is assembling
and selling "care
packages" to the par-
ents ofEKU studetits
each semester. SAA
members then de-
li\'er the packages
during finals week to
students lixint; on
-Lally Jennings
campus.
During Higher Education Week, SAA rec-
ognizes Eastern faculty and administrators by
deli\-ering apples to e\'ery academic depart-
ment and office on campus. SAA members also
work closely with the admissions office, assist-
ing with recruiting students through Spotlight
Day on campus and open houses throughout
trict level," said Jessica Nuza, student advance- the Commonwealth. Members also participate
heavily in Alumni Affairs' annual Phonatlmn
and assist alumni officials at a \'ariety ot func-
tions, on and off campus.
All applicants for SAA membership at East-
ern must meet high academic standards, write
a brief essay to con\ance someone to atteni.1
EKU, attend two receptions and complete ,i
final inter\iew process.
"We look tor people who are outgoing, haw
]"iride in Eastern and are willing to work hard,"
said Jennings.
inenr associate for the SAA/SF Network,
which is under the auspices of the Ctiuncil for
I he Adx'ancement and Support of Education.
Sponsored by the Division of Alumni Af-
fairs, EKU's Ambassadors are "the bridge be-
tween students and alumni," Jennings said.
Ambassadors serve as hosts tor various cam-
pus and alumni events, conduct tours, call
alumni (.luring phonathons, and help recruit
students, among other activities.
Schtiols nominated for Outstaiulmg Orga-
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SAA Sarah Woodson,
giving a campus
tour.stands in front of the
Coates Adm. Building.
'm
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EKU Spirit Team Row I, from left: Beatrice Ibarra, vice president; Lisa
Breedlove, president; Lisa Cuadros, secretary. Row 2: Kevin Gear, Christina
Lane, Molina Hansen.Truett Underwood. Row 3: Jenny Brower.Janet Coker,
Jennifer Hale, Suzanne Felber. Row 4: Robb Jordan, Jason Strothman, Lydia
Wagner, Carl Bunce. Not pictured: Sara Massemore, treasurer.
EKU Student A<liletlc Trainer Association Row I, from left:
Martina Martin, treasurer; Jennifer Withers, secretary; Daniel Hill, president. .^.
Row 2:AnnWorley, Casey Milter, Jake Ryan.TheresaTiemeier, Steve Barnett,
Louie Folino, Ryan Brown. Row 3:Angela King, Lesley Barsotti, Greg Jackson,:
Darren Dupiechin, Sara Fleege, Christie Hewlett,Jamie Cusentino. Row 4:
Christy Townsend, Katie Edwards, Ron Adams,Jeremy Anderson,Vic
Billheimer, Beth Satterfield. Not Pictured: Michael Parson, vice president;
Crystal Dixon,Andrew Holtzapfel, Heather Johnson, Lori Skinner, Michelle
Yankey, Diana Garrido.
Ce03raphy/Travel Club Row l,from left Jason Hawkins, historian; Bilal
Mohamed Butt, treasurer/secretary; Lisa Stilwell, vice president; Nicole
Cornett, president Row 2:Alice Jones, faculty advisor;Jolene Rice, John
Mcintosh, Scott Lake.Dewayne Sims,Alan Kincer, JessicaVetter.
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Gospel Ensemble Row I, from left: Nicole A.Yancy.directress/sergeant-
at-arms; Ronda L. Simmons, Darnell Crenshaw,Terry Pulce, chaplain/
choreographer; Raymond Washburn, vice president;Adrian Laine, sergeant-
at-arms;LaToyaWynn, treasurer; Michella Howard, president; RachelYoung,
recording secretary; Esauna Williams, fundraising;Tamicha Gerton, assistant
secretary; Shanna Brown, choeographer; Latonya Carr, directress. Row 2:
Chanitra Carr, Cell Webb.Tonya Chism, Nicole Parrott, Roberto Grider,
Keidrick Henton, Kenja Brim, LaToyia Morgan, Crystal Gilbert, CharlissaTodd.
Row 3:Aasiya Hardin, Evette Ray,Terra Barnes, Shicanda Foster, Danielle
Wooley, historian;Toyia Franklin, Shana Scruggs.
»
Honors Presram Row l.from left: Brandon Preston, Jacynda Flalm,
Christy Dickey, Brooke Buckley, Cindy Hoey, Meranda Kaufman, Kelly Karrer,
BrentWilliams,Moriah Williams, Becca Houghtaling, Susan Clark. Row 2:
Julia Gallagher, Katie Broaddus, Jessica Hall, Stacia Chenoweth, Brian Hiner,
•Lindsay Miliion.Teresa Campion, Elizabeth Crawley, SaraThamann, Laura
Lozier, Charity Ratliff. Row 3: Mike Sigler, Stephanie K. Mullins, Laura Kremer,
Laura Blaser, Rob Helton, Keiby Napier, Brandy Snnith, Stacy Powell.Teresa
Vander Molen,Audrey Long. Row 4: Josh Reynolds, B.J. Overstreet,Jamie
Varney,Joel Caison, Lucas Cockerham, Charles D.Woolum, Robb Duddey.
Hyper Club Row l , from left: Ron Adams, vice president; Martina Martin,
treasurer; Beth Satterfield, president; Jennifer Withers, secretary; Dawn
Kelter, historian; Marianne McAdams, advisor. Row 2: Lisa Pace, Katie
Edwards, ChristyTownsend,TheresaTiemeier,Trina Goodrich, Carol
Dalrymple. Row 3: Heidi Grabemeyer, Lee Potter, Lesley Barsotti, Sara
Fleege, Jason Dierking.
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Gender
meant to be broken
ules
by:Alison Marshall
hat's your major?" is probably the
most frequent question asked of college stu-
dents. The answer can cause a variety ot re-
actions — from an accepting grin to more
detailed questions,
depending upon the
interest of the person
asking.
hi tew cases is the
reaction one of total
shock. However, Li-
ana Martiri and
Miranda Lacy have
experienced first
hand such shows of
disbelief due to the
simple tact ot gender
bias. Their majors
are physics in engi-
neering.
Historically, phys-
ics has been a male-dominated field and, gen-
erally, still is today. At Eastern, however, not
ics. Conversely, the decision did not come eas-
ily tor Martin, who changed her major several
times. It offered her something extra, she said,
"It's a challenge
and I love that."
Martin, Lacy
and other fe-
males have an
added incentive
to choose phys-
ics as their major.
Companies who
hire physicists
must meet their
female hiring
quotas. Since
physics has not
always been the
most popular
route to take
among temale
college students, tor those who do accept the
challenge, Martin said, "The job market is wide
It's a
challenge and
I love that.
Liana Martin
only IS the number ot temale physics majors open. Women are almost promised a job after
on the rise, but the Physics Club is led by two graduating with a physics degree."
talented young women. Liana Martin, the So, if you are an aspiring female physi-
president ot the Physics Club, is a senior from
^ist, don't let old gender rules get you down.
Nicholasville. Senior Miranda Lacy, from As far as Martin, Lacy, and other female phys-
Morgan County, serves as vice president. j^-j rnajors are concerned, those gender rules
Lacy said she had developed an interest in ^erc meant to be broken,
this area from her father, who teaches phys-
Miranda Lacy.V.R, left, and
Liana Martin, president, of
the club work on an
experiment. \*^
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student Association:
New Faces, New Directions
to Solve Problems
By Danielle Fowler
I \|ew people, new steps, and new di-
rections. That's why Eastern's Student Gov-
ernment Association expressed confidence in
this year's team to solve lon>i;-standing prob-
lems on campus.
As the student member on the Board ot
Regents, SGA President Mike Lynch's job
is "the official representative for the stu-
dents in all the University's affairs."
Lynch and Vice President Lisa Smith
have focused on btiilding a team of ac-
tion- oriented senators. They ki-iow that
paper promises
have always
come up short.
"We are here
to help students,"
Smith said. "We
strive to address
issues students
would like to see
changed on cam-
pus.
That commit-
ment is mirrored
by senator Noel
Cox, representa-
fi\'e of the Col-
lege of Law En-
forcement. "We
do the best we
We strive to
address issues
students
would like to
see changed
on campus.
gency telephones. Additionally, the Senate
has passed an alcohol-free policy for all
their events, whether on or off campus.
"Safety is all-encompassing," Lynch said.
As for improving food service, the Sen-
ate would like to increase the alternatives
by bringing a name-brand franchise onto
campus.
The SGA also participates in and pro-
motes community-oriented outreaches such
as the Pals program of Big Brothers/Big
Sisters, and EKU Reach Out, in which
families on campus
or m the Rich-
mond area receive
gifts of foc~)d and
household necessi-
ties from anony-
mous sponsors.
In addition to
offering students
the opportunity to
ser\'e others, mem-
bership ill the Stu-
dent Association
helps students en-
hance themselves.
"The Student
Association helps
you branch out to
other organizationsLisa Smith
can to assist stu-
dents in any
way," Cox said. "If anybody has a prob-
lem, we work with them and help them
solve It.
The Senate will tackle several issues
voiced by students through the years, and
they have the top pnnriiies: "to improve
campus safety, and to work with food ser-
\'ice to improve food quality and keep
prices low," Lynch said.
This year's Senate will research se\-eral
options k)V creating a safer Lancaster Av-
enue crosswalk, installing more lighting
throughout campus, and installing emer-
on campus, said
Tracy Small. "Ii
helps you get invoh'ed."
Joining the Lynch-Smith team on the
Student Senate are 44 student-elected
senators and se\'en justices on the stu-
dent court, appointed by Lynch. "They
are the checks ani.1 balances system of
the Senate," explained Lynch. "Thev
also provide free legal counsel for stu-
dents."
This team of enthusiastic leaders is
determined to adhere to their policy ot
action, not words, as they step out in
bold new directions.
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Student Senate meets weekly
in the Powell Building.
International Student Asssciatien Row i,from lefbSayaka
Kawachi, secretary, Japan; Ousmane Diallo, Guinea;Anelia Shimansky, major
consultant, Ukraine; SimaVatlabh, president, India; Ricardo Valencia, vice
president, Colombia; Panu Richiravanich, treasurer,Thailand. Row 2: Ching-
Hung Huang.Taiwan; Sesim Kom, Ghana; Pui Fong Leung, Hong Kong;
Shimako Sato, Japan; Diana Garrido, Spain; Bilal Mohamed Butt, Kenya; Juni
Shrestha, Nepal; Row 3: ChristiantoTedja, Indonesia; Pui-Shan Leung, Hong
Kong; Norifumi Adachi,Japan;Takeshi Masuyama, Japan; Mattias Stenberg,
Sweden. Not Pictured: Maria Alvarez, Colombia,
Kappa Delta Tau Row I, from lefbjean Allen Webster, parliamentarian;
Susafl G. PucUett, chaplain; Shonda Hoskins, historian; Cora Potter, programs
and publicity;Amy Braun, vice president; Jessica Bainum, president;Amber
Moore, finance chairperson; Juli Ziegler, assistant service;Jyoti Khiani,
treasurer; Jennifer Roe, alumni correspondent;AmandaVanmeter,standing
foods. Row 2: Alicia Stamper, RebeccaWeber, Hope Proctor, Holly Crawford,
Michelle King, Sherry Coombs, Kelly Bates,Alanne Dotson,JillAllen,Angela B.
Gerrity. Row 3: Youtha Potter, Sharon Hodgins,Amanda Bowens, Hope
Stivers, Kari Ling,Amy Clark, Elaine Browning,April D. Keim. Row 4: Ann
Buffin, Laura Hensley,Wendy Howard, Jillian Curtis, Kimberly Jones, Kari
Kirkland.
Kappa Hu Epsilon Row I, from left: Elizabeth Barrett, president; David
Curd, vice president;Tina Jordan, secretary;Jeremy Miller, treasurer. Row 2:
Upsom Sridee, Lynne Brosius, Pat Costello, faculty sponsor;Alexander
Shaumyan. Row 3: Marc Mayfield, Brandy Smith, Kensaku Umeda.
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Lambda Sigma Row I , from left: Derick Bowman, president; Natalie
Beard, vice president; Stacy Parker, service co-chair; Heather Risk, service co-
chair; Christy Wilkins, treasurer; Stacy Hollon, secretary; Denise Johnson, co-
ritualist; Melissa Sutton, co-ritualist. Row 2: Rose M.Johnson, Christy
Townsend, Kristy L. Kiser, Kelli S. Prater, Carrie Lonneman, Jennifer Lynn
. Downard, Ron Blair, Mary Beth Owens.Andrea R.Wong, Jennifer Castlen,
Joanna Moel. Row 3: Jennifer Chanley,Amy Brewer, Jamie Varney,Amanda
McCarty, Laura Baker, Sarah Wollman, Shellie Ryan, Gina Cox, Christina
Rausch.
Hedel United Nations Club Row I, from left:Kerri Lee Hensley,
f.
secretary; Heather Rash, president; Sandi Dee Hogan, vice president. Row 2:
Rob Hatton, Steven L. Bowen, Grayden Dough,James Fisher, treasurer.
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Hertar Beard Row l.from left: Sarah Wand, membership chair; Kelly
Jean Alsip, pre5ident;Amy Tanner, vice president; Cora Potter, secretary;
Rebecca Bates, membership chair. Row 2: Laphelia Doss, David Eakin,
advisor; Dawn Kelter, Robyn Klaren. Row 3: Jennifer Dixon, John Wright.
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Residence Hall
getting involved, getting heard
Association
by: Beth Barnes
orm life is the center of action on trom their hard work, RHA members, Uke
campus," saici James Thomas Harmon, presi- those of other campus cluhs and organizations,
dent of the Residence want to help oth-
Hall Association "If I I ers. For the
you don't live on fourth corisecu-
campus, you don't ^ j^ I j^ I I tive year, they
know about a lot of ^ T I I ^1^ Kl T C I^ ^^ k^ sponsored Sleep
the programs and ac- V^lUUCri^IO^IUUrX ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^
tivities."
^^^ y^ /% I I /^ I /9 ^ Homeless to raise
RHA IS not just a \\ \ yJ^J 1101 ^^O / needed monies
university organiza- * t tor the Salvation
tion set up to help t^^^O nrMTr\^ KlO Army.
Eastern's residents, it ' Wi^wWl I II I Iw*! IV.^ Qi-^. ^f t^g
actually serves as the f^\^\ ^%%r\ ^% r^ ^ "ccvoiX. popular of
"voice" of the stu- CllQnQSS. th*-' ^^'^ *P°"'
dents. By becoming ^ sored events,
involved m the —Robbie Morton Rock the Ra-
group, campus dwell- | | vine, drew record
ers can have a say in crowds, thanks
EKU's administrative policies which regulate to live appearances by DJs from student-favor-
their living conditions. ite radio 104.5, The Cat.
"Students who live in residence halls look Along with traditional activities like
at policies, recommend changes," said Robbie Little Sibs Weekend, the Spring Bridal
Morton, director of residential development. Show, and Casino N ite, the new RHA event.
One such change brought about by RHA's
involvement was the recent extension of the
24-hour open house policy to include more
dorms.
While students do reap some of the rewards
the "Dive-In Movie," met with much suc-
cess.
Complete with movie, food, and loung-
ing in a heated pool, the occasion made a
big splash in a cold November.
Students enjoy RHA sponsered
Casino Nite.
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Judo Club:
with Attitude
A vvorKout
D by Alison Marshallo you ever feci the urge to choke, throw, Cluh.
or pin your fellow classmates or instructor to "You do not need hrute strength to defend
the floor? Where on campus can you do such yourself from an attacker. In judo, you learn
a thing without the tear of being sued or how to use and position your own body weight
kicked out of school? By joining the Judo to throw and pin someone who might he twice
Club! your size.
The Judo Club is comprised ot many dif- The first skill in judo one must learn is fall-
ferent people who are involved tor many dit- ing correctly. Falling in judo is perfectly accept-
ferent reasons. able — not as embarrassing or painful as slip-
"It's my hobby," said Robert Weber, a jun- ping on the sidewalk.
You do not
need brute
strength to
defend
yourself
ior police admin-
istration major
trom Nazareth,
Pennsylvania,
who has been in-
volved in martial
arts since he was
12.Adam
Stoughton, a
sophomore avia-
tion and profes-
sional tlight ma-
jor trom Colum-
bus, and fresh-
man Jeff Mertz, a
parks and recre-
ation major trom
Louisville, had never tried jlkIo. Both were
members ot their high school wrestling teams
and wanted to stay actix'e.
"Much like wrestling, judo takes place
mostly on the ground," said Stoughton. "It
keeps me in shape and in competition."
For those who have never tried a form of
martial arts or wrestling, judo is a wonderful
self-defense mechanism. Also, it can get or
keep your body in great shape.
"After a person gets into judo regularly,
they will begin to burn from 3,000 to 3,500
calories. It's a great workout," said Charles
Ward, instructor and sponsor of the Judo
"No one will get
hurt at our meet-
ings," said Ward. "It's
just not allowed."
For students, fac-
ulty, and staff at East-
em who ha\'e the in-
terest and determina-
tion to learn this
skill, participation in
the Judo Club is free.
"I fell in love with
it after attending
only a few meetings,"
Stoughton said.
"It's not a part-
time thing," said
Weber. "You have to
really work at it to be goeid."
Judo Club members have the option to take
part in tournaments and other competitions.
One of the events at a competition is called
"partner sparring." This in\'ol\'es two team
members trying to throw, choke, and pin each
other repeatedly until one ot them either gives
up or has to be helped off the floor. Although
this IS a totally optional activity, many of tbi
members decide to participate in se\'eral dittei
ent competitions.
So, whether ytiu are in to martial arts or just
want to learn how to defend yourself, judo may
be the sport tor you.
-Charles Ward
S
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Instructor Charles Ward flips
Jeff Mertz
Murslng Student NetWQrk Row l.from leftijody Ledford,Anita Rose,
secretary; Debbie Cobble, legislative director. Row 2:Todd Spille, treasurer; D.
Luke McGuffey, president; Robin W. Legg, promotions director; Brad Smith.
Hutritien Club Row l,from left: StaciWeddington, secretary; April
Weddle, Nichole Burke, president; Leiia Arnold, treasurer; Robin Warren.
Row 2: Robin Gemert, activities/PR chair;Jamie King.
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ll<V>T«S< Row I, from left: Bryan L.Osburn, treasurer;Tammy Davis, vice
president; Joan Marie Stone, president; DIanne Durbin, secretary. Row 2: Jeff
King.W.D. Hawley, public relations;April Adkins, Cheri Manuel, RR. director.
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Order of Omega Row I, from left:JessicaP. Evans, Sara Garrison,
treasurer/secretary; Les Roberts, president; Lee Ann Lewis, vice president;
Cassandra Chapman, Megan Stetler, Lisa Smitli. Row 2: Stacey Wlieeler, Jodi
Sclimidt, Leslie Al<ers, Jill Stano, Liz Vanmetre, Genny Gist, Joy Warder, Kelly
Wallace. Row 3: Corey Hatfield,Adam Back, Joey Spalding, B.J. Ruckriegel,J.
Thomas Harmon, Maria Maile.
Plli Beta lambda Row l.from left:Amy Hayter, Drew Ferriell, Soma,
Morgan, Dr. BertT. Adkins, advisor. Row 2: Brennan Calvert, PatYorgy.
Phi HU Alpha From left: Evan Lainhart, Michael Short, treasurer; Mason
Cornelison, FEO, Michael D. Galinger, vice president; Danny Martin, president;
John Avera, warden; Lance E. Schwartz, historian/alumni secretary; Mark
Flannery, treasurer; Dr. Kevin E. Eisensmith, advisor. Row 2: Derick Bowman,
Shawn Rayman, John Merz, Darrell Logan, Patrick Douglas, Josh McCoy, Darin
Edlen,Mike Brannin.
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Black Student Union
Provides Voice, Vision
for all Students
By Danielle Fowler
nc campus, one vision
Eastern's Black
Student Union
serves as the active
Venice of the black
population on
campus, with the
understanding that
membership is
open to all stu-
dents.
"Our objectives
have stayed the
same, hut our goals
have changed
through the years,"
said Sandra Moore,
advisor for the
We're here to
get needs
met.
BSU.
Since the organization is located within the
Office of Multicultural Student Services, no
one is turned away.
"For African-Americans as well as anybody
else," BSU President Teshanna Brown said,
"we're here to get the needs met that we, as
the student body, feel we need.
"When members give their time, it lets
people know we can get along with everybody
else on campus," Brown continued. "And it
lets me know they are interested in seeing
changes."
But some changes arc hard to come by.
"Wheri you are
a minority, regard-
less of color, it's
hard to get equal
treatment," Brown
said. "We don't
want to say, 'This
is racial.' That's
the last thing I
hoped it would
be."
No matter what
the student's prob-
lem. Brown said,
"It you are not part
of the solution, you
are definitely part
of the problem."
Students are tree to approach the organiza-
tion with any concern, without tear ot being
judged. "Everybody has problems," Brown said.
Vice President Kenyetta Pmkston is also
dedicated to helping students solve their
problems and get their needs met. Stu-
dents " rely on us to take it to a higher
level to get it done," she said.
"BSU is a very positive organization on
campus," Pmkston said. "We encourage
more people to join."
-Teshanna Brown
Mr. Ebony 1 997, Ron Allen, Is a health
education major from Louisville.
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Dance and Theatre
a Chance
to Strut your Stuff
V V Hcthcr It's at a party, downtown, t)r in
your dorm room, everyone at one time or an-
other has danced.
Some students take those tun gyrations and
transform them into a collection ot meaning-
ful movements.
How can stu-
dents who have
never seriously
studied dance
get a chance to
strut their stuff
on a stage in
front of a crowd
of people.' Sim-
ply by taking a
class and joining
a cluh.
The class is an
introduction to
dance technique
and production,
and the cluh is Dance and Theatre. This cluh
takes students who have an interest hut little
or no background in dance and teaches them
how to choreograph and perform pieces. An
annual Spring Concert is held, along with
other performances throughout the year to
gi\'e the members an opportunity to show what
they ha\'e learned.
"it's fun to pertonn because there is a piece ot
us in e\'ei"\' dance," said Kelly Alsip, a senior early
elementary' education major.
By Alison Marshall
There is a
piece of us in
every dance.
In addition to performing, the group goes
to concerts to see protessionals like the Sidney
Dance Theater perform. Speakers are also
brought in to talk to the students about their
particular profession. "This way they will hear
from professionals
who live ja::, or tap,
or whatever their
profession is every
day of the week,"
said Marianne
McAdam, the club's
sponsor and dance
teacher.
The popularity ot
modern and social
dance has grown
throughout the en-
tire community.
"People at Eastern
seem to be more
aware ot dance," said
Marissa DeVaul, a junior physical education
and wellness major from Lima, Ohio.
Marianne McAdam said, "it's easier to tmd
dancers because more people know about us."
The Dance and Theatre Club is not only a
tun activity tor students who love to dance; it
is also an opportunity tor personal growth.
These students learn lessons that can help
them throughoLit their li\'es. McAdam refers
to dance as a "litetime actn'ity" that can be
used with anything \ou do.
-Kelly Alsip
fi^
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Shannon Horan-Wilder. a senior
wellness/dance major (back)
and Kelly Jean Alsip are
members of DanceTheatre.
Mil Sisma Front row, from left: Beth Carroll,WendyVance, Jarrie Fox and
Crystal Davis. Second row: Rebecca Bates, Joel Beverly and Scott Harp. Back
row: Marcia Pierce and Robert Creek, advisers.
Pill VpsllOn OmlerenRow l,from left: Stephanie Howard, secretary;
AprflWeddle, vice president; Robin D. Gernert, president;Tracy Small,
historian. Row 2: Christy Meade, Staci Weddington, treasurer; Lorie Fryman,
secretary; Christine Gill.
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Residence Hall AsSSClatien Row I, from left: Bridget Chilton,
advisor;J.Thomas Harmon, president; Bridgett R. Pugh, vice president; Jo Ann
Wilder, secretary; Rodney Green, treasurer. Row 2: MaryAnn Begley.TIm
Graham, public relations; Heather Benson, historian; Ryann Weiner, center
board liason;WendyVanderpool, policy chair; Heather Porter, elections chair;
Mandy Goodall, NCC. Row 3: Chris Bullins, programs chair; Karen M.
Harding, RHA representative; Robyn Klaren, quad. RHA representative; Susan
Stratton, westside president;Jamie Johnson, eastside RHA representative;
AshleyWomack,eastside RHA representative; Lakeya Daniels, quad. RHA
representative; Shawnica Stafford, northside RHA representative; John
Stauffer. Row 4: Jennifer Wilson, Michael Brand, Mike Barnes, RHA pc
representative.
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Sigma Alpha Iota Row I, from left:Karin Sehmann, advisor; Erin L.
Leiand, vice president, membersiiip; Kristiana M.Jackson, president; Jessica
Carman, recording secretary; Kevin E. Eisensmith. Row 2: Emily Carroll,
Katherine DuVall,sergeant-at-arms;Amanda Graziani, editor; Kristi Howe,
corresponding secretary. Row 3: Andrea Williamson, ElsaWalls, Maebeth
Marler.
Student Alumni Ambassadors Row I, from left:AmyTownsend,
president;Amy McDaniel, Erin Eliassen, Sarah Bowles,AmyTanner, Susan
Stratton.Temicula Bell, Danielle Heimlich, secretary; Kelly Wilson, LaToya
Wynn, Deanna Coffey, Sarene Lewis, Chasity Ballard. Row 2:Jim Prince,
Cathy Dues,Alanna Sininger,Tricia Roth, Kim Buschur.Amanda Morgan,
Michael Barnum, Steve Roach, Megan Ballard, Stephanie Chalfant, Susan
Sexton, Julie Greis,Tim Graham. Not Pictured: Delilah Jarczewski, Laura
Baker, MelissaWenning.
Student Emergency Medical Care Association From left: Chad
Elledge,TaraWhitt, Danny Miller, faculty advisor; Michael McGaha, president.
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Cultivating
and Flowers
Friendship
by Cheryl A.Taylor
sastem's "Campus Beautiful" might be
just a little less beautiful, were it not for the
ongoing efforts ot the Horticulture Club.
"Today, the environment has to take a
back-seat to the growth and expansion of
the population," said vice president Gene
Gentry. "We have to compensate tor that."
Tom Knight, advisor for the past 18 years,
said the Horticulture Club undertakes 10 to
20 landscape design projects each year, some
of which involve installation.
"We've done a lot to make EKU and the
Richmond community a better place aes-
thetically," said sec-
retary Rick
Ruttinger, a senior
horticulture major
from Pittsburgh, Pa.
A landscape de-
sign and installation
project for the Madi-
son County Exten-
sion Office earned
the club $500, but it
reaps its biggest profit
in December at its
annual Poinsettia
Sale.
After spending
five months cutting,
rooting, regulating, and potting plants, and
combating white flies and high soluble salt
levels, senior Melanie Billings watched 600-
plus Poinsettias disappear in less than one
hour. Her hard work, however, not only
netted $1,400 for the club's coffers, but also
helped deck the halls this holiday season;
100 plants were donated tor distribution
across Eastern's campus.
"Practically everything the club does is
geared in some way toward their profession,"
Knight said. "Hands-on
opportunities... that's where the real learn-
ing IS."
Of course, you don't have to be a horti-
Brennan Gilkinson, a junior
agronomy major from
Winchester, and Gene
Gentry, a junior ornamental
horticulture major from
Richmond, prepare a gift
during a project to mal<e
Christmas brighter for local
needy.
culture major to get the hands-on experience,
knowledge, camaraderie, or fun that club mem-
bers enjoy.
"We'd like to give everyone an idea of
what. ..[horticulture] is all about," Ruttinger said.
"It's a wonderful club," said President Jason
Ward, a sophomore from Richmond. "It's helped
me make friends who can help me in my classes,
as well as being in the club teigether."
Knight said fellowship is an important ben-
efit for members. "By the time they get to the
senior level, they've done a lot of things
together...they're really a tight group," he said.
Indeed, fel-
lowship is as
plentiful as the
food at the be-
ginning ot the
Fall semester
when club mem-
bers participate
in departmental
"oral gastric re-
search." The
faculty fries up
the catfish stu-
dents have raised
at Eastern's
Meadowbrook
Farm— this year,
over 40 pounds ot it.
Knight gave the club-financed trip to the Mis-
sissippi Botanical Gardens last year as an example
of how members "generate their opportunities
themselves."
But Horticulture Club members work just as
hard for others as they do for themselves. This
year, they spent $500 on toys and clothes to do-
nate to the Salvation Army's Angel Tree Pro-
gram. They'll wrap up the year with "senior
night"— a chance to gather together (some for
the last time), wrap their gifts for Angel Kids,
and be reminded: friends like these don't grow
on trees.
They
generate
their
opportunities
themselves
-Tom Knight
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Takina
Takes Passion
to the Skies
By Cheryl A.Taylor
ou don't have to be an aviation major Dr. Wilma Walker, said most aviation students
to be a member of Alpha Eta Rho," Darrell chose the career because it was their lifelong
Foltz, president of the club, said. "You can dream. "1 always wanted to fly.. .[but] airlines
just be an enthusiast." didn't hire women pilots," Walker said. "Now
But Stacey Philhower was neither an avia- ten percent of our students are females, and
tion major nor an enthusiast. A business ma- they have a slight edge. Regardless of
jor at Dayton University, this junior was in gender.. the rewards are there if you can make
the process of transferring to EKU. A pro- it through the ranks."
gram brochure tucked into the orientation Aviation majors graduate with 220-230
packet caught Philhower's attention, and she thght hours but, because commercial airlines
enrolled in a class. generally require 1 500-2000, most seek employ-
"1 tell in love ment after gradua-
vvith It," said tion as commuter pi-
Philhower, who lots or fhght mstruc-
switched her ma- tors. Get in the
jor to profes- ^P^^ •> hours and seniority,
sional flight and ^L | ^ \Ji and it's sunny skies
IS now also the i • . , ahead,
enthusiastic vice C\^ Cl I ^^T I O 1^ "You can bid on
president of Al- VJ ^ I ^LA I I V I I ^.^,,,r scheduling,
pha Eta Rho. ^L%^*^'^% ^^ ^% ^*k » ^ 0\. routing, and loca-
Whether it's TnQTS COSV TO f'""'" s^^^ ^ric
the Thunder / Johnson, one of
Over Louisville C^^\ EKU's first graduat-
air show, high al-
_^
^^ * ing pilots. "You can
titude chambers p, n p„|+7 make of it what you
at Wright- want," he said, nam-
Patterson AFB, ' ' ing a salary' scale from
or Wings Week- $10,000 to $180,000-
end, the club's activities pull members together plus.
for fun and learning. Alpha Eta Rho's main So, if you are determined to succeed, dedi-
goal, according to Foltz, is to "get people in- cated enough to trade downtown time for In-
terested in aviation." ing at the airport, disciplined enough to tackle
In 1991
, EKU became the first and only pro- a curriculum of physics, calculus, and trigonom-
fessional flight major program in Kentucky, etry, and a career in aviation is your lifelong
The name later changed to aviation, with pro- dream, the sky may be the right field for you.
fessional flight and a\iation administration If you think you'd prefer to keep your feet
options. firmly on the ground, however, or just don't
Twenty-four EKU students have now think you can be that committed, check out
earned their wings, and program enrollment Alpha Eta Rho anyway
—
just for the tun ot it.
has soared to nearly 100. Shawn Howard, a Rut don't be surprised if, like Stacey
'97 graduate, said only "passion" could propel Philhower, you get carried awav.
one through this arduous program. "And de- "It takes de>.lication," Folt: said. "Put it's a
termination, dedication, and discipline." i.k\lication that's easy to get."
The coordinator of the aviation program.
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From bottom left: Jason Coatney,
Paul Madden, President Darrell
Foltz, and Mark Witson. aK
student Government Association Row I , from left: Leslie
Covington, ethics; Josh Bleidt, speaker pro-tem; Megan Stetler, public
relations;Adam Back, committee-on-committees; Lisa Smith, vice president;
Michael Lynch, president; Beth Criss, finance; Mary Beth Owens, office
manager; Maria Maile, academic affairs; Steven L. Bowen, elections. Row 2:
Becky Riddeil,Amanda MacSwords.Jennifer A. Edmiston, Kelly Flaherty,J.R.
Hopson. Row 3: Chris Dillman, Biliie Duff,|enae Grader,Joanna Moel, Robert
Porter, Corey Hatfield. Row 4:Tracy Small, Cathy Osborne.Ann Ford, Melody
Courts,Amy Ward. Row S: Dr.Thomas Myers, Zeke Baker, Jeffrey McConkey,
Chris Rice.
Student industrial Hyaiene Association Row i.from left: Mark
Jones, Grog Easterling, Kerri Smith, Dennis Robinson. Row 2: Jarrod Simpson,
Heidi Bischoff, Leigh-Anne Fletcher,JohnYoder.
Student national Environmental Health Association Row i,
from left:John Yoder, Leigh-Anne Fletcher, Heidi Bischoff, Mark Jones. Row 2:
Greg Easterling, Kerri Smith, Dennis Robinson.Jarrod Simpson.
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Upsilen PI EpSilen From left: Carol Hopwood,president;Tina Jordan,
vice president; David Fields, faculty advisor.
I
Women's Rugby Row I, from left: Katie Wischer, Marie Keal, Kim
johnson.Amy Symon,Wendy Fisch, EricaWebb. Row 2:There5a Marsee,
Brandy Sullivan, Harmony Parks, Lisa Midkiff, Kesha McClure, Lee Ann Cain.
Row 3: Melissa Owens, Kathy Wilcher, Keri McNutt, Bethany Solley,Amy
Grout, Dawn Fielding. Row 4: Coach Kristie Davis, Coach Kellie Lockwood,
Tricia Guelda, Brandy Caldwell, Chrissy Oliger,Amanda Rickard, Jennifer
Buford, Linda Freeman.
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Meets Diverse Needs
s, Communities
> C. Dunsil had been out of work for a
year and unable to complete the final few hours
for his baccalaureate degree in agriculture at
Eastern.
Along came AmeriCorps.
Jackson County needed someone to develop
an appreciation for the environment among
its young people.
Along came
AmeriCorps.
And when the
Kentucky Associa-
tion for Environmen-
tal Education an-
nounced the winner
ot its 1997 Environ-
mental Educator of
the Year in the orga-
nizations category,
along came J.C.
Dunsil.
In its fourth year
at EKU,
AmeriCorps/Student
Service Consortium
is meeting needs on
several fronts. It brings much needed services
to local school systems and communities while
helping its local coordinators to pay for their
education and develop skills they will use
throughout their lives.
The award-winning Dunsil is one of dozens
of coordinators working in school systems
throughout central and southeastern Kentucky.
Eastern's Consortium was expanded this year
to continue its existing service-learning pro-
gram, SSC Serves, and add a literacy/tutoring
program called SSC Reads.
"AmeriCorps gave me an opportunity to do
something to better myself and serve my com-
munity at the same time," said Dunsil, a Jack-
son County native who has long been inter-
ested in the environment.
AmeriCorps coordinator Melissa
Nelson works with area day
treatment centers.
According to Nancy Thames, AmeriCorps/
SSC addresses two of the area's basic educa-
tional needs: raising the reading levels of stu-
dents to grade level and building citizenship
skills through service.
Margaret Broadhurst, in her second year
with the program, said she enjoyed "connect-
ing students with the community in meaning-
ful service. Our
outdoor class-
room will pro-
vide opportuni-
ties for students
to study the en-
vironment and
take a closer look
at critical envi-
ronmental issues
affecting our
area."
The SSC
Serves coordina-
tor for
Monticello hi-
de pendent
Schools added
that she has "grown in my appreciation ot our
community, teachers and students."
Duruig the past three years, AmeriCorps/
SSC served as a vital resource for its partners,
a combination of school districts, colleges and
community agencies. It infused service learn-
ing into over 3,000 classes, uivolving some
80,000 students performing almost 300,000
hours of service in service-learning projects
that impacted 187,000 community members.
And the expansion of the program means
even greater opportunities for AmeriCorps/
SSC members.
"Almost invariably," Thames said, "our
members go on to good jobs because of the ex-
tensive training, experiences and networking
opportunities the program provides."
Almost
invariably, our
members go
on to good
jobs.
-Nancy Thames
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Just as Greeks often stand at a literal
crossroads in town to collect money for
some deserving cause, so do they chart a
new direction in life when they begin
their Greek journey.
To be sure, it's a journey filled
with frivolity and friendships,
but it's also a walk of service,
leadership, social development,
scholarship and, of course, philanthropy.
Early on, Greeks learn the value of
teamwork, while at the same time build-
ing leadership skills that they can apply
collection ^ ^ J tt J
ofsymbois. throughout their lives, on the job or in
their communities. As they give freely of
their time and talents to benefit various
/ community and national causes, Greeks
see the joy in helping others. And, as they
ehh^ce their social lives with countless
Eastern's
Greek
community
is far more
than a
new friends, the-f ifeairg the importance of
academics.
The Greek life is not for everyone, but
when they look back on their years at
Eastern, many alumni point to tlieir
Greek experience as a key factor in their
development, as a student and well-
rounded young adult, ^i^
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Members of
various Eastern
sororities watch
the Watermelon
Bust activities
from the steps
of the Weaver
Health Building.
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Greeks
Enjoy
Fun
and Games
A Delta Zeta member tosses a watermelon (top) while
members of Kappa Delta team up for a human pyramid at
Sigma Chi Derby Days.
Above: Keith
Bell, police
adn-iinistration
major from
Winthrop
Harbor, III.,
dons a
watermelon
hat.At right:
the tug-of-war
competition at
the
Watermelon
Bust brought
out the best in
these sorority
sisters,
including
Courtney
Kimmel, front,
a marketing
major from
Brookville,
Ohio.
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wJoey Police of Kappa
Alpha, a speech
major from Gary,
N.C., proudly
carries his
fraternity's flag.
The greasy
watermelon contest
tested these sorority
sisters' dexterity.
Greeks
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Row I, from left: Shawn Jones, Karl MIngus. Row 2: Kurt Blosserjosh Bleidt, Pat Dadisman.
From left; April Cain, Greek activleits; Jodi Schmidt, secretary;Amy Cook, president; Leslie Akers, vice president; Melissa Combs, treasurer.
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Alpha Delta Pi
Founded Nationally: 1851
Established at EKU: 1969
Active Members: 70
Philanthropies: Ronald McDonald
House
lockwise from right:AII smiles on Bid Day; Shari Cherry,
nnifer Grigson, and FarrahYount, Round Two, Rush '97; at the
hapter Retreat, row I from left, Bethany Masden, Jessica Long,
ikki Combs, Jill England, Kelly Sodan, row 2, Kristen Norckaur,
nnanda Howard.
Row I, from left: Jennifer Grigson,
MEVP; FarrahYount, standards;
Stephanie Hall, favors; Farrah Cheek,
new nnember coordinator; Nikki
Music, executive vice president;
Carrie Taylor, philanthropy/assistant
rush; Jessica Lawhorn, historian;
Jennifer Rickert, social chair; Janice
Osborne, treasurer; Shari Cherry,
alumni relations. Row 2: Jessica Long,
Meredith Fridy, Ellen S.Alexander,
Sara B. Ryder, Lisa Hartke, Shannon
Thurmond, Jaime Robinson, Maggie
Guy, Megan Egbert,Autumn Wrenn,
Sarrah E.Wrenn,Amanda Crouch,
Jamie Sams, Kelly M. Sodan. Row 3:
Casey Carnes, Jill England, Misty
Robinson, Sara Haney,Veronica
Hayes,Theresa Markert.Therese
Lee, MelissaTurner, Margalee Turner,
Amanda Reynolds, Nikki Combs,
Kristen Norckauer, Marsha Posey.
Row 4:Amanda Howard.Victoria
Bird,Ashley Rickert, Leslie Allen,
Jaime Howard, Erin Mathes, Katie
Pfeffer.Ann Conely, Jennifer
Wethington, Sarah Hall, Kim
Johnson. Not Pictured: Genny Gist,
Jenni Hoverman, Lori Weis.Tracy
Saylor.
X-
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Alpha Gamma
Delta
Founded Nationally: 1904
Established at EKU: 1968
Active Members: 70
Philanthropies: Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation
(Diabetes)
Clockwise from top right:At Rush '97, Shelly Spencer, Courtney Kimmel,
Summer Gillilan, Joy Warder, Susan Shryock, Mindy Finn, Kehra Peters, Jackie
Ferris; Courtney Kimmel, Alisa Mentel.and Mindy Finn at Formal '97;"Wizard
of Oz" skit at Fall Rush.
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Row I, from lefttAmberly Bush, personal
development coordinator; Leeann Gay, vice
president, campus relations;Tracy Dunn, vici
president, operations; Kira Spencer, vice
president, member development; Kehra
Peters, president; Beth Criss, vice president,
recruitment; Kelly S. Fischer, vice president,
finance; Laura Daugherty, vice president,
scholarship; Shalena Miniard, new member
development. Row 2: Karianna Curd, Skye
Lewis, Mandy Barnes, Karen Fackler, Joy
Warder.Ashley Alder, Sara Williamson,
Renee Bullock, Stephanie Payne, Beth
Bloodsworth, Natalie Barnard, Mindy Finn,
Chrissy Fazzalaro, Christy Fackler, Jessica
Edwards, Kellye Woodward, Stacy Cox, Jana
McHugh. Patty Harris, Summer Gillian,
Susan Shryock. Row 3: Maria Cheatham,
Sherry Asher, Heather Gregory, Sandra
Pence, Heather Brewer, Farrah Isaacs, Kim
Freeman, Jamie Tiller, Rhiannon Wells, Jenny
Depp, Zisha Gregory, Mario Warner,
Courtney Riley, Jaime Brown, Kim Kiser,
Mandy Woodrow, Missy Phillips. Row 4:
Courtney Kimmel, Jackie Ferris, Shanna
Brown, Hailey Scoville, Devena Gray, Monica
Swartz, Heather Carnes, Hollie Harris, Kath;
Coy, Maribeth Grattan,Amy Peters, Farrah
Florence, Karey Kleinhenz,Jody Wallen,
Stacey Marsh, Katie Despain, Erin Fehling,
Alisa Mentel, Erin Vance.Vera Fisher.
KS
Alpha Omicron
Pi
Founded Nationally: 1897
Established at EKU: 1987
Active Members: 70
Philanthropies: Arthritis Research
Foundation.
Clockwise from right: Cathy Osborne and Whitney Clay at the Alpha Omicron Pi Centennial
Celebration in NewYork City; Homecoming '97; a field full of smiles.
Row I, from left: Kelly Wallace,VP/ME;
Kristen Shrout, Philanthropy chair; Kerry
Laws, activities chair; Laura Newsome,
scholarship chair; Kim Ochsner, treasurer;
Kim Cornelius, corresponding secretary;
Cathy Osborne, president; Christie
Robertson,VP/A; Sarah Schwamberger,
rush chair; Dana Blair, recording secretary;
Kara Snowden, chapter relations; Maria
Maile, senior Panhellenic delegate; Sally
Johnson, social chair. Row 2:Amy Basham,
Danielle Becht, Michelle Elmore, Ali Davis,
KateThomas, Sarah Veasey, Kelly Flynn,
Arianne Hoskinson, Kelly Ediin,Amanda
Schlatter, LisaWoods, Lesley Gwynn,
Austen Henderson, Staci Sewell, floor
manager;Whitney Clay, assistant treasurer;
Whitney Gayheart. Row 3: Laura Baker,
Jennifer Cunningham, Elizabeth Gravett,
Kellie Tingle, Brooke Dunn,Whitney
Pardue, Karen Cummins, Jennifer Tierney,
Erin Frey, Lisajo Burton, Jennifer
Clemmons, Kara Storm, Cindy
Hockensmith, Kelly Elam,Amy Bowling.
Row 4:Tiffany Ehling, CR/keeper of ritual;
Lee Ann Reker, Julie Carter, junior
Panhellenic delegate; Heather Home,
Mandi Flynn, Sarah Wallace, Megan Brown,
Sarah Stallard, Jennifer Ford, Brandie
Hodges, Leia Brookshire, Krista Kabanek,
AndreaYelton, Kelly Freach, Michelle
Williams,Vanessa Hester.
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Beta Theta
Pi
Founded Nationally: 1839
Established at EKU: 1971
Active Members: 37
Philanthropies: Child Burn
Awareness, American Cancer
Society
Clockwise from left: Beta Theta Pi President Russ Clark and Jennifer Rickert; Brothers Rick Stumpf, Bryan
Kyle, Tyler Haney, Ryan Mardis, Will Hardy, and Kevin Smith; Karl Mingus.Todd Moore, Dustin Jones, and Wi
Hardy.
Row I, from left: Jeff Blankenship,
pledge educator;Tyler Haney, social
chairman; Bryan Kyle, treasurer;
Russ Clark, president; Patrick
Kimbler, secretary; Kevin Smith,
executive assistant; Sabin Smith,
financial advisor. Row 2:Trey
Earnhardt,Josh Grizzle.Todd Moore,
Steve Bryan, Chad Gunning, Karl
Mingus, Jody Prewitt, Josh Lee, Jim
Milam, Christian Chetwood. Row 3:
Jason Thomas, Jeff Metcalf, Dustin
Jones,Thomas Jones,Todd
Studebaker, Joshua Strobel, Dustin
Russell, John John Burgess, James
Coleman, Charles Barkley. Row 4:
Matt Jehn, ChrisToole, John Witt,
Matt Conway,Todd Roeder, Scott
Ruehrdanz, Brian Cummins,Adam
Byrket, Neal Cropper.
.*.-
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Chi Omega
Founded Nationally: 1895
Established at EKU: 1969
Active Members: 70
Philanthropies: Chi-Olympics
Clockwise from above: Megan Stetler and Lisa
Smith pose on Bid Day; a happy Chi Omega pledge
class; Beta Football 1 997 Champs.
Row I, from left: Britney McDonough,
personal chair; Lisa Smith, Panhellenic
delegate; Cassie Chapman, pledge
educator; Jill Stano,vice president;
Megan Stetler, president; Leigh Ann
Phillips, secretary; Jennifer Binggeli,
treasurer; Lindsay Scherr, rush chair.
Row 2:Adelia Stillwell,Jill Bauer,
Stephanie Coffey,Amy Liford.Allyson
Graddy, Lisa Fuller, Shanna Hughes,Amy
Dreisbach, Melanie Gray, Noel Cox,
Dawn Bruce, Stephanie McGaughey,
Elizabeth Ashley,Angi Elkins, Ashley
Allen, Rione Stiltner, Courtney Clouse.
Row 3: Aja Casserly, Julie Wilding,
Allison Baugh, Shannon Propps, Becky
Johnson, Christina Puckett, Julie Dumke,
Jessica Humphrey, Sara Stich.Amie
Bowman, Jessica Hart, Brandi Smith,
Amanda MacSwords,Amy Jones, Julie
Newton, Heather Griggs, Jennifer
Winburn. Row 4:Amanda Coyle,
LaTisha Osborne,Andrea Johnson, Alissa
Muncie, Lori Doom, Sarah Granger,
Gloria Blanco,Trisha Cherry, Emily
Husband, Danette Browning, Kimberly
Gumm, MissyWyatt, Brandy Linkes,
Katie Clevenger, Heather Ramsey,
Tiffany Beck, Crissy Riggs, Jessica
Lightner, Leanne Hawley.
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Delta Zeta
Founded Nationally: 1902
Established at EKU: 1982
Active Members: 69
Philanthropies: Speech and
Hearing Impaired, Gallaudet
University
Clockwise from left: Front, from left.Andrea Wong, Britney WInings;
Jennifer Leininger, Jennifer Castlen,Tricia Bailey, KristieTackett, and
Carrie Epping on Parents Day; Bid Day; Fall '97 pledge class at New
Member Retreat.
Row I, from left: Britney Winings,
Panhellenic; Cari Wallace, treasurer; Carrie
Epping, vice president, new member
education;Virginia Fairchild, advisor: Jayne
Guy, president; Jennifer Leininger, vice
president, membership; Marissa DeVaul,
vice president, programming;Tricia Bailey,
secretary; KristieTackett, academics chair.
Row 2: Julie Kennedy, Misty Wagers, Kim
Dorenbusch, Missy Grupposo,Amy Hale,
Mary Beth Owens, Angle Thompson,Tiffany
Smith, Carrie Music, Lee Ann Lewis, Sara
Garrison, Mollie Emerick, Liz Conlon,
Ashley Womack, Jenny Rump, Allison
Hinners, Megan Orme,Amber McCoy,
Paula Hamilton, historian; Nancy Downey,
chaplain. Row 3:Winter Barker, Mica
Collins, Kim Stockwell, Sarah Brown,Amy
Ramirez, Christy Adkins, Linda Brown,
Sherri Notestine, Jennifer DeSpain,
Stephanie Durbin, Heather Myers,Amanda
Lockhart, Meredith Daniels, Leslie
Woodson,Andrea R.Wong, picture chair;
Carrie Beth Thomas. Row 4: Diane Shaub,
Cat Hall, favors chair; Sarabeth White, floor
chair; Melody Mason, Shannon Gregg, Emily
Collins, Cassidy Walton, KaraTatum,
Andrea Siefring, Angela Waddle,Tracy
Small,Tiffany Garvin, Mistie Rowe, Missy
Napier,Amanda Afterkirk, Michelle Baesler.
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Clockwise from right: Farrah
Isaacs and Bryson Alford at
Homecoming; Josh Coldiron,
Bryson Alford, and David Lucas "tie
one on"; Matt Adkins, Dr. Jack
Fletcher.Adam Back, and Cory
Hatfield, at KA Order Convivium.
Kappa Alpha
Order
Founded Nationally: 1865
Established at EKU: 1969
Active Members: 54
Philanthropies: Muscular
Dystrophy Association
Row I, from left: Jack Fletcher,
faculty advisor;Adam Back, vice
president/pledge educator #11;
Matt Adkins, president #1; Corey
Hatfield, recording secretary #111;
Anthony Black, ritualist #IX;
Brad Sturgill, sergeant-at-arms
#VIII. Row 2: Jeremy Bartley,
Bryan Penix, Chris Allen, Jesse
Ward, Stephen Reed, John
Mulligan, Bryson Alford, J.R.
Hopson, Lane Gilliam, Clark
Spalding, Kip Williams, Gregory
Hatton, Courtney K.Campbell,
Jon Baus. Row 3: Michael Elliott,
Eric Elswick, DerekViiegenthart,
Cortney Romans, Josh Coldiron,
Dave Lucas, Matt Guerrero,
Chris Dillman, Darin Lillard,
Scott Hale, Randy Fannin,
Benjamin Brown, Joshua Alsip,
Jamie Ensminger,Jason Kizzee.
Row 4: Nathan Berger,Austin
Kirk, Bill Farmer, Glenn Fraley,
Matt Ward, Delzie Kelly, Jeffrey
Campbell, Rodney Tolliver, Chris
Fletcher, Brad Stout, Michael
Angell, Eric Bond, Jack O'Brien,
John King.
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Founded Nationally: 1870
Established at EKU: 1972
Active Members: 56
Philanthropies: Court Appointed Special
Advocates
'$ THETA
Clockwise from left:The Kappa AlphaTheta No. I Softball team; Spring Formal
Bid Day 1997.
Row I, from left: Julie Miller.VPF; Stephanie
Hannah.VPD; Heather Hudson, president;
Jackie Manion.VPPR; Julia Vandegrift.VPA.
Row 2:Amber Beshear, editor; Debby
Parfenchuk, Erin Lovorn, service chair;
Amanda Hermann, Shanna Waller, assistant
social chair; Karen Lehmenkuler, historian;
Shannon Jeffus, rush chair;Jennifer A.
Edmiston, alt. Panhellenic; Kim Flaherty,
assistant ritualist; Melissa Broaddus, Gina
Wilson, assistant rush/assistant service;
Melissa Franklin, new member educator;
Clara Cardona. Row 3: Sha Phillips, Emily
Carroll, music chair, assistant risk
management; Kyle Bocko, Robyn Reynolds,
recommendations;Jennifer Walls, finance
deputy; Rebecca Bowen, risk management;
Lori Skinner, alumni relations/membership;
Amy Henry, Heather Zdarsky, assistant
member education; Erica Mason, Shannon
Hargis,Amber Floyd, Leah Wonderling, Jess
Turner. Row 4:Angela Caudill, Brandi Gary,
Melody Courts,Whitney Friedman, Blair
Ellington, Julie Link, Sarah Daniels,
recording secretary; Ginny Glenn,
administrative secretary; Beth Garner,
social chair; Jennifer Schubert, Laura Brady,
house chair; Fran Schepman, Jennifer
Wooton,Amanda Roche,Amy Boone,
scholarship chair.
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Kappa Delta
Founded Nationally: 1897
Established at EKU: 1968
Active Members: 74
Philanthropies: National Committee to Pre-
vent Child Abuse, Children's Hospital of
Richmond, Va., American Academy of
Orthopedic Research Awards
Clockwise from above: Founder's Day Centennial Celebration;
Homecoming; Kappa Delta's Fall '97 Pledge Class.
Row I, from left: Sarah Jennings,
Panhellenic; Nicole Ferry, vice president,
standards; Erin Wright, vice president,
rush chair;Whitney Castle, president;
Melinda Hall, vice president, pledge
educator; Lori Murphy, vice president,
public relations; Melissa Combs, treasurer;
Amy Maupin, assistant treasurer. Row 2:
Karlissa Holton, Gina Delaney, StacyTerry,
Jennifer Neltner.Tish Kidd, Stacey Lee,
Leslie Ritchie, Rebecca Price,Tina
Swisher, Jamie Cannon, Serena Mills,
Caroline Dehart, Ellen Smith, Meredith
Caple,Angle Durrett, Deana Castle, Janice
Boruske, Heather Daugherty,Adrienne
Asher, Karen Wietholter,TinaThomas.
Row 3: Sarah E. Davis, Courtney Griffey,
Brooke Tweardy, Dawnielle Blankenship,
Larissa Hogg,Jessika Layne, Becky
Blackburn, Sandy Godby,Amy Kincheloe,
Danie Clary, Bethany Brown, Sarah
Lawrence, Kelly Flaherty, Emily Hogge,
MelanieWoodward, Cortney Albert,
Brook Stevens,Angie Brossart.Angie
Brown, Erika Palmer.Autumn Rose. Row
4: Carey Gordon, Stacey Heuer,Angle
Hutchinson, Jill Curry,Jessica Goetz,
AudraWray, JodieWeber, Christy Farley,
Ashley Scott, Brandy Fee, Elizabeth Paris,
Kasey Molohon, Kellie Coldiron,Andrea
Cain, Carrie Lee, LindsayWaite, Jaime
Carter, Jill Adams.
.i.-
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Lambda Chi
Alpha
Founded Nationally: 1909
Established at EKU: 1978
Active Members: 55
Philanthropies: Richmond Parks and
Recreation, Richmond Foster Kids
Clockwise from above: Chris Corem, Jeff Stidham,Toby Rider, and Chris Woolridge
James Hardins, Keith Bell, Jerry Springer, Jeff McConkey, and Colby Pitt; Matt
Bloomer, David Morris, and Bobby Thompson show their brawn.
Row I, from left: John Schaefer,
alumni secretary; Robert Porter,
rush chair; Robbie Atkins,
scholastics; Jeffery Stidham,
president; Michael Robinette, vice
president; Chris Rice, secretary; Jeff
McConkey, fraternity educator.
Row 2: Paul Bradley, Chad
Woodruff, Joshua Middleton, Brian
W. Russell, Charlie Allphin, Bobby
Amback, Daniel Zaehringer, Jason
Spencer, Jason English, Nate Jones.
Row 3: Jeremiah Hale, Chris
Cannon, Colby Pitt, Chris Farris,
Zeke Baker, Charlie Royalty,
Nathan Lage, Darcy Driscoll, Nick
Amato. Row 4: Mike Holliday, Brad
Boyett, Jeff Nalley, Kevin Colwell,
Neil Fedders, risk management;
Eric Neufarth.
gd -V ^Greeks
Phi Delta Theta
Founded Nationally: 1848
Established at EKU: 1969
Active Members: 45
Philanthropies: Lou Gehrig's Disease
Clockwise from left: the Phi Delta Theta brothers looking their
best; Jason Randolph goes for the tackle as Kenny Whalen looks
on; at the national memorial, row I , Michael Hudson, Ben
Salyers, Jason Gray, Eric Trass,Andy Smith, and Josh Clayon,row
2, Kris Kleine and Tim Robinson, row 3, Cade Hensley, Pat
McCowan,Todd Yates, Kenny Whalen, Jason Randolph, Joey
Shults, Mike Dahl,John Holmes, and Nathan Bailey.
Row I , from left: Doug Osborne,
piedgemaster; Brian Bushman,
treasurer; Jason Hogg, vice
president;ToddYates, president;
Jason Randolph, secretary; Jason
Parman, warden. Row 2:Andy
Morrell, Shane Fobian, Clyde
Caudill, Michael Todd Hudson,
Kris Kleine, Patrick McCowan,
John C. Clevenger, Kenny
Whalen, alumni secretary; Josh
Claxon, Ron Blair. Row 3: Daniel
S. Nether, Michael Burke, Joey
Shults, Ryan Onkst,Tim
Robinson, Ben Salyers, Shawn
Hallin, Nathan Bailey, Charlie
Wright, Scott Howard.
.4<-
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Phi Kappa Tau
Founded Nationally: 1906
Established at EKU: 1982
Active Members: 33
Philanthropies: "The Hole in the Wall
Gang Camps," Cardinal Hill Hospital
Clockwise from above: at an intramural basketball game, B.J. Ruckriegel, Jason White. Matt Pat
Bobby Dadisman, Scott Zaboronak, and Jeremy Thompson; Jared Bishop and Brandon Lindsey
collecting donations at Roadblock '97; at Fall Rush, from left, Joe Parrino, John Sanders,Tony
Rapp, and Max Minzenberger
Row I, from left:TobyYoung,
Jason White, Gabe Uebel,
Ashley Sullivan, Brennan
Calvert. Row 2: Brandon
Lindsey, Chris Sutton, Joe
Parrino, Mark Robinson, J.
Chris Floyd,Tony Rapp. Row 3:
C.J. Denton, Chad Faulkner,
Josh Bledt,Travis Brown, Matt
Pate, Craig Mudd. Row 4: John
Sanders, B.J. Ruckriegel, Jared
Bishop, Steve Oliver,Andrew
Welch, Dan Morris.
Pi Beta Phi
Founded Nationally: 1867
Established at EKU: 1976
Active Members: 73
Philanthropies: Links to Literacy,
Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts,
Emma Harper Turner Fund, Arrow in
the Arctic
Clockwise from left:Tracy Winstel.Jodi Schmidt, Kelly Wilson,
Joanna Taylor, Jessica Evans, and Jame Huber at PI Kappa Alpha's
Dreamgirl Pageant; Billie Duff,Amy Davis, Linley Hamblen, Katie
Butler, Joanna Taylor, Cassie Kirby, and Becky Riddell at Fall
Rush;Traci Coleman, Michele Turning, Leslie Covington, and Jodi
Schmidt.
Row I, from left:Kelsey Hamblen,
efficiency chair; Kate Brinck, house Corp.;
StaceyWheeler, Panhellenic delegate;
Renee Neace, secretary; Leslie
Covington, vice president, social; JodI
Schmidt, president; Jessica Vetter, vice
president, mental; Kathy MIlby, treasurer;
Mandy Briggs, social chair; Denlse
Johnson, membershlp;TracyWlnstel,
corresponding secretary. Row 2: Lisa
Knight,Whitney Walters, Karly Kolb,
Stephanie Gazo.Tara Brewster, Christina
Brashear, Karen Bailey, JoannaTaylor,
Jamie Huber, Johnica Brown,Traci
Coleman, Hayley Trimble, JodI
Winchester, Paige Fraley, Bre Fraley, Joy
Seymour. Row 3: Elizabeth R. Robinson,
Karen S. Schubert, Jessica P. Evans,
Heather R. Smith,Amy L. Davis, Kelley
Zurkuhlen, Becky Riddell,Whitney
Barnes, Becky Terlaw, Jamie Shiver,
Jennifer Cave, Stephanie Gllezan,
Meredith McNatt, Katie Butler, Kasey
Coffman, Christie Wllloughby. Row 4:
Sarah Williams,Amy Byrd, DIanna
Arrowsmith, Shannon Cody, Julie Jordon,
Michele Turning, Cassie KIrby, Melissa
Sutton, Sarah Massamore.Jenae Grader,
Lisa Jessie, Nicole Venhoff,Autumn
Bailee, Paula Burt, Laura Kremer. Not
Pictured: Miranda Bums.
.*.-
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Pi Kappa Alpha
Founded Nationally: 1868
Established at EKU: 1969
Active Members: 65
Philanthropies: Big Brothers and Big Sisters of
America
Clockwise
from left: Phi
Kappa Alpha
brothers
pose with
Santa; Leon
Davis and
Kevin Loy at
the Kappa
Delta
Preference
Dance; three
brothers
share a
moment.
Ml —
Row I , from left: Kurt Blosser, Andy
Bradley, secretary; Kevin Loy, second
vice president; JeffWhitford, vice
president; Joey Spalding, sergeant-at-
arms; Mark Hamblin, blackball
chairman. Row 2: Gregory Easterling,
Michael Martin, Charlie O'Daniel,
Justin Bayliss, CM. Hardin, Rick
Ruttinger, Kevin Duncan, Robert
Leach,Todd Fineisen, Shane Lucas,
Jefferson R. Heilman, Anthony
Johnson. Row 3: J.Thomas Harmon,
Chris Boaz, Mark Brown, Will
Grooms, Dave Knee, Joey Risk, Riley
Burton, Larry Lee, Ryan Hatfield,
Kyle Rohlman,John Francis, Matthew
Breuer,Wes Scarberry, Jonathan
Caldwell. Row 4: Matt Weir, Bruce
Seekford, Kevin Glover.Thomas
Williams, Jordan Sparr,Jon Hassman,
John Schramm, Chris Richardson,
Brian Lee, Steve Carter, John Gilles,
Casey VanHoose, Jeff Hyer, Zac
Horch, Gannon Diggs,Tony Williams,
Leon Davis.
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Sigma Alpha
Epsilon
Founded Nationally: 1856
Established at EKU: 1973
Active Members: 40
Philanthropies: Boy Scouts of America
Clockwise from bottom; At Sigma Alpha Epsilon's Active
Retreat, Stuart Fulkerson and Mike Bewley hold the stick for
Keith McCollum,as Colin Dunlap, Mike Key, and Lyie Pinkston
look on; Stuart Fulkerson and Lyie Pinkston at a Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Cookout; Pledges Zac Hester, Brent McCannaly, Chris
Partin, Justin Ray,Tom Starks, Brian Smith, Steve Roach, Jason
Taylor,Tad Clevenger, Ryan Pinkston, and Jamie Albert (front
center).
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Row I , from left: Lyie B.
Pinkston, Steve A. Conlee,
Tim Nunemaker, Brandon
Briley, Ryan Schott, Colin C.
Dunlap IV, Nathan Ramsey.
Row 2: Chris McGaughey,
Matthew S. Meehan, Jason
Martin, Michael Bewley,
Erin M.Meehan, Michael W.
Key, Brent Hampton, Stuart
Fulkerson, Mike Soph. Row
3: Kris Welch, ScottyWhite,
Joe Brett Hatterick, Keith
McCollum,
.4.
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Sigma Chi
Founded Nationally: 1855
Established at EKU: 1970
Active Members: 48
Philanthropies: Multiple Sclerosis
Clockwise
from left:
Kevin Cruce,
Todd Riley,
Gene Hayes,
Jason Crume,
and Jon
Purcell
preparing to
take to the
sky; the
brothers
enjoy "the
real thing";
at the Sigma
Chi founding
site.
Row I, from left:JoeWethington, pledge
educator; Nathan lies, treasurer; Scott
Gibbons, president;Todd Riley, vice
president. Row 2: Rob Lee, Mike Wallace,
Bret Spencer, Ben Hunt, Brian Ritchie,
Jeremy Blake, Danny Ashlock.J.R. Gilliland,
Clinton Long, Eric Miesch, Matt Nobles,
Jacob N. Souza, Chris Powell. Row 3:
Martin Gilkey.Jon Purcell.Kevin A. Cruce,
Matthew D. Phillips, James L.Wolfe, Shea
Adams, Bones Clark,Tommy Quig, Doug
Vowels, Joey Police, Andy Mattingly, Jeff
Massengill, Jason Powell, Charles Neal.
Row 4: Matthew Thompson, Brandon
Dixon, Shannon Dale Hill II, Robert J.
Lynch II.Raed Battah,WesTirley, Nelson
Griffin, Beau Innella. Douglas L. Porter,
Jordan Cruce, Henry C. Ray, Chad Green,
Aaron L. Rust, Josh Duckworth, Brent
Adams, Charles Howard. Row 5: Jeff
Tucker, Stanford Carroll, B.J. Owens, Brent
Naylor.Jason Shortridge, David Benson,
C.J. Koch,Jarrod Young, Jason Scott, Drew
Neville, Derek Collier, Nathan Saunders,
Shawn Spears, J. D. Carroll, Chip Ikerd, Ben
Palmer, Jason Stasiak, Brandon Banard.
-,4.-
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Sigma Pi was first founded at
Vincennes University in
1 897.The fraternity's colors
are lavender, gold and white.
Sigma Pi
Founded Nationally: 1897
Established at EKU: 1978
Active Members: 53
The Epsilon Lambda Chapter
of Sigma Pi poses for a group
photo.
Row I , from leftiTim Lowe, 4'"
Counselor; Les Roberts, Sage;
Dan Jones, Herald. Row 2: Ed
Kwak, Brent Jenks, Charles
Casey, Josh Compton, Jason
Roth. Row 3: Josh Parish, Dan
Delaney, GeneWorks. Row 4:
Michael Hackworth,Trasvis
Fisher, Kevin Mays, Nathan
Venema. Row 5:Allen
Sizemore,AndyTessandori,
Aaron Gabhart, Chris Bunch.
Row 6: Michael Thompson,
Dustin Adams, Matthew Morris.
Row 7: Eric Taylor, Social; Bryon
Locker, Chris Hamlin, Chad
Moss, Courtney Brown, Devin
Burgess.
Greeks
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Tau Kappa
Epsilon
Founded Nationally: 1899
Established at EKU: 1969
Active Members: 25
Philanthropies: Special Olympics
Clockwise from right: Shawn
Jones is an inspiration at
TKE's Activities Retreat;Tau
Kappa Epsilon and Alpha
Delta Pi pose after decorating
eggs for their '97 Easter Egg
Hunt; Fall '97 New Associates
proudly display TKE's freshly
painted bell.
Row I, from left: Jamie
Mansfield, secretary; Karl
Leukefeld, vice president; Rich
Chedester, president; Robert
Raymond, sergeant at arms;
Chris Allen, treasurer; Lonnie
Banks, ritualist. Row 2: Ben
Epting,Adam Feldman, Shawn
Pierce, Jason Stull,Jack Phillips,
Joe Kiser, Moe Dugger, Brian
Walker. Row 3: Michael
Sullivan, Ricky Prince, Daniel
Barber, Julia Vandergrift,
sweetheart;W. Dan Chuy,
Jeremy Gaines, Brad Tea. Row
4: Jeff Smith, John Garrison,
Aaron Van Fleet, Dwayne
Anderson, Joe Johnson.
si.
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Theta Chi
Founded Nationally: 1856
Established at EKU: 1971
Active Members: 46
Philanthropy: Hospice Care Plus,
Salvation Army
Clockwise from left:The brothers ofTheta Chi at Delta Zeta
Fratman; lip syncing, row I , Brian Eaves, Michael Hagy, and
Derik Gaslin, row 2, Mike Keough, Doug Martin, Ryan Williams,
Brian Thompson, and Jason Southworth; 1997 executive officers,
from left, Greg Lane, marshall. Josh Slattery, vice president,
Clark Mullins, president, Michael Hagy, secretary, and Jay Bunch,
treasurer.
Row I , from left: Josh Slattery,
vice president; Clark Mullins II,
president; Michael Hagy,
secretary;Jay Bunch, treasurer
Row 2: Mike Keough, Dug
Martin, Jason Southworth,
Cory Stevens, Michael
Harrison, Eric Cox, Paul Skees.
Row 3: CharlesWestmoreland,
Brian Thompson, Eric Mantia,
Jeremy Oremjosh Bloyd,
Kerry Azbill, Frankie Allen, Jeff
Halpern, Brian Eaves, Kevin
Whalen.
J.
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The 1997-98 academic year found
Eastern at a rather unusual crossroads:
searching for a president.
No other university in the state has
enjoyed the stability in leadership this
A century that Eastern has. In the
institution's 92'year history, the
buck has stopped at the desks of
'only eight presidents.
But change is inevitable and, in June
1998, Hanly Funderburk stepped down
after a highly successful, if not always
colorful, 13
-year reign. By the time you
read this, Eastern's ninth president will
have settled into the historic Blanton
House.
Just like the predecessors of past eras,
tern's new leader will struggle to main-
ain the University's familiar charms and
tra^Lonal emphasis on teaching and
mentoring while increasing access
through 21st-century technology and
preparing Eastern's students to prosper in
a global society.
How well that balance is struck will, in
no small part, determine EKU's success in
the new millennium.
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Right:After receiving an honorary doctor
of laws degrees, President Funderburk
delivers the spring connmencenrient
address. Below:The Funderburk Family at
Thanksgiving 1 997, clockwise from bottom,
Wesley Reid Funderburk, Dr. Funderburk,
Hanly Paul Funderburk, Mrs. Funderburk,
Ken and Debbie Funderburk,
Debbie Funderburk Dahl, and Ashley Dahl.
At their retirement dinner in
April, President and Mrs. Helen
Funderburk were presented this
portrait of Eastern's eighth
president.
_f
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President Funderburk Retires After l3'/^Years
An Era Ends
r. Hanly Funderburk's initial goal when he
became Eastern. 's eighth president in January, 1985, was
to help "make a good university better."
For 13'/i years, President and Mrs. Funderburk
worked with members of the Eastern Family to build
upon the traditions, the pride, and the accomplish-
ments of the University. Those years have been both
memorable and productive. As he retired in 1998, the
University community reflected on Dr. Funderburk's
accomplishments:
• Increased number of programs and ser\'ices for
students, with enhanced access, including the
opening of centers in Corbin, Manchester and
Danville.
• Expanded use of technology
• Expanded scholarship program for academically
talented students
• Increases in compensation to faculty and staff
• $83.4 million in improvements and additions to
the physical plant
• Unprecedented levels of support from alumni and
friends totaling $50 million in private gift com-
mitments. EKU leads all comparable schools in
alumiii annual fund participation.
Without doubt, much progress was made toward
achieving Dr. Funderburk's goal.
President and
Mrs. Funderburk
pose with the
President's sleet
group of EKU
Student Alumni
Ambassadors.
The SAAs were
named the
Student Alumni
Ambassadors/
Student
Foundation
National School
of the Year In
1997.
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New President Selected after I I -Month Search
Busy Regents
HMastem's Board of Regents had a busy year, monitor-
ing progress resulting from a successful self-study for the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, embracing
postsecondary education reform, and choosing a successor
to retiring University President Hanly Funderburk. The
University's self-study, which was completed a year earlier,
provided opportunities to strengthen academic programs.
Postsecondary education reform in Kentucky became re-
ality when the General Assembly approved reform legisla-
tion. EKU's 11 -member governing board, which had en-
thusiastically endorsed Gov. Paul Patton's plan, supported
the University's efforts to take an early lead in implement-
ing aspects of the new law.
The regents' Presidential Search Committee conducted
an 1 1-month nation-wide search fof the institution's iiinth
president. The committee conducted a series of seminars
to help determine desired qualifications, reviewed applicants
credentials, and conducted several oft-campus interviews
with candidates.
Dr. Robert W. Kustra, Illinois lieutenant governor since
1990 and a 27-year veteran of college and university class-
rooms, was the regents unanimous choice to succeed Presi-
dent Funderburk, who retired June 30.
Above: Regent
Gilbert Miller,
Richmond. At left
(top) —The
Board of Regents:
front row, Student
Regent Michael
Lynch, Jane Boyer,
Barbara Ricke,
President Hanly
Funderburk,
James C. Gilbert
(chair), Gilbert
Miller; back row.
Staff Regent
Ronnie Mink,
Faculty Regent
Mary Fleming, Dr.
William DeVries,
Ernie House and
Irving Rosenstein.
Not pictured:
Alice Rhodes. At
left (bottom) -
The Presidential
Search
Committee: front
row, Richard
Freed, Merita
Thompson, James
T.Gilbert (chair),
Joseph
Schwendeman,
Melody Mason;
back row, Mary
Williams, Dan
Robinette, Karen
Janssen, Mary
Fleming, Alice
Rhodes and
George Ridings.
^Ji
Clockwise from bottom left:The
Regents at their April 25, 1998
meeting; the newest Regent,
Ernie House, of London; Faculty
Regent Mary Fleming is sworn in
by Board Chair James T.Gilbert;
and Michael Lynch, 1 997-98
Student Regent.
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Board Chair JamesT. Gilbert makes the announcement
that Dr. RobertW. Kustra is the Board's unanimous choice
to be Eastern's ninth president. Standing are Richard
Wilson, Louisville Couriei^Joumal, and Dan McBride,
WEKY/WKXO Radio. Seated at right is Regent Jane Boyer.
At
i.
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At right: Dr. Kustra speaks at a
February news conference that
formally introduced him as the
University's ninth president.
Below: On the same day he was
introduced to the campus
community, Dr. Kustra spoke to
a political science class taught
by Dr. Paul Blanchard.
z*-^
Robert Kustra Named President
A New Era
The Kustra File
Born: St. Louis, Mo.
Education: Benedictine
College.Atchison, Kan., B.A.,
Political Science, 1965;
Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale, M.A., Political
Science, 1 968; University of
Illinois, Champaign-Urbana,
Ph.D., Political Science, 1975.
Academic
Appointments: Lincoln
Land, assistant professor of
political science. 1971-73;
University of Illinois at
Springfield, assistant professor
of public administration,
creator/director of Graduate
Public Service Internship
Program, 1973-76; Loyola
University, director of Center
for Research in Urban
Government and assistant
professor of political science,
1 976-78; Roosevelt University,
associate professor of public
administration, 1984-90;
University of Illinois-Chicago,
adjunct professor of political
science, 1983-90;
Northwestern University,
adjunct professor of political
science. 1988-98.
Public Service:
Chairman, Illinois Board of
Higher Education, 1996-
present; Lieutenant Governor,
Illinois, 1 990-present; member.
Illinois State Senate, 1982-90;
member, Illinois House of
Representatives, 1980-82.
Family: Wife, Kathyand
three grown children.
When Dr.
Kustra took
over in July
1998, he and
his wife, Kathy,
were able to
hit the ground
running,
literally, thanks
to matching
EKU jackets
presented to
them by James
T.Gilbert,
center, chair of
the Board of
Regents.
A new era in EKU's rich history began July 1,
1998.
That's when Dr. Robert W. Kustra began serving as
the University's ninth president.
Illinois lieutenant governor since 1990 and a 27-
year veteran of college and university classrooms, Kustra
said he was delighted to be returning to his first love:
higher education.
"I'm first and foremost a teacher," he said. "At a time
when higher education is challenged as never before...!
look forward to using my experience to benefit Eastern
Kentucky University."
Kustra, the Board's unanimous choice, said his first
impressions of Eastern were uniformly positive.
"(Wife) Kathy and I are absolutely bowled over by
this campus, by its beauty, its physical layout, its archi-
tecture, its people, the warmth, the hospitality," he said.
"We feel we have come home to EKU."
James T. Gilbert, chair of EKU's Board of Regents
and chair of the Presidential Search Committee, said
the 54'year-old Kustra impressed the Board as "a man
of principle, of vision and almost boundless energy. He's
an educator who happened to be able to follow his edu-
cational dream through the political process."
Kustra said he was looking forward to a different kind
of challenge.
"I'm moving into a school that's clearly not broken,"
Kustra said. "EKU has such excellence in its mission
and programs that it will be a sheer delight to work
with faculty and administration to move this Univer-
sity forward.
"Students choose a university for a variety of rea-
sons," he said. "A student is going to choose an institu-
tion that has a lot of reputational currency...and (East-
em) certainly has a lot of reputational currency."
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Academic Affairs Leadership
Front row, from left: Dr. Rita Davis, associate vice president. Academic Affairs and Research; Dr. Kenneth Henson.dean,
College of Education; Dr. Russell Enzie, vice president.Academic Affairs and Research. Second row: Dr. Jack Culross, dean.
Undergraduate Studies; Dr. Alfred Patrick, dean. College of Business; Dr. Glen Kleine, dean. College of Applied Arts and
Technology; Dr.Vance Wisenbaker, dean. College of Social and Behavioral Sciences; Dr. Donald Batch, dean, College of
Natural and Mathematical Sciences; Dr. Robert Baugh, dean. College of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Athletics;
Back row: Dr.Virginia Falkenberg, dean. Graduate Studies and Research; Dr. David Gale, dean. College ofAllied Health and
Nursing; Dr. Dan Robinette, dean. College of Arts and Humanities; and Dr.Truett Ricks, dean. College of Law Enforcement.
Business Affairs Leadership
Front row, from left: Billy Grubbs, director, Purchases and Stores; Earl Baldwin, vice president, Business Affairs. Second row:
Ben Bayer, director, Billings and Collections; Larry Moberly, director. Printing Services. Third row: Rodger Meade, director,
Bookstore; Greg Hopkins, director. Food Services. Fourth row: Michael Judge, director. Farms; Linda Kuhnhenn, director.
Internal Audits. Back row; Fred Gooch, director, Accounts and Budget Controls; James Street, director. Physical Plant; and
I
Dale Lawrenz, director. Human Resources.
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ront row: Harry Moberly, Student Judicial Affairs and Services for Students with Disabilities; DrThomas Myers, vice
resident, Student Affairs; Jeanette Crockett, dean, Student Life;Jen Walker, director. Counseling Center. Second rowiArt
arvey, director. Career Services; Susan Luhman, director. Student Financial Services; Dr. Hayward "Skip" Daugherty,
ean. Student Development; Dr. Eugene Bowling, director, Student Health Services.
University Advancement Leadership
Front row: Bill Abney, director. University Development; Larry Bailey, director,Alumni Relations; Donald R. Feltner, vice
president. University Advancement; Ron Harrell, director. Public Relations and Marketing. Back row: Lana Carnes,
associate director. University Development; Lally Jennings, associate director. Alumni Relations; Don Rist, associate
director, Public Relations and Marketing.
'^SmM$^
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Academic Affairs and Graduate School Leadership
Seated, from left: Dr. Virginia Falkenberg, dean of Graduate School and associate vice president,Academic Affairs and
Research; Donna Masters, director, Grants and Contracts. Standing: David Allgier, director. Administrative Information
Services; Dr. Fred Kolloff, director. Media Resources; and James Keith, director,Academic Computing and
Telecommunication Services. Not pictured: Dr Rita Davis, associate vice president, Academic Affairs and Research; Lucie
Nelson, director. Special Programs; Dr. Kenneth Nelson, director. Extended Programs; and Dr. Marcia Myers, director.
Libraries
i"'-
1998 Retiree Class
Eastern said farewell this year to a record number of retiring faculty and staff.The 46 retirees had accumulated a
combined 1,169 years of service to the University.Among those honored were: front row, from left,William R. Morrow,
Fred A. Engle Jr, Nancy M. Lee-Riffe, Norma T. Robinson, Joan L. Boewe, Shirley P. Deane,Amy C. King, Lois F. Bishop,
Madonna L. Barnes; second row, Marvin Pete Thompson, Donald L. Dewey, Forrest B. Shearon, Billy A. Grubbs, Helen
Funderburk, Hanly Funderburk. James W. Masterson, Donald R. Snyder,Amiya K. Mohanty; third row, Kenneth D. Griffith,
Alfred L. Patrick, Jay G. Riggs, Harry M. Smiley, Dwight G. Barkley, Gilbert W. Bickum, Howard A.Thompson,Walter M.
Odum and Bertee Adkins. Not present for the photo were retirees Anna F.Abrams, James F. Brooks,William A. Browne,
Troy Cornett. Marilee Gabbard, Charles L. Helmuth, Bruce D. Hoagland, Bennie R. Lane, Josephine G. Lane, Margaret A.
McCarthy, Janice Masters, Bert M. Mutersbaugh, Robert J. Reynolds,Truett A. Ricks, Diana L. Stapleton, K.Ann Stebbins,
Morris D.Taylor, Lana B.Vaughn and Ginger Y.Wallace.
14 T-
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College of Allied Health and Nursing Winner
Hopkins Makes Most
of Second Chance at Degree
lAf
^K^m hen the Texas
!Conomy bottomed out in
he early '90s, Matthew
Ilraig Hopkins suddenly
ound himself without his
ince dependable job in the
onstruction equipment
ield.
But, thanks to EKU, he
I'as not without hope, or a
ilan.
Wife Lisa, who had at-
ended Eastern 1979-82 but
topped shy of a degree,
/ould return to the Rich-
lond campus to complete
ler education while Mat-
hew played "Mr. Mom" for
heir three daughters.
As soon as Lisa gradu-
ted, Matthew, who had
nly 12 credit hours from
le University of Houston
ehind him, would enroll at
KU's Tri-County Center
1 Corbin to begin work on
long-deferred dream: to
e a nurse.
Four years later, Mat-
lew, to borrow a common
"exas phrase, is back in the
iddle again. The 40-year-
Id Corbin resident, who
'as named the top senior
lEKU's College of Allied
lealth and Nursing, began
new job at Baptist Re-
ional Medical Center
lortly before December
ommencement.
Don't let Hopkins' gaudy
.6 GPA fool you. It wasn't
Iways easy for this 15 -year
eteran of the workforce.
"I had to overcome a
lental block that I would
e unable to learn again,"
Matthew
He's the
the Corpus Christi native
recalled. "And now I was
competing against peers
close to the age of my old-
est daughter." (Lindsay is
17, Katie 9 and Enn 6.)
"Once I excelled in my
first course, though, I
knew I could do the work.
I've always known I was
meant tor nursing. It's just
that the opportunity fi-
nally presented itself."
And, with "a lot of
support from my wife
and family," not to
mention his peers, he
made the most of his
second chance.
and
Nursing
"One of my fondest Coiiege
memories is being able
to relax after a hard ofAiiied
nursing test with my
peers and just unwind," Health
he said. "We've all
worked extremely hard
to get to this point, and
I'll miss those friend-
ships."
It may not be long,
though, before Hopkins
returns to the classroom
- to work on his master's
degree in nursing.
"I like the idea ot be-
ing a nurse practitio-
ner," he said. "I think
I'm more suited to that."
Hall of
iFame
NO M I N
College of Allied Health and
Nursing
Dean: Dr. David Gale
Departments: Associate Degree Nursing,
Baccalaureate and Graduate
Nursing, Clinical Laboratory
Science, Environmental
Health Science, Health
Information, Medical
ServicesTechnology,
Occupational Therapy
Undergraduate Students: 2,252
Full-time Faculty: 39
College of Allied Health and Nursing
Administrators:
Seated, from left, Dr. Pat Jarczewski, chair,
Associate Nursing; Frances Hindsman, chair.
Health Information; Dr. Janet Collins,
director,AHN Continuing Education;
standing, from left. Dr. Linda Martin, chair.
OccupationalTherapy; Dr. David Gale, dean;
Dr. David Hufford. chair. Clinical Laboratory
Science; Dr. Deborah Whitehouse. chair.
Baccalaureate and Graduate Nursing.
\
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College ofApplied Arts and
Technology
Dean: Dr. Glen Kleine
Departments; Agriculture, Aviation, Human
Environmental Sciences,
Mass Communications,
Military Science,Technology
Undergraduate Students: 1,431
Full-time Faculty: 22
College of Applied Arts and Technology
Administrators:
From left, Lt. Col. David Perkins, chair Military
Science; Dr Ron Wolfe, chair, Mass
Communications; Dr.Wilma Walker, chair.
Aviation; Dr Cherilyn Nelson, chair. Human
Environmental Sciences; Dr. Danny Britt,
chair,Agriculture; Dr. Glen Kleine, dean; Dr
William E. Davis, chair, Technology.
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College ofApplied Arts and Technology Winner
For Quiet, Unassuming
MoUette, Work Speaks Volumes
\ 1
^^i
Mellette
top senior
graphics/
design
talents to
^^^^^^
hen faculty
advance talk ot Tim MoUette they
speak of a quiet and unas-
his suming manner that belies
his considerable and di-
newspaper verse talents, work ethic
and wit.
career.
"p^j^ ^Otk," Said Dr.
Ron Wolfe, "speaks vol-
umes about the quality re-
flected in what he does
and how he does it."
It was evident from day
one. Even thouLih
MoUette spent his first
year at EKU as a pre-oc-
cupational therapy major,
he also impressed enough
folks at The Eastern
• Progress that he was
named Freshman Journal-
ist ot the Year.
Mollettc, who soon
switched his major to jour-
nalism, has gone on to gar-
ner a host of indi\'idiial
awards, while also helping
the Progress continue its
national award-winning
ways. Now the Paint^Mllc
resident can add one niore
honor: Top Senior in
EKU's College of Applied
Arts and Technology.
"He has been a source
ot pride for our depart-
ment since he arrived four
years ago as a budding Re-
gents Scholar," said
Wolfe, chair of the De-
partment of Mass Com-
munications.
MoUette was attracted
to Eastern because ot its
occupational therapy pro-
gram, but, despite high
grades in OT, discovered
he simply loved journal-
ism more. Since joining
the Progress staff, he has
expressed that passion
through numerous posi-
tions: sports, graphics edi-
tor, managing editor and,
this year, editor.
But it's his ability with
graphics and design that
have not only graced
many editions ot the
Progress but will likelv cata-
pult MoUottc into ;i success-
ful newspaper career.
"I started out thinking
all I was wanted to do was
write," he recalled. Then,
after the mid-year depar-
ture ot a previous Progress
graphics artist, "I spent
one Christmas break with
my nose in a manual,
came back and decided
that's what I wanted to
do."
MoUette, whose grade
point average entering the
tall semester was 3.93, is
keenly aware he's entering
a profession that many
hold in low regard, while
at the same time admit-
ting they couldn't do
without a free press.
"You ha\'e to be thick-
skinned and confident in
yourselt, that you're doing
the right thing," MoUette
said. "E\erywhere you turn,
there's declining confi-
dence in the news media."
His solution.'
"To turn back tc
readers, and generate ar
open dialogue."
j
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College ofArts and Humanities Winner
Nothing Has Soured Darding^s
First Impression of Campus
\ \
r. John Roberts,
hair ot EKU's Depart-
nent of Music, hkes to
ave about how Riki
Warding is always eager to
end her vocal talents to
iny special cause or cam-
>us event.
Funny how small in-
estments often yield big
eturns.
Four years ago, Darding
lecided to make four cam-
lus visits. But it was an
nvestment by the Rich-
nond campus, not in
noney but in time and
nterest, that made a most
ivid first impression.
: "Everybody I met was
lusy working," the
Norwood, Ohio, resident
scalled, "but they would
ut everything down, sit
own on the couch and
nswer all my questions. I
new then this is where I
/anted to go to school."
Little has happened
ince to sour that first im-
ression.
"Every single person on
he faculty is a wonderful,
/onderful person,"
)arding said. "I just re-
pect them so much. Ev-
ry memory I have as a
lusic major is great. I feel
^ankful and blessed."
Darding, a 1993 gradu-
te of Norwood High
chool, was named the
Dp senior in EKU's Col-
;ge of Arts and,|^umani-
ies. She credited her par-
nts for her love of music
nd her vocal coach at
Eastern, Joan Boewe, for
her growth as a singer.
"There's no way I could
even be at school without
the support of my family,"
Darding emphasized.
"They've helped me with
everything.
"Ms. Boewe has taught
me how to sing and how
to perform. She's truly the
reason I've come as far as
1 have. I can only hope
that wherever I go from
here I have teachers as
wonderful as her."
Darding, who gradu-
ated in December,
planned to work as the mu-
sic department's choral
graduate assistant for one se-
mester before transferring to
work on her graduate degree
in vocal performance. She
wants to perform opera but,
ultimately, her career goal is
to earn her doctorate and
teach at the college level.
"I love music and 1 love
being involved in things,"
Darding said. "I don't get
involved in things I can't
handle. I'm very organized.
When I want to do some-
thing, 1 do it."
\
Hall of
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College ofArts and
Humanities
Dean: Dr. Dan Robinette
Departments: Art, English, Foreign
Languages and Humanities,
Music, Philosophy and
Religion, Speech
Communication and
Theatre Arts
Undergraduate Students: 625
Full-time Faculty: 55
College of Arts and Humanities
Administrators:
Seated, from left, Dr. Dominick Hart, chair,
English; Dr. Dan Robinette. dean; Dr. Anne
Brooks, chair, Foreign Languages and
Humanities; standing, from left, Dr. John
Roberts, chair. Music; James Moreton, chair,
Speech Communication and Theatre Arts;
Dr. Gil Smith, chair. Art; and Dr. J. Robert
Miller, chair, Philosophy and Religion.
1 of
ame
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College of Business
Dean: Dr. Alfred Patrick
Departments: Accounting, Economics and
Finance, Information
Systems, Management and
Marketing
Students: 1.220
Full-time Faculty: 16
College of Business Administrators:
From left, Dr Fred Ruppel, chair. Economics
and Finance; Dr Jessica Frazier, chair.
Accounting; Dr. Alfred Patrick, dean; Dr
Rosemary Ramsey, chair. Management and
Marketing; DrVirgil Brewer, chair.
Information Systems.
si.
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Courtney
Kimmel,
top senior
in the
College of
learned
options by
working in
the
College
four years.
_^ I
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College of Business Winner
Small-Town Native Kimmel
Ready for Big-City Job Now
' V \\\
since that was her hack-
ground.
"When 1 visited,
.
thought Eastern had a rea
friendly atmosphere," sale
Kimmel. "Ever^^vhere w<
went, people kept cominj
up to us and asking us i
we needed help. I knev
then 1 was meant to gc
here."
And nothing ha:
changed that perceptior
since.
"My professors realb
care about me beyond th(
classroom," she said
"They make sure you're or
the right track."
Kimmel has certainb
stayed on track academi
cally, amassing a 3.9'
GPA (including a perfec
4.0 in her major). She ha
also found the time to bi
actively involved in stu
dent government and he
sorority, Alpha Gamm;
Delta.
"E\-erything she does
she gives the same energ\
the same attention to de
tail," said Jim Fisher, ex
temal affairs coordinato
tor the College of Busi
ness. "She has a great at
titude, and she goes out o
her way to help other stu
dents. She's going to maki
somebody a tine cm
plovee."
It Kimmel has her wa^
that will be in Atlanta
That's right, Richmoni
mav have been Kimmel'
last small town.
Hsike many ot her
peers, Courtney Kimmel
was a little unsure of an
academic major when she
arrived at EKU.
"I just knew 1 wanted to
go into business," she said.
So, what better way to
learn more about that sub-
ject than working in the
College of Business office.
And the more she saw,
the better marketing
looked. And it'.s looking
better than ever now that
Kimmel, of Brookville,
Ohio, has been named the
top senior in Eastern's
College of Business.
"Looking at the differ-
ent programs, I realized
that my skills are commu-
nications and dealing with
people," Kimmel said.
"Plus, it was interesting."
When Kimmel gradu-
ated trom Brook\alle High
School in 1994, she only
knew slie "wanted to go
someplace different," pret-
erablv in a sm.ill town.
ll \ \v
College of Education Winner
Hartman Had Never
Run from Hard Work
H ^: V
obert Hartman
as always been a runner.
But he has never run
om hard work.
That's why the elemen-
ary education major/
rack and cross country
:andout from Walton is
ie top senior in Eastern's
xiUege ot Education.
Just as he took up sports
t a young age, so has
lartman known for a long
me he wanted to teach.
"My parents (both edu-
ators) have had a lot of
ifluence on me,"
lartman noted. "I've te-
lly felt it was almost a
ailing, and that I had a
chance to he a good
teacher."
Despite ha\'ing to
juggle athletics and aca-
demics, Hartman hasn't
lost a step.
"There are times it's dif-
ficult," he acknowledged.
"We have practices every
single day of the year al-
most, and on weekends
we're away for meets. It it
looks like I'm going to he
in trouble, I just have to
work a little harder.
There's a lot of planning
and prioritizing. It's noth-
ing new. Many before me
have had to do it."
Always a good student
at Ryle High School,
where he graduated in
1994, Hartman has com-
piled an impressive 3.91
GPA. He received the
Kappa Delta Pi, Ray
Giltner and Kentucky
Teacher scholarships and
earned the Ohio Valley
Conference Academic
Medal of Honor as the
male athlete with the
highest GPA. This year,
he is vice president of
Kappa Delta Pi, an educa-
tion honorary.
"1 had a lot of confi-
dence I would do well, but
1 didn't know what to ex-
pect," he said. "I'm pleas-
antly surprised how it's
turned out."
Robert
Hartman,
top senior
in the
College of
Education,
has
successfully
juggled
academics
with his
participation
on the
varsity
track/cross
country
IT
Hall of
iFame
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College of Education
Dean: Dr. Kenneth Henson
Departments: Administration, Counseling
and Educational Studies;
Curriculum and Instruction,
Special Education
Undergraduate Students: 1,229
Full-time Faculty: 4
1
College of Education Administrators:
Seated, from left, Dr. Imogene Ramsey, chair,
Curriculum and Instruction; Dr. Kenneth
Henson, dean; Dr. Leonard Burns, chair,
Administration, Counseling and Educational
Studies; standing, from left, Dr. Paul Wirtz.
director. Educational Student Services; Dr.
Martin Diebold, chair. Special Education; Dr.
Bruce Bonar, director, Model Laboratory
School; Dr. Billy Thames, director. Field
Services and Professional Development: and
Dr. David Rush, director, Professional
Laboratory Experiences.
mics
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College of HPERA
Dean: Dr. Robert J. Baugh
Departments: Health Education, Physical
Education, Recreation and
Park Administration
Undergraduate Students: S5 I
Full-time faculty: 15
College of Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Athletics Administrators:
From left. Dr. Larry Belknap, chair.
Recreation and Park Administration; Dr. Don
Calitri, chair. Health Education; Dr. Robert
Baugh, dean; and Dr. Lonnie Davis, chair.
Physical Education.
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Fleege, top
senior in
\ i \
College of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Athletics Winner
Fleege Faces Uncertain Future
with Sense of Adventure
"Both ot my parent:
have been truck drivers,'
she noted, "so distance i:
never a problem. I hk(
the experience of be in;
away from home. It ha;
helped me make deci
sions on my own."
And, obviously, mos
of those decisions hav(
been correct ones. Fleeg(
not only sported a 3.8^
GPA heading into th(
1997-98 year, but ha:
been a campus leader ir
ROTC and for mani
other organizations an^
causes.
All the classwork am.
activities "have taugh
me how to prioritize,'
Fleege said. "ROTC ha
taught me to know what'
important at the time.
"4
Fleege has served a;
commander of her ROTC
Cadet Battalion, aspresi
dent oi the HyPER Clul
and Athletic Trainer:
Club and coordinatec
Hoops for Heart tor th(
American Heart Associa
tion.
Upon graduation tron
Foley High School
Fleege checked out sev
eral southern schools, bu
settled on Eastern be
cause "it's a big school ii
a small-school atmo
sphere. It had the pro
grams I wanted, and i
was attordable."
the
College of
Health,
Physical
Education,
and
Athletics,
common
sight In
Eastern's
athletic
training
facilities.
'ara Fleege doesn't
know exactly what the fu-
ture holds, or where she
might live next or 1 years
from now.
But it'll take much
more than a little uncer-
tainty and ad\enture to
unnerve this young
woman from central Min-
nesota. ActLially, Fleege is
willing to go anyw here her
love for athletic training
takes her.
But first things first.
The top senior in the
College of Health, Physi-
cal Education, Recre-
ation and Athletics was
to receive an Army com-
mission shortly before her
May graduation. The na-
ture ot her assignment
may dictate where she fi-
nally lands as a civilian.
i .\
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College of Law Enforcement Winner
Concern for Youth, Leadership
Comes Naturally for Snow
M'- \
when she he-
;an her studies at EKU
hortly after earning her
3ED a few years ago, Janet
snow's chief amhitioi-i was
ust to "make it through
he first semester."
"I had a lot of problems
\'ith panic attacks at first,"
he acknowledged, "hut 1
ook it one day at a time."
Now, more than a
housand days and eight
emesters later, Snow has
leen named the top senior
n EKU's nationally re-
lowned College of Law
enforcement.
The corrections major
rom Liberty wasn't con-
ent, though, to rest on
he laurels of her 3.5 over-
ill GPA (3.9 in her ma-
or). She also took an ac-
ive leadership role on
;ampus.
The president of Alpha
'hi Sigma criminal justice
lonorary society her se-
nior year, she also served
is public relations officer
or Golden Key National
donor Society, led a book
md clothing drive for the
lichmond Youth Services
Center, and volunteered
tor numerous causes.
If you get the picture
that Snow's foremost con-
cern is the well-being of
troubled youth, you're not
mistaken. Just don't get
the idea that because her
major is corrections Snow
wants to lock them up and
toss the proverbial key.
"I don't believe there's
any such thing as a bad
kid," said Snow, who ran
a large recreational center
in Radcliff before coming
to EKU. "If you set the
rules and give them a lot
of respect, then you'll get
that in return."
For Snow, a mother of
three, Eastern has been a
family affair. Son Christo-
pher graduated from EKU
and daughter Ja'net
Hatfield is a sophomore
this year.
"I put college off to
raise three kids," she said,
"but if it hadn't been for
them, I never would have
started. They've been very
supportive."
And Mom's not
through. Now she's pursu-
ing a graduate degree in
criminal justice at Eastern
with an emphasis in juve-
nile services, and hopes
someday to operate a fa-
cility for youthful offend-
ers.
Looking back at her
undergraduate years at
Eastern Snow harbors
many pleasant memories,
including two Homecom-
ing queen candidacies.
"I had a ball with it,"
she said. "All the kids sup-
ported me and thought it
was neat I was doing it."
She also cited the nur-
turing support from fac-
ulty in law enforcement
and in her minors of psy-
chology and English, and
other campus officials,
particularly Housing.
"I'd like to thank all my
professors and classmates,"
she said. "There's nothing
you can't
talk to the professors
about. And 1 enjoyed my
classmates. If you come to
Eastern in the right frame
of mind, you don't see any
prejudice toward older
people or people of color.
We all get along wonder-
fully." \
Not all of
Janet
Snow's
been spent
buried in
books.The
top senior
in the
College of
Law
Enforcement
exhibited
leadership
skills in a
variety of
campus
organizations
and causes.
T
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College of Law Enforcement
Dean: Dr.Truett Ricks (through Dec. '97)
Departments: Correctional Services, Loss
Prevention and Safety, Police
Studies
Students: 1,512
Full-time Faculty: 33
College of Law Enforcement
Administrators:
From left, Dr. Pam Collins, chair, Loss
Prevention and Safety; Dr.Truett Ricks, dean;
and Dr. Charles Fields chair, Correctional
Services.
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College of Natural and
Mathematical Sciences
Dean: Dr. Donald Batch
Departments: Biological Sciences;
Chemistry; Geology;
Mathematics, Statistics and
Computer Science; Physics
and Astronomy
Undergraduate Students: 906
Full-time Faculty: 37
College of Natural and Mathematical
Sciences Administrators:
Seated, from left. Dr. John Zahrt, chair.
Chemistry; Dr Donald Batch, dean; Dr Ross
Clark, chair. Biological Sciences; Dr Mary
Fleming, chair. Mathematics, Statistics and
Computer Science; standing, from left, Dr
Gary Kuhnhenn, chair, Geology; Dr. Jack
Fletcher, director, Hummel Planetarium; Dr
Jon MaUi, director, Natural Areas; and Dr
Christopher Laird, chair, Physics and
Astronomy.
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College of Natural and Mathematical Sciences Winner
^ ^Backwards^ Brosius
Can Look Forward Now
I ...^.^
Lynne
'4
Brosius, ^
top senior
in College
of Natural
lI'jIK
and
'
' ji
Mathematical i^^W r
...K^i
Sciences,
wouldn't
^
^0.
VC^o0.
>
route for
an easier
path.
ynne bro.sius
cheerfully admits that, as
she prepares to be a col-
lege mathematics teacher,
she's doiiig it backwards
from most.
"A lot of the faculty
here got their doctorate
degrees first," she noted,
"then started raising their
families."
Brosius, conversely, al-
ready has a husband,
Mike, and four, count 'em,
four children: Tom, 14,
Lisa, 13, Christie, 1 1, and
David, 8. But, when she
enrolled at EKU three
years ago, she undertook
a challenge that would
scare many away.
Now, as she prepares tii
graduate in December and
begin work on further de-
grees, Brosius says she
wouldn't trade her circui-
tous route tor what could
ha\'e been an easier path.
"I told my nmther it I
had known how hard it
would lie to go back (.iticr
18 years) I'd have taken
school more seriously back
then. But, then again, 1
might not have had my
tour kids, so 1 can't com-
plain."
And iieither can the
administrators in the Col-
lege of Natural and Math-
ematical Sciences, where
Brosius was named top se-
nior.
"Besides being an out-
standing student (4-0
GPA), Lynne spends a lot
of time working to help
other people," observed
Dr. Patrick Costello, asso-
ciate professor ot math-
ematics. "I have also had
the pleasure of observing
her efforts in the local
chapter of the national
mathematics honor soci-
ety. Kappa Mu Epsilon.
Her immediate participa-
tion gained her the atten-
tion ot the other members
and she did a superb job
as president ot the chap-
ter for 1996-97."
The 1976 graduate of
Penn Hills (Pa.) Higb
School admitted it wasn't
always easy, juggling
schoolwcirk and familv re-
sponsibilities.
"It has been an adjust-
ment," she allowed, "but
my husband (Mike's an
engineer with PPG Indus-
tries) supports me and that
makes all the difterence.
And my children try to be
understanding. There are
times that all ot us are sit-
ting around the table do-
ing our homework. You
just have to make the time
tor e\'erything."
.•\trer high school,
Brosius completed 12
hours at the University ol
Pittsburgh but "quickly
decided that wasn't what
1 wanted to do." The sec-
ond time around, "I wanted
it more and I was willing tc
put the work into it. And 1
really like what I'm doing.
A tew people ha\'e tried tc
tell me I couldn't do it, so
that made me work e\en
harder."
I.
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences Winner
i
Active and Versatile Stanfield
^Can^t Stand Not Being Involved^
H t's easier to make a
ist of what Rob Stanfield
lasn't accomplished at
IKV.
He hasn't made a single
irade below "A."
End ot list.
But that doesn't tell
/ou much about this ac-
:ive and versatile young
nan from the small tov\n
)f ToUesboro.
So try the other list;
Active member ot the
iKU Honors Program and
requent panelist at na-
;ional conferences. Coor-
linator of the Honors
-rogram's community ser-
vice activities. Volunteer
or the Big Brother pro-
;ram. Appeared in five
:KU Theatre productions
ind worked backstage in
our others. Volunteer
>eer tutor for an unde-
dared freshman orienta-
ion class. President of the
IKV Psychology Club,
iKU Honors Council and
he campus chapter of Psi
rhi National Honor So-
:iety. Treasurer of Alpha
-"si Omega. And, now, not
iurprisingly, he has been
lamed the top senior in
eastern's College of Social
ind Behavioral Sciences.
"I can't stand not being
nvolved," said Stanfield,
I 1994 graduate of Mason
Hounty High School. "I
lave to be in the thick of
:hings. I like doing what I
The top
senior in
the College
of Social
Behavioral
Sciences,
Rob
Stanfield
says he has
the thick of
things.'
can, doing it well and see-
ing a nice end result."
Dr. Jay Riggs, long-time
professor of psychology at
Eastern, said: "Rob is one
of those students who re-
ally realizes that he isn't
just getting an education,
but is preparing tor the fu-
ture. A successful person in
the real world isn't just a
person who does a job well.
A successful person gives
back to the community,
leads when others can't get
organized, and enjoys a full
recreational life as well."
Stanfield credits the
Honors Program for maxi-
mizing his abilities.
"It has exposed me to so
many ideas and ways ot
looking at situations," he
said. "And Pve been able to
go to so many cities and see
things I had never seen be-
fore and probably never
would if it weren't tor the
Honors Program.
"You can't be a slacker in
the Honors Program. It has
helped me focus."
7
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College of Social and
Behavioral Sciences
Dean: Dr.Vance Wisenbaker
Departments: Anthropology, Sociology and
Social Worl<; Geography and
Planning; Government;
History; Psychology
Undergraduate Students: 1,259
Full-time faculty: 45
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
Administrators:
Seated, from left. Dr.Vance Wisenbaker,
dean; Dr. Richard Vance, chair, Government;
standing, from left. Dr. Steve Savage, chair,
Anthropology, Sociology and Social Work;
Dr. David Sefton, chair, History; Dr. Robert
Adams, chair. Psychology; and Dr.Wilma
Walker, chair, Geography and Planning.
\
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Right: Melody Mason, a
philosophy graduate from
Winchester and former student
Regent, emabraces Jake Adkins, a
police administration major from
Loyall. Below. Degree candidates
at the summer commencement
listen beneath the shadow of the
Keen Johnson clock tower.
A graduate shakes the hand of
Allied Health and Nursing Dean
Dr. David Gale at December
recognition ceremonies for the
College.
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Graduation Means Mixed Emotions
SchooPs Out!
or more than 3,000 studeT\ts, commencements
in July, December and May were days of mixed emo-
tions.
Sure, they were ready to leave textbooks and exams
behind and embark on their chosen careers.
But the graduates were also sad to say goodbye to so
many friends and a nurturing faculty and staff.
The 1997 summer commencement, in the Ravine,
featured "America's Funniest Professor" as speaker. Carl
Hurley, who graduated from Eastern and formerly
taught on campus, stressed the importance of seeing
humor in everyday life.
"We must help each other search for and find hu-
mor in our daily surroundings," he said. "Humor is a
bonding agent that helps hold people together."
Hurley and Louise Rutledge Dowerman, Danville,
also an Eastern graduate, received honorary doctor of
letters degrees.
The University does not hold a formal campus-wide
commencement in December. Each of the nine aca-
demic colleges held recognition ceremonies.
Then, on May 9, President Hanly Funderburk gave
a farewell address of sorts when he addressed the gradu-
ates at Eastern's 91" spring commencement.
Funderburk, who retired a little more than a month
later, said Eastern "stands ready to be your partner in
your continuing education.
"We believe we have given you a good start," he
said, urging the graduates to continue to strive for ex-
cellence. "You have not come to this meaningful point
in your life destined to accept the commonplace."
Funderburk and Harold Glenn Campbell, Booneville
businessman, alumnus and long-time supporter of East-
em, each received honorary doctor of laws degrees at the
spring commencement.
President Hanly
Funderburk
addresses
graduates at
Eastern's 9 1
"
spring
commencement
May 9 at Hanger
Field.
Academics
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Cable Show Reaches 18,000
Broadcast News
s.
C^Oif C/jtrt/t(/i/ ''Sf.
ome Eastern students are getting valuable hands-on
experience while producing local news segments that air dur-
ing CNN Headline News on the local cable system.
Madison County Cable News is an elective offered in the
Department of Mass Communications. Ten students inter-
ested in broadcast journalism comprise the staff, producing two
six-minute newscasts a week that airs twice an hour.
The newscast, designed for Madison County viewers, reach
approximately 1 8,000 cable subscribers of FrontierVision.
The newscasts are produced entirely by the students, who
start from scratch by reporting, shooting video, editing and
producing it, all under deadline pressure.
"It's time consuming and a lot of hard work, but it's a fun
class," said Steve Hensley, a junior broadcasting major from
Hazard. "You get to go out into the community, you get to
know what's going on. You're able to meet friends in the class
and ever\'one becomes close.
It's an invaluable part of the mass communications depart-
ment for broadcasting majors. (Advisor) Ferrell Wellman has
been an excellent role model and has used his experience in
TV news and instilled that in us."
"Our goal is two-fold," Wellman said. "One is to provide a
news service for people in Madison County. Very often, im-
portant stories are overlooked because they just can't squeeze
in on Lexington stations. Secondly, it provides our students
with an opportunity to have a real world experience and put
together an audition tape that allows prospective employers to
look at what they can do in a real world situation."
Each of the students work in every position throughout the
semester, a practice that allows each student an opportunity to
get experience in every aspect of the television industry. The
students enjoy the class and the experience.
"The hands-on experience of dealing with the equipment
and meeting deadlines is a gi'eat advantage to take the class
and to know what goes on at a TV station," said Jesse Kelsey, a
senior broadcasting major from Oil Springs.
"I spend most of my time shooting and editing pieces. The
more time I spend on packages, die better I become," said Kelsey.
"You can apply that when you get your first job."
MCCN Advisor
Ferrell Wellman,
right, instructs
Jessie Kelsey, a
broadcasting/
electronic media
major from Oil
Springs on the
new non-linear
video editing
system.
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ILeft: Matt Simons, senior
broadcasting/electronic media
major from Shelbyville,
interviews tracl</cross country
standout Jamie King. Below:
Michele Stephens, broadcasting/
electronic media major from Mt.
Vernon, anchors a newscast.
a-
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Class Designs EKU Poker Set
Robots
"Play'* Cards
Ji
James Brooks,
a computer
electronics
technology
major from
Williamsburg,
works on a
portion of the
project.
These robots can't play cards.
But, programmed correctly by students in retiring
professor Dr. James Masterson's Manufacturing 352
(Automated Manufacturing Devices) fall class, they can
sure turn out a good poker set.
Masterson's final class after three decades at Eastern
was also a "capstone" class for senors, one in which
they work in teams to solve problems and create a prod-
uct - much as they will do in their future jobs.
In this case, their product .was a complete wooden
poker set, with plastic cards and chips. The set is East-
ern through and through. The back of the cards fea-
ture the Whalin Complex. Masterson's face is on the
front of the jokers, and Daniel Boone is on the kings,
etc. The chips have EKU on one side, 1997 on the
opposite.
"Tliis project took what we learned the last four years
and put it into a real-world application, and required
us to draw on what we learned," said Dwight Rider, a
senior manufacturing technology' major from Florence."
Groups of three or four students were each in charge
of one station along the robotics production line. "Ev-
ery group has different needs, but you have to make
the different stations work together," Rider said.
"There's always improvements you can make to a line.
That's the sort of thing we'll face right off the bat on
our jobs.
"Go to Lexmark or Toyota and you'll find a moving
assembly line with robots. It's the same basic type of
process."
-J.
Academics
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Students Keep Meadowbrook Running
The Farming Life
O^j C "'Ti/iiof, Ctl^yJ,,//
or agriculture students who earn co-op credit by work-
ing at Meadowbrook Farm, skipping is not an option.
Meadowbrook Farm, Eastern's working farm near Waco,
was established in 1975 and consists of 721 acres of a combi-
nation of com and hay fields, hogs, dair\' cattle, steers, sheep,
and catfish. With only three full-time employees, student
workers are a necessity in order to keep the fanTi running.
"We usually have five to six student workers and eight to
ten co-op students a year," said Ray Marcum, Meadowbrook's
farm manager for 15 years.
Charlie Johnson, a sophomore agronomy and natural resources
major from Nelson Count>', said he does a "little bit of e\'er>thtng"
at the farm. "Working here is about like any other job. Ifyou don't
show up they don't have to hire you back next semester."
Angel Chinn, a junior pre-vet major from Beaver Dam,
works mainly at the Stateland Dair>' at Meadowbrook and
believes that there is more at stake than just getting rehired
due to absences.
"If 1 did decide to not show up one day the animals would
he who suffered most, and they are what is most important
around here," said Chinn. "It's up to me to make sure the
cows are milked three times a day. No one can do that for me.
In class if 1 missed a day I could simply borrow someone's notes."
Working at Meadowbrook is a big responsibility. There is
no sleeping late or taking the day off, yet along with those
drawbacks are some big benefits.
"In class we read and have lectures about things that only
begin to make sense out here," said Johnson. "The only way
to really learn about something is to do it and we do all of
those things out here."
Charles McCloud, a senior agriculture major from Berea,
has discovered more than responsibility and hard work at
Meadowbrook. "Tlie staff is great, the cows are great, the en-
tire ag department makes me feel like they are looking out for
me," said McCloud. "Working at Meadowbrook is more than
just credit hours, it's doing what 1 like to do with people who
are fiin to be with."
Angel Chinn,
a junior pre-
vet major
from Beaver
Dam, works
the milking
apparatus.
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Honors Program students enjoy
a pizza party. Social activities
are an important part of the
program, too.
\U -^-AcAidcmics
"It's A Community"
Honors Program
he Honors Program here at Eastern is not just a program
for tliose intellectually promising students.
"It's a community," said Rebecca Houghtaling, a senior his-
tory' major and English minor from Grand Rapids, Mich. "The
Honors Program has become a community for me. Not all my
friends, but a majority ofmy friends, I have met through the hon-
ors program."
Tlie 94 freshmen who entered die program this year repre-
sented the largest freshman class in the history of the program.
"It's a really fun job because 1 get to work widi both smdents
and faculty' in a variety' of capacities," Director Dr. Bonnie Gray
said. "I've grown in interpei-sonal commuriication skills, especially
with the students."
The challenging curriculum is a 28-credit hour program offering
courses that emphasize die development of skills in effective com-
munication, critical thinking, and the integrationofknowledgefrom
various disciplines. A distinctive feature ofdie program is that many
courses team-taught by protessoR from different disciplines.
"The professors don't look at you as just a student, they see you
as a whole individual. NX^en you see them on campus, whether
a smile back at you or just a nod, it's supporting," said Charles
Woodlee, a junior environmental healdi science major from
Lawrenceburg. "My favorite aspect of the program is the oppor-
tunity for outside personal study. You are able to learn about
topics you might have never considered. You are exposed to so
many new experiences dirough philosophy, through cultures and
history."
InJanuary, overthe MartinLuther King holiday weekend, some
ofthe smdents had an opportunity to visit Washington, D.C.
"Not only was it a great opportunity for the students, a few of
the students were elbow to elbow widi Paula Jones while she was
on her way to her deposition."
The program is not only a learning experience for the stu-
dents, it makes a large impact on their daily lives.
"One thing I would want people to know about die honors
program is you certainly develop into a better person all around.
You experience just ever^idiing and it comes at you. The friend-
ships diat you develop with the smdents, die director, along with
the teachers is something I would never trade," said Charles
Woolum, president of Honor Council and a junior math major
and statistics minor from East Bemstadt.
Teresa Campion,
left, a sophomore
pre-communication
disorders major
from Louisville,
and Zane Roy, a
junior biology
major from
Richmond, look at
a textbook In their
Honors 205 class.
Above left:Anelia
Shimansky, from
Kiev, Ukraine, £
makes a
presentation.
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'All the Classes I Need Now"
A Convenient
E.
Choice
(^« S)»«,r/A. •S£,m,/,->'
lastem's extended campus centers in Corbin, Danville,
and Manchester offer convenient alternatives for many stu-
dents.
Students at extended campuses gain convenience without
sacrificing quality or freedom of choice. They are at liberty to
choose from aiiy of the 157 degree and certification programs
offered by Eastern.
Most students can complete all of their general education
requirements, and possibly even their third year at an extended
campus center, before transferring to Richmond for upper di-
vision courses to complete a baccalaureate degree.
"Danville offers all the classes I need now, said Galen
Eisenbeis, a freshman forestiy major. "I'll have to go to the
main campus next year. But it'll be all right once I get there
and figure everything out."
With classes offered from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m., Eisenbeis had
no problem choosing enough classes for his full-time
course load, he said.
Paula Hill, a senior who recently transfen-ed to Corbin,
said, "All the ser\'ices available on the main campus are
available here."
Ser\'ices include the Colonel Connection registration,
advising and tutoring programs, free librai^ courier ser\'ice,
and computer labs linked to Richmond. Interactive TV
classes let small groups from each center participate simul-
taneously via two-way interactive audio and video, fomi-
ing a "class" with more individualized attention.
Centers offer smaller class sizes, more personal atten-
tion, and a more relaxed environment.
Rachael Gabhart, a full-time freshman in the two-year
nursing progi-am, said that her workload is easier at the
Danville center.
All oi Gabhart's classes are at night, freeing her days for
equally important pursuits. "I got lucky because this way,
I can work," Gabhart said.
I Left:The
I addition of the
Kentucky
Telelinking
Network
(KTLN) has
meant that
more classes
are available at
each of EKU's
centers.Above:
Nursing major
Jennifer
Broughton, of
Cannon, at the
Tri-County
Center in
Corbin.
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Left: Ben Bright, Lorna Jones and
MituI Patel in front of theTri-
County Center in Corbin. Below:
Students utilize the computer
lab at the Danville Center.
Three students from Manchester
are among the many Clay
Countians attending the
Manchester Center. From left
are Jodi Smallwood.Vicky
Hensley and Kendra Hoskins.
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Karen Asher, sophomore from
Middlesboro, portrays Jan in
"Grease."
Lashe Dunn, senior from
Winchester, and Rob Stanford,
senior from Tollesboro, portray
Miss Prisim and Rev. Chasuble in
"The Importance of Being
Earnest."
'^
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"Grease" Highlights 1997-98 Season
Performing
Arts: Theater
At left:
freshman from
Lawrenceburg,
as Danny in
Top: Marisa Duval fixes the hair of Emily Carroll, freshman from Fort
Thomas, backstage of the production of "Grease." Above: John Drago,
junior from Louisville,as JackWorthing, talks as Charles Mullins, as
Algernon Moncrieff, listens in "The Importance of Being Earnest."
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Concerts, Recitals Showcase Musicians
Performing
Arts: Music
On the trumpet: Phil Johnson, sophomore from Mount Eden, and
Allen Mays.
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performs on the
saxophone.
Above:Jenny
performs with
the Vocal Jazz
Ensemble.
•j
I
f^r. t
Dr. Mark Chambers conducts
the EKU Symphony Orchestra.
^^^^^^r ^,'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M
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From left: Orchestra members
Dr. Dan Duncan, ElsaWalls,
senior from Finchville, and Dan
Prekopa, freshman from
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
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In more ways than one, sports at
Eastern stands at a crossroads.
The men's football team, while
perennially in championship contention at
a league and national level, came into
the 1997-98 season hoping to
return to a I-AA title game for
the first time in 14 years.
The women's basketball team
stands on the verge of dynasty, coming
off the school's best season and first-ever
The
Colonel
remains a
fan favorite trip to thc Big Dancc. The program is
at Eastern
sporting
events.
now attracting recruits that were once out
of grasp, and cotninued success, at least
for the foreseeable future, seems likely.
The men's basketball program entered its
first campaign with new head coach Scott
Perry, whose coaching pedigree and natural
enthusiasm rejuvenated interest in the
rogram and whose proven recruiting
y has already b^in to pay t^-idends.
ut student internal™ attemance
isn't what it once was or could be again.
especially for men's basketball. Just as
Cameron has its CraMeicit Duke, will
McBravejr soon have itI'Madmen?
St; Lied.
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Scoreboard
Troy State 21 EKU 12
Western Ky. 37 EKU 21
Appalachian St. 27 EKU 23
EKU 56 Austin Peay 3
EKU 49 Tenn. State 7
EKU 29 Murray St. 8
EKU 26 Tenn. Tech 7
EKU 49 UT-Martin
EKU 20 SE Missouri 10
EKU 35 Middle Tenn. 20
EKU 49 Eastern III. 7
Western Ky. 42 EKU 14
Above: Quarterback Simon
Fuentes shook off a sluggish
start to enjoy a record-setting
season.The senior set school
records for most yards
passing in a game (332) and
regular season ( 1 ,932). His
142 ^,l>rSn(f/nuLi/L'
streak of 1 74 consecutive
passes without an
interception ended in the
playoffs. Right: Corey Crume,
who rushed for 739 yards on
the season, struggles to break
the grasp of a defender.
t
Streak Ends in P^ Round of Playoffs
Colonels Capture
18^^ League Title
For the last eight games of the regular season, the
Colonels were unstoppable on offense and untouch-
able on defense, whipping opponents by an average
score ot 39-8.
They wrapped up their 18''' Ohio Valley Conference
regular season title the last week with a convincing
49-7 win at Eastern Illinois, their seventh against no
losses in league play.
Then came Western Kentucky, a team that had
beaten a then-struggling Colonel team 37-2 1 the sec-
ond week ot the season.
The host Hilltoppers were even more dominating
in the playoffs, crushing the Colonels 42-14, ending
an otherwise successful 8-4 season.
"I'm disappointed it ended this way for the seniors'
sake," said Coach Roy Kidd, who concluded his 34th
year at the helm. "You have to make the plays when
you have a chance, and we had been doing that for the
past eight games. We didn't execute. ..and Western did.
And that was the story of the game."
One of the season's biggest stories was the emergence
ot Quarterback Simon Fuentes, who closed a brilliant
senior season with school records for most yards pass-
ing in a game (332) and regular season (1,932). His
streak of 1 74 consecutive passes without an intercep-
tion ended m the playotf game.
Sophomore tailback Derick Logan and redshirt fresh-
man tailback Corey Cnime led the Colonels in aishing
with 849 and 739 yards, respectively. Junior receiver Rondel
Menende: set a school record with 1,137 yards receiving.
Bobby Washington became Eastern's all-time pass recei\-er,
closing his career with 1 54 catches for 2,435 yards.
A senior-laden defense was anchored by Britt Bowen,
Chris Guyton, and Danny Thomas.
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The 1997 Football Colonels
captured their 18'" regular
season Ohio Valley
Conference title.
Left:A familiar sight the past
few seasons was receiver
Bobby Washington racing
downfield with the ball.
Washington became
Eastern's all-time pass
receiver, closing his career
with 1 54 catches for 2,435
yards.
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A New Era Begins
Perry's 1^^ Season
Shows Promise
A late-reason rush by Coach Scott Perry's inaugu-
ral squad ,t;ave Colonel hasketball fans a plimpse of a
bright future.
Eastern's season ended at 10-17 with a 61-49 loss to
third-seeded Middle Tennessee in the OVC tourney,
but not before the Colonels won their last four regular
season games to fitiish 8-10 in league play.
"We had a tough start, playing eight t)f our first nine
games on the road," said Perry ot his team, which lost
its first eight games. "It took our players some time to
grasp the concept of playmg hard and doing those
things needed to win. We were encouraged toward the
end ot the year, as we became more competitive. 1 know
1 learned a great deal as a coach that will help me pre-
pare for my second year."
The injury big bit the Colonels hard. Seven players
on the 12-man roster missed time due to various ail-
ments. Most notable were the stress fracture on the
left leg suffered by leading scorer Daniel Sutton and a
season-ending knee injury to senior forward Aaron
Cecil. Junior guard Mark Williams also missed three
games toward the end ot the season, but still led East-
ern in scoring at 13.3 ppg. Sutton and junior forward
Marty Thomas followed at 10.3 ppg, and Sutton added
8. 1 rebounds.
"We've got a lot of work to do," said Perry,
"but, 1 believe, this team has laid the founda-
tion for teams to follow."
The I 997-98 Colonels - Front
row, from left: Assistant Coach
KurtisTownsend, Charles
Thomas, Chris Fitzgerald, Eric
Addie, Head Coach Scott
Perry, Shane Carnes, David
Evans, Mark Williams,
Assistant Coach Scot Ecker.
Back row: Assistant Coach La
Juan Lewis,Aaron Cecil,
Ibrahim Myles.Jared
Carpenter, Derrick Wilder,
Warren Stukes, Daniel Sutton,
Marty Thomas, Kris Carrier.
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The team's leading scorer,
junior swingman Mark
Williams, drives toward the
basket. Williams averaged
13.3 ppg. l\
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Scoreboard
Berea 94 EKU 88
Fla. Intl. 99 EKU 77
Miami (FId.) 86 EKU 64
Murray St. 64 EKU 57
UT-Martin 67 EKU 64
Somford 58 EKU 55
Cincinnati 106 EKU 53
Indiana St. 78 EKU 61
EKU 68 GeorgiaSt. 59
EKU 67 Eastern III. 63
EKU 82 Southeast Mo. 79
Austin Peay 79 EKU 66
EKU 71 Tenn. State 69
Murray St. 73 EKU 63
Moreheod St. 86 EKU 85
Middle Tenn. 96 EKU 89
EKU 65 Tenn. Tech 53
Eastern III. 72 EKU 68
Southeast Mo. 97 EKU 78
EKU 83 UT-Martin 77
Austin Peay 88 EKU 79
Tenn. State 79 EKU 66
EKU 73 lUPUl 69
EKU 87 Moreheod St. 72
EKU 55 Middle Tenn. 54
EKU 84 Tenn. Tech 75
Middle Tenn. 61 EKU 49
At left: Senior forward Daniel
Sutton averaged 10 points
and eight rebounds.Above:
First-year Coach Scott Perry
gives instructions to his
squad.
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Scoreboard
EKU 97 Marshall 90
Detroit-Mercy 79 EKU 76
EKU 71 East Tenn. 58
EKU 80 Go. Southern 67
EKU 64 UT-Martin 58
EKU 71 Murray State 56
Miami (Ohio) 70 EKU 59
Jackson St. 79 EKU 75
EKU 84 Western Carolina 66
Eastern III. 66 EKU 65
EKU 97 Southeast Mo. 58
Tenn. State 77 EKU 67
EKU 85 Austin Peay 62
EKU 69 Murray State 56
EKU 87 Morehead St. 70
EKU 97 Tenn. Tech 92
EKU 80 Middle Tenn. 79
EKU 86 Southeast Mo. 77
EKU 65 Eastern Illinois 49
EKU 78 UT-Martin 72
EKU 81 Tenn. State 72
EKU 72 Austin Peay 62
EKU 73 Morehead State 61
Kentucky 76 EKU 60
EKU 63 Middle Tenn. 61
EKU 92 Southeast Mo. 75
Middle Tenn. 72 EKU 62
AVER ARENA
Above: Coach Larry Inman
hands Laphelia Doss the
game ball after she crossed
the 1,000 career rebound
plateau late In the season.
Doss also broke the 1,000-
point barrier earlier in the
season. Right: Ohio Valley
46 —
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Conference Player of the
Year Chrissy Roberts fires in
a game-tying three-pointer
at the buzzer to send the
Lady Colonels and Tennessee
Tech into overtime in a
game eventually won by
Eastern 97-92.
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Dream Denied
Lady Colonels Win
OyC, Miss NCAA
The Lady Colonels fell short of a second consecu-
tive trip to theNCAA Tournament, but still claimed a
share of their second consecutive OVC title.
Eastern finished at 15-3 in league play and 20-8 over-
all, only the third time in school history that the Lady
Colonels have recorded 20 or more wins.
The Lady Colonels fell in the OVC Tournament to
eventual champion and NCAA entrv Middle Tennes-
see 72-62.
"The big difference was rebounding," said Coach
Larry Inman, nothing his teams' 49-27 deficit on the
hoards. "We didn't do a cood job blocking out and thev
got too many second chances."
The Lady Colonels struggled early in the season, and
on Jan. 10 sported a 7-5 mark. But they went on to win
12 of their last 13 regular season games.
EKU's Chrissy Roberts, who averaged a team-lead-
ing 15.3 ppg, was named OVC Player ot the Year. She
led the league in three-point shooting accuracy (46 per-
cent), three-pointers made per game (2.4) and free
throw percentage (89.2 percent). Senior Laphelia Doss
( 14.5 ppg and 8.6 rpg) was also tirst-team all-OVC.
Charlotte Si:emore, Hazard, was on the all-OVC
Freshman Team.
'^:
Above:The 1997-98 Lady
Colonels won a share of their
second straight OVC title and
won 20 games for only the
third time in the program's
history.At left:Teammates
cheer Chrissy Robert's game-
tying buzzer-beating shot
againstTennesseeTech.
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Colonels 3''^ in Tourney
Young Baseball
Team Finishes 24-
29-1
The lack ot a consistent thial startinj^ pitclicr lIlic
ti:) injuries eventually doomed the Colonel haseball
team, which finished the season on an uptick by plac-
int; third in the OVC Tournament.
Eastern finished its season with a 24- 1 9- 1 twerall mark,
including 12-12 inside the OVC. It vwm its first two games
in the league tournament before dropping two.
"We were pleased with our effort, and are looking
fVirward to next year, when most everyone returns," said
veteran coach Jim Ward.
Junior right fielder led the Colonels in hitting with
a .402 mark, 16 homers and 48 RBIs. Several other
players finished over .^00. sophomore designated hit-
ter Matt Mason (.378), sophomore shortstop Jason
Sharp (.347), junior third baseman J. D. Bussell (.344),
sophomore left fielder Brad Sizemore (.338), sopho-
more first baseman Lee Chapman (.333, 14 HR, 52
RBIs) and sophomore second baseman Adam Basil
(.321, 11 HR, 40 RBIs).
Junior righthander Eric Bess was the ace of the pitch-
ing staff with his 9-4 mark and 6.27 ERA. Senior re-
liever Joe Witten closed a brilliant four-year career with
the Colonels by notching a 4.4 record, 3.95 ERA and
four saves.
Murray, Mason, Sharp and catcher Joe Smith were
first-team all-OVC.
Sophomore inflelder Jason
Sharp leads off base. Sharp
hit .347 for the year.
Junior catcher Joe Smith
attempts to nail a baserunner.
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Scor
EKU 11
tbOQ
Wofford
rd
7
Furman 8 EKU 1
EKU 3 Furman 3
EKU 7 Nebraska 4
BowlingGreen 10 EKU 2
Bowing Green 11 EKU 6
Bow ing Green 8 EKU 6
Detroit-Mercy 18 EKU 9
Detroit-Mercy
EKU
14 EKU 12
6 Detroit-Mercy 5
EKU 5 Youngstown 3
Youngstown 7 EKU 2
EKU 9 Youngstown 8
Midd e Tenn. 8 EKU 1
Midd e Tenn. 5 EKU 3
EKU 13 Middle Tenn. 1
EKU 6 Belmont 3
SE Missouri 3 EKU 2
SE Missouri 7 EKU 1
EKU 8 SE Missouri 4
Belmont 9 EKU 7
Louisville 10 EKU 6
EKU 11 Louisville 5
EKU 12 Austin Peay 11
EKU 18 Austin Peoy 2
EKU 9 Austin Peoy 8
EKU 13 Marshall 5
Cincinnati 11 EKU 9
UT-Mortin 7 EKU 4
EKU 9 UT-Mortin 4
EKU 10 UT-Mortin 7
EKU 25 Wright State
EKlf
13
Xavier 8 1
Murray St. 15 EKU 8
Murray St. 12 EKU 9
Murray St. 6 EKU 3
Marsha 1 19 EKU 9
EKU 9 Morehead St. 2
Morehead St. 8 EKU 3
EKU 25 Morehead St. 19
EKU 12 Xavier 11
Kentucky
EKU
8 EKU 7
8 Tenn. Tech 5
Tenn. Tech 7 EKU 1
Tenn. Tech 14 EKU 11
Wright State 8 EKU 2
EKU 6 Eastern III. 4
EKU 12 Eastern III. 4
Eastern II
.
12 EKU 6
Western Ky.
EKl)
17 EKU 6
7 Murray St. 5
EKU 15 Eastern III. 3
SE Missouri 12 EKU 8
Eastern III. 26 EKU 10
Lefcjunior rightfielder Sean
Murray led the Colonels in
hitting with a .402 average that
included 1 6 home runs and 48
runs batted in. Above:
Sophomore lefthander Keith
Jones showed signs of promise in
winning two games for Eastern.
J.
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Scoi
EKU 4
zboQ
UNC-Charlotte
rd
Marshall 4 EKU 2
EKU 6 Youngstown 3
East Carolina 2 EKU
EKU 5 Miami (Ohio) 2
EKU 1 Kentucky
Minnesota 6 EKU
Wisconsin 4 EKU
Chattanooga 7 EKU
Centenary
Texas Tech
2 EKU 1
10 EKU 1
EKU 5 Wisconsin 4
EKU 2 Centenary
EKU 3 Kentucky 2
EKU 9 Wright State 5
EKU 5 Dayton 1
EKU 4 Incfiano St. 1
Ohio 4 EKU 1
EKU 2 Kent State 1
EKU 13 Kentucky
EKU 4 UNC-Charlotte 1
EKU 3 UNC-Charlotte 2
UNC-Greensboro 2 EKU
EKU 6 UNC-Charlotte 5
EKU 6 Maine 3
EKU 2 Akron
EKU 8 Radford 1
Kent 5 EKU
EKU 2 Auburn 1
Auburn 4 EKU 3
EKU 6 UT-Mortin 2
EKU 9 UT-Mortin
EKU 1 Austin Peoy
EKU 6 Austin Peoy
Tenn. Tech 3 EKU 1
EKU 5 Tenn. Tech 1
EKU 11 Tenn. State 3
EKU 12 Tenn. State 5
Middle Tenn. 8 EKU
Middle Tenn. 2 EKU 1
EKU 6 Moreheod St.
EKU 2 Morehead St. 1
EKU 5 Eastern III. 3
EKU 2 Eastern III.
Middle Tenn. 3 EKU 1
Middle Tenn. 4 EKU 3
EKU 8 Tenn. Tech
EKU 10 Tenn. Tech 4
EKU 8 Tenn. State
EKU 8 Tenn. State
Marshall 3 EKU 2
EKU 3 Marshall 2
EKU 5 Morehead St. 4
Eastern III. 2 EKU 1
EKU 7 Austin Peoy 6
EKU 6 Morehead St.
Eastern III. 4 EKU 1
Ab().'( :7 hr Colonels hit .281 as a team, while holding the
opposition to a .243 mark. Right: Karen Scott fashioned a I 6-9
record and tossed a school record eight shutouts.
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Team Achieves Best
Record in School History
Softball Surprise
They were picked to finish fifth in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Not only did they tmish second, they recorded the
program's hest-ever record.
Yes, it was a season of pleasant surprises tor the East-
em sotthall team.
The Colonels finished league play with a 1 5-5 record,
three games out of the lead. All hut one ot their OVC
losses came at the hands ot champion Middle Tennes-
see. Then, winning three ot ti\'e games in the OVC
tournament, they concluded the season with a stellar
38-19 overall mark, which included three wins over
the University of Kentucky.
"It was a good year," said EKU head coach Jane
Worthington. "In the tournament, we didn't play as
well as we were capable. I am pleased with the year,
hut not really satisfied. There is always one more game
to win. ..one more regional. ..one more championship.
"There were a lot ot good uidi\'idual efforts this sea-
son. Our players recei\'ed both the Player ot the Year
Award (sophomore Kelly Swanson) and the Freshman
ot the Year (Kerri Duncan). Both were very deserving
ot those awards."
Swanson set school records with her .416 batting
average and .716 slugging percentage. Duncan tmished
her rookie campaign with a mound record ot 18-7 with
a school-redord 1.46 ERA. The team's other principal
starter, junior Karen Scott, tossed a school-record eight
shutouts. Only once all season did Eastern allow more
than eieht runs.
Above:The 1997-98 Softball
squad finished the season
with the program's best-ever
record: 38- 1 9. At leftiA major
reason for the success of the
team was sophomore
shortstop Kelly Swanson,
who led the team in hitting
for the second straight
season, batting .4 1 6 with a
team-leading 12 homers and
46 RBI.
X
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End of Two Eras
Merron Rewrites
Records;
Polvino Leaves Post
It was the end of two eras.
Middle hlncker Amy Merrcm CDiicluded her career,
but in)t before leax'int,' her mark on the school's record
book.
And coaching legend Geri PoK'mo, an eight-time
OVC Coach of the Year, resigned after 3 1 years and a
collegiate career mark of 627-439.
Neither went out they way they would ha\'e liked.
Eastern wrapped up the season with a 3-29 overall
record, including 3-15 in the OVC.
"We certainly appreciate Geri's years of service to
our athletics program, and we are pleased she has de-
cided to stay on in a full-time teaching capacity," said
Dr. Robert Baugh, athletics director.
Merron, from Bancroft, Iowa, leads the team m nu-
merous career, season and game record categories. She
is second all-time in career kills, attempts and block
assists.
Lori Duncan, whei played under Polvino 1980-83,
was named to succeed her former mentor.
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Scoreboard
Western Ky. 3 EKU 1
Kentucky 3 EKU 2
Bradley 3 EKU 1
Valparaiso 3 EKU 1
Western Ky. 3 EKU 1
Tenn. State 3 EKU 1
Austin Peay 3 EKU
Murray St. 3 EKU 1
EKU 3 UT-Martin 1
Eastern III. 3 EKU
SE Missouri 3 EKU
Tenn. Tech 3 EKU 1
Middle Tenn. 3 EKU 1
Morehead St. 3 EKU
Cleveland St. 3 EKU 1
Indiana State 3 EKU
Ohio 3 EKU
UT-Martin 3 EKU 2
Murray St. 3 EKU 1
Tennessee 3 EKU
Austin Peay 3 EKU
EKU 3 Tenn. Stote 2
Morehead St. 3 EKU 1
Western III. 3 EKU
Southern III. 3 EKU
Evansville 3 EKU
Marshall 3 EKU 2
EKU 3 Middle Tenn. 2
Tenn. Tech 3 EKU
SE Missouri 3 EKU
Eastern III. 3 EKU
Middle Tenn. 3 EKU
At left:Amy Merron
concluded her stellar career,
but not before leaving her
mark on the school's record
book.Above: Kelly Smith,
Kelly Schroder and Merron
during pre-game warmups.
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OVC Runners-Up
Golf Teams
Finish with Flourish
"We didn't play great golf all year," said first-year
men's golt Coach Pat Stephens, "hut 1 was pleased with
our play in the OVC Tournament."
And well he should he. The Colonels finished sec-
ond in the 10-team field, only six strokes behind pe-
rennial power Middle Tennessee, which won its fourth
title in five years.
The top individual scorers were seniors Kris
O'Donnell and Mike Whitson, who both shot 214 to
place them in a third-place tie, good enough for all-con-
ference status. Whitson fired an OVC record 64 in the
middle round of the championship. Eric Millenbrink's
215 was good enough for a sixth-place tie.
Potential, a sometimes o\'erused cliche in sports.
certainly describes the women's golf program at this
point.
The youthful women's squad wrapped up its season
with a second-place finish in the OVC Championship
at Arlington. The event was won ci)n\'incingly by
Murray State.
"We had the potential to beat Murray State but not
the experience," said Women's Coach Sandy Vlartin.
"We knew it was going to be hard to take anything
away from Murray. At this stage, our team did as well
as it could do."
Jackie Biro led Eastern with a 232, good for third
place. Krissie Kirby scored 246 for eighth and Julie
Bourne 252 for 10''\
Tennis Teams Break
Even for Season
Mixed Results
Both the men's and women's tennis teams experi-
enced roughly hreak-even seasons, the men finishing
at 12-11 and the women 8-10.
The men finished fourth in the OVC tourney after
edging Murray State 4-3 in the opening round before
dropping 4-0 decision to Middle Tennessee and UT-
Martin.
hidividually, junior Jamey Scllars, Cumhcrland, re-
ceived all-Ohio Valley Conference honors by being
\'orei.l by the league's tennis coaches as the best No. 6
player in the league.
"Our guys played pretty well," said Coach Toui
Higgins. "We were hoping for a higher finish, because
we played Middle Tennessee such a good match."
The women also went 1-2 in the league tourney with
a 5-0 win over Morehead before losses to Tennessee
Tech, 5-1, and Southeast Missouri, 5-2.
"The women's team was really young and this tour-
nament was a good learning experience for next year,"
Higi'ins said.
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Senior Jeremy King concluded
a successful two-year career.
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Track, Cross Country
Teams Successful
Running for Glory
Eastern's track and cross country- teams continued
their tradition ot excellence with stellar seasons once
again.
Both the men's and women's cross country teams
captured OVC championships, while the men's and
women's track teams finished fourth and second, re-
spectively.
It was the 16''' consecutive league title for the cross-
country women. Senior Jamie King, who was later
named Outstanding Female Collegiate Athlete in In-
di\'idual Sports tor the state ot Kentucky, won her sec-
ond straight individual title. Also named an All-Ameri-
can for the third time, she has now won the past four
major OVC women's cross country-/track awards over
the past two seasons.
Also tor Eastern, Sarah Blossom took second,
Celestina Ogbolugo third, Jenni Brown ninth and
Mandy Jones 10*.
"I was really happy with the girls' performance," said
Coach Rick Erdmann.
The men's team won the OVC title after a two-year
absence from the top. Junior Mohamed Musse won
OVC Male Cross County Athlete of the Year honors
with his first-place finish. Daniel Koech was third,
David Kabata fith and Charlie Moore ninth.
"More than anything, 1 was just happy for the kids,"
said Erdmann. "They worked really hard to win this
meet and it paid off in the end."
After the OVC competition, the men took seventh
and the men 10''' in the Southeast Regionals. The men
beat such schools as North Carolina, Duke and Vir-
ginia. '
In men's track, Titus Ngeno, Daniel Blochwitz,
Daniel Koech, Charles Moore and Shawn Afflick
earned all-conference honors. Also, the 4 x 400 meter
relay team of Afflick, Carl Bunce, Blochwit: and Gaftel
Hippolyte was all-OVC.
In women's track, Jamie King was named OVC
Women's Outdoor Track Athlete of the Year tor the
second straight year. Earning all-OVC were King, Jenni
Brown, Sarah Blossom, Felecia Hawkins, Vashti Canty,
Alysia Barton, Mama Moore, and Celestina Ogbolugo.
Above: Jamie King (front,
second from left) was named
Ail-American for the third
time as well as Outstanding
Female Collegiate Athlete in
Individual Sports for the
state of Kentucky.
At left:Titus Ngeno
congratulates a fellow cross
country runner after a race.
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Cheerleaders, Dance
Colonels Add to Games
That Something
Extra
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The 1997-98 EKU
Cheerleaders
Front, from left: Brian
Clark, Jim Gilliland,
mascots. Second row,
Ashley Havens, Many
Hagen.Third row:
Charlie Neal, Jeremy
Blake, Chris Haley,
Dustin Dalton, Jacob
Souza, Marty Case.Top
row:Tish Kidd, Mindi
Huff, Kim Cornelius,
Cortney Albert, Rhonee
Rodgers and Melinda
Hall.
I
i
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The 1997-98 Dance Colonels
Front row, from left: Brittany
160 -'/^*-'^tudemUfc
T
Wallace, Cindy Rice, Marissa
DeVaul.Nikki Conibs,
Autumn Walling. Back row:
Mindy Allen, Dawn
Fitzpatrick, Meghan Dew,
Heidi Grabemeyer, and
Amanda Roche. bi
At left: Rhonee Rodgers, a
senior from Liberty, leads a
cheer.Top:Tlie Dance
Colonels were popular
entertainers at halftime of
home sporting events.Above:
Ashley Havens and Dustin
Dalton rally the crowd at a
basketball game.
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Clockwise from top:The
Colonel joins the band;The
Colonel has a sudden impact,
too, when he appears at EKU
events.The Colonel presents a
small replica to Hanly and
Wesley, grandsons of
162 -*.' "^Student Life
President Hanly Funderburk
at the retirement dinner for
Eastern's leader.Two students
donned the Colonel uniform
this year; Brian Clark,
sophomore from Cincinnati,
and Jim Gilliland, senior from
Lexington.
"Colonel" Keeps Crowds
Cheering, Laughing
Popular Mascot
Spreads Joy
Above:The cheerleaders lift
the Colonel onto the
platform. Left:The Colonel
joins in a performance by the
Dance Colonels at a
basketball game.
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iEastern's
student
body is
growing
older and
increasingly
diverse.
As the line between traditional and
non-traditional students continues
^ to hlur, who's to say any more
what's average or normal.
At Eastern, the number of
students fresh out of high school is
again on an uptick. But classrooms are
dotted with students who, many years out
of school, still recognize the advantages
that higher education can afford them.
:** Some wait until the children are grown;
others can't afford to wait. Perhaps they
want a second wage and higher standard
of living for their family; maybe they've
been downsized out of a former job and
need new tools to compete. But it's obvi-
ous that the need has never been greater
tor lifelong learning.
You just never know any more who you
might see on one of Eastern's campuses. It
just might be Momma or Grandpa.
Seniors
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Lisa F . Abner Oneida, Ky Nursing General (Post-R.N )
Cayce E. Acker Wellsville, Pa Agncullure: w/Business Minor
Jamey S. Adams Richmond, Ky Pre-Manufactunng Technology
Shawn D. Adams Hazard, Ky Police Administration
Susan K. Adams Richmond. Ky Nursing (R.N. Training)
Tressa M. Adams In/ine, Ky Heanng Impaired K-12/K-4 (T)
Jason Adkins Richmond, Ky Police Administration
Lisa G. Adkins Mckee, Ky Child/Family Studies: Family
Brandon D. Akers Mcdowell, Ky Construction Technology: Area
Christopher D. Akers Richmond, Ky Construction Technology: Area
Bader Ai-Otaibi Richmond, Ky Computer, Information Systems
Theresa Alexander Richmond, Ky Sociology
Laura Allnutt-Hollingsworth Richmond, Ky Rec: Leisure/Rec Prog Delivery
Kelly J. Alsip Richmond, Ky Early Ele Ed A/H Gener K-4 (T)
Yonathan D. Alula Richmond, Ky Management
Lisa C. Anderson Baxter, Ky Management
Lena L. Arnold Paint Lick. Ky Marketing: General Marketing
Abiy Asfaw Richmond, Ky Computer, Information Systems
Brian Ball Decalor, II Fse: Fire Protection Adminisir
John A. Ballard Winchester, Ky Construction Technology: Area
Kristy L. Barber Greenup, Ky Occupational Therapy
Sandy E, Bardroff Richmond, Ky Real Estate
Rosetta Barker Lerose, Ky Rec: Therapeutic Recreation
Leesa G. Barnet t Louisville. Ky Child/Family Studies Family
Stephen M, Barnum Central Cily Ky Broadcasting/Electronic Media
Elizabeth A. Barrett Richmond, Ky Mathematics
Rebecca A. Bates Richmond, Ky Biology
Seth A. Bendorf Louisville, Ky Fse Industrial Safety/Risk Mgt
Jennifer D Bennett Campbellsville, Ky Rec: Therapeutic Recreation
Wendy G. Berry Martha, Ky Speech Human Services Communi
Carmin [1/1. Berryman Mt Sterling. Ky Rec Therapeutic Recreation
Heidi R. Bischoff Richmond, Ky Environmental Health Science
Pamela S. Bishop Irvine. Ky Nursing (R N Training)
Jaime R. Blanton Lexington, Ky Chemistry
Stephanie Boggs Richmond, Ky Psychology
Amie Bolduc Radcliff, Ky Sed Lbd Soc Studi K-12/5-8 (T)
Janice K. Boruske Dayton, Ky Communication Disorders
Robyn R. Bostic Pikeville. Ky Sed' Lear/Beh Dis K-12/K-4 (T)
Molly J Bowen Richmond. Ky Early Ele Ed Science K-4 (T)
Steven L. Bowen Richmond. Ky Political Science (Teaching)
Dana M Bowling London, Ky Marketing. Business Logistics
Bradley R. Boyett Louisville, Ky Insurance & Risk Management
Linda K. Bozeman Richmond, Ky Social Work
Jamie L. Brandenburg Richmond, Ky Rec: Therapeutic Recreation
Amy L, Braun Louisville, Ky Early Ele Ed Eng/Commu K-4 (T)
Heather E. Brewer Richmond, Ky Communication Disorders
Tina L. Brinson Somerset, Ky Social Work
Cecilia F
. Brock Corbin, Ky Pre-Nursing (Baccalaureate)
Dena L. Brooks Campion, Ky Business Educalion-Compre (PI)
Lynne M. Brosius Richmond, Ky Mathematics
Carta G, Brown London, Ky Middle Grd Ed E/C-Socia 5-8(T)
Michael A. Brown Richmond, Ky Broadcasting/Electronic Media
Michael R. Brown Corbin, Ky Music
Teshanna D. Brown Louisville, Ky Corrections & Juvenile Service
Thomas R, Brown Versailles, Ky Political Science
Christina Bucher Richmond. Ky English: Writing
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The Residence
Hall
Association's
annual Bridal
Show is
always a
crowd-pleaser
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Adam Back and
Leslie Covington
were elected
president and
vice president,
respectively, of
the Student
Association
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Jennifer L. Burchell Hazard, Ky General Dietetics
Patricia S, Burcliett Lexington, Ky Nursing (R N, Training)
Jason A. Burkholder Hillsville, Va Fse:lndustnal Safety/Risk Mgt
Timothy J. Burnett Clay City, Ky Computer, Information Systems
Timothy G. Burton Berea, Ky Assets Protection: Ap Studies
Susan R, Butcher
,
Van Lear, Ky Anthropology
Julia D. Cain Richmond, Ky Nursing (R,N, Training)
Darin L. Caldwell Parksville, Ky Manufactunng Tech: Electronic
Shelley B. Caldwell Richmond, Ky Nursing (R.N. Training)
Kyle G, Callahan Morehead, Ky Police Administration
Doris J, Campbell Campton, Ky Nursing (R N Training)
Laura L. Campbell Georgetown, Ky Accounting
Lori A. Campbell Lancaster. Ky Spec Ed: Lbd K-12;K-4 (Pt)
Kari R. Carpenter Verndale Mn Forensic Science
Deana C, Castle
,
Inez, Ky Chemistry (Teaching)
Jackie S. Cate s Berea, Ky Geography (Teaching)
Chan Y. Chang Richmond, Ky Marketing: General Marketing
Cassandra R. Chapman Revelo, Ky Communication Disorders
Christian M, Chetwood Latonia, Ky Broadcasting/Electronic Media
Heather D. Childers Elkhorn City, Ky, Paralegal Science
Sang H, Cho Richmond, Ky Marketing: General Marketing
KImberly Clark Cannon, Ky Early Ele Ed Eng/Commu K-4 (T)
Sara R, Clark Corbin, Ky Marketing Retail Marketing
Julie A, Clay Danville, Ky Journalism
Laetitia G, Clayton Richmond, Ky Joumalism
Darmita D, Clemons Mt. Sterling, Ky Child/Family Studies Family
John C, Click S Portsmouth, Ky Police Administration
Deanna R. Coffey Monlicello, Ky Early Ele Ed Science K-4 (T)
Destiny Coffman Georgetown, Ky Ele Ed: Eng/Communica P-5 (Pt)
Lenita M. Coleman Evarts, Ky Broadcasting/Electronic Media
Alicia D. Collier Nicholasville, Ky Marketing: General Marketing
Kimberly D. Collins Pippa, Passes, Ky General Business
Charlie M, Combs Booneville, Ky Corrections & Juvenile Service
Sarah B. Combs Chilhowie. Va Forensic Science
Sylvia J. Combs Richmond, Ky, Paralegal Science
Sherri L. Conner Richmond. Ky Nursing (R.N Training)
Heather J. Cooksey Burkesville, Ky Police Administration
Teresa M. Cooper Parksville, Ky Public Relations
Lavonne M. Coots Smilax, Ky Social Work
Laura E. Copland Brookville, In Social Work
Jason P, Cosco Fairmont, Wv Occupational Therapy
Brian T , Crawford Wake Forest, Nc Fse: Fire Protection Administr
Melissa G, Crawford Grays, Ky Nursing (R.N. Training)
Jennifer M. Crouch Fisherville, Ky Music:. Instrumental
Karen Cummins Cincinnati, Oh Apparel Des/Merchandis: Design
David J, Curd Corbin, Ky Computer Science
Jacqueline A. Daigle Corbin, Ky Nursing (R.N, Training)
Deborah R. Dannelly Mckee. Ky Nursing (R.N. Training)
Sean M. Dashnaw Elizabethtown, Ky Police Administration
Paula J, Daugherty Marshes Siding. Ky Sociology
Amy K, Davis Richmond, Ky English: Literature
Charlotte F, Davis Burnside, Ky Psychology
Donna F . Davis Lexington, Ky Sed: Lear/Beh Dis K-12/K-4 (T)
Megan E. Davis Butler, Ky Agr: Pre-Vetennary Degree
Melanie C. Dearing Stanton, Ky Hearing Impaired K-12/K-4 (T)
Natalie J, Decker Flemingsburg, Ky Psychology
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Ben S. Dehus Ludiow Fails, Oh Fse: Fire/Arson, Investigation
Jacindia G. Denney Brodhead, Ky, Paralegal Science
Jennifer L. Dixon Nicl(elsville, Va Occupational Therapy
Susan C. Dixon Lily, Ky Connections & Juvenile Service i
Andrea M. Doll Cincinnati, Oh Occupational Therapy
[
Laphelia A. Doss Franklin, Ky Broadcasting/Electronic Ivledia W'
Angela R. Dunagan Brooks, Ky Police Administration
Kevin E. Duncan Englewood, Oh Police Administration
Lee A. Eades Richmond, Ky Middle Grd Ed Math-Scie 5-8(T)
Heather G. Eden Sadieville, Ky Early Ele Ed Malhemati K-4 (I)
Andrew T
.
Edmundson Richmond, Ky Middle Grd Ed E/C-Scien 5-8(T)
Kimberly A. Ellenberger Paducah, Ky Broadcasting/Electronic Media
Brandy L. Epperson Greenville, Ky Speech: Organizational Communi
James R. Ethridge Lexington, Ky Psychology
Michelle A. Fackle r Shepherdsville, Ky Occupational Therapy
Eugenia M. Farrell Richmond, Ky Paralegal Science
Alfreda B. Feltner Stanton, Ky Corrections & Juvenile Service
Haywood R, Ferguson Richmond, Ky Manufactunng Tech: Quality As
Amelia B. Fields Stanford. Ky Rec: Therapeutic Recreation
David S, Fields Cynthiana, Ky Physical Educ: Sports Superv
Latonia S. Fields West. Paducah. Ky Sociology
Kristen D, Filosa Glastonbury. Ct Communication Disorders
John B, Finley Lexington, Ky Police Administration
Mark E. Flannery Richmond, Ky Music: Vocal Cert/lnstrum (T)
Daniel P. Florence Cynthiana, Ky Police Administration
Amy L. Floyd , Pans, Ky Sed: Moderate/Sev Dis K-12 (T)
James C. Floyd Louisville, Ky Fselndustnal Risk Management
Catherine R. Flynn Richmond, Ky Music: Voice
Tonya L. Fortner Irvine, Ky Nursing (R,N, Training)
Stephen J, Franklin. Florence, Ky Aircraft Professional Pilot
Lorie L. Fryman Cynthiana, Ky Child/Family Studies: Childhoo
Cynthia L. Fulks Winchester, Ky Middle Grd Ed E/C-Scien 5-8(T)
Richard P, Gantt Williamsburg, Ky Psychology
Brenda S. Garrett Clay City Ky Psychology
Kevin D, Gay Oneida, Ky History (Teaching)
Amy E. Gayle Walton, Ky Music:. Instrumental Certif (T)
Robin D, Gernert Louisville. Ky General Dietetics
Karen Gerteisen Evansville, In Occupational Therapy
Allison D. Gilbert Berea, Ky Sed: Moderate/Sev Dis K-12 (T)
Knsty A. Gilbert Irvine. Ky Journalism
Tara D, Gilbert Stanlon, Ky Hearing Impaired K-12/K-4 (T)
Alisha G. Gilkison Winchester, Ky Heanng Impaired K-12;K-4 (T)
Christine L Gill Cincinnali. Oh. Interior Design
Julie K, Gill London. Ky Early Ele Ed Eng/Commu K-4 (T)
Jennifer A. Girdler Somerset. Ky Rec: Therapeutic Recreation
Russell L. Goddard Richmond. Ky Heanng Impaired
Katrina L. Goodrich Berea, Ky Physical Education: K-12 (T)
Jill R. Grabeel Somerset, Ky Accounting
Erin R. Grady Lima, Oh Rec: Therapeutic Recreation
Tina L, Grant Richmond, Ky Medical Assisting Technology
Melanie J. Gray Elizabethtown, Ky Nursing {R,N. Training)
Heather P
,
Green Wurtland. Ky Construction Technology: Area
Dorothy F
. Gregory Irvine. Ky Nursing (R,N, Training)
Josephine A. Gridley Lexington, Ky Communication Disorders
Angela D. Griffin Albany, Ky Health, Information Mgt: 4-Year
Bryan E. Gross Stanford. Ky Sociology
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Shane C. Gutierrez Richmond, Ky Management
Kevin D. Hackney Eubank, Ky Computer. Information Systems
Maria N. Hale Frankfort, Ky Heanng Impaired K-12/K4 (T)
Joseph A. Halfhill Lexington, Ky Psychology
Sarah E. Hancock Richmond, Ky Environmental Health Science
Amy E. Handshoe Winchester, Ky Early Ele Ed Science K-4 (T)
Bobbie J. Harmon Richmond, Ky Sociology
Ruth H. Harris London, Ky Nursing (R,N- Training)
Stacey L, Harris Richmond, Ky Rec; Therapeutic Recreation
Tracy D. Harris Richmond, Ky Health Care Administration
Angela E, Harrison Richmond, Ky Computer, Information Systems
Michael S. Harting Dayton, Oh Police Administration
Robert D, Hartman Walton, Ky Early Ele Ed Soc/Behav K-4 (T)
Walter D, Hawley Richmond, Ky Psychology
Jennifer G. Hays Tyner, Ky Occupational Therapy
Amelia F. Hayter Louisville, Ky Marketing: General Marketing
Brenda W . Hendrickson Danville. Ky Early Ele Ed Soc/Behav K-4 (T)
Jon E. Hensley Winchester. Ky Manufactunng Tech: Electronic
Kerri L, Hensley Belfry, Ky Political Science
Cheryl E. Henson Richmond, Ky Psychology
Paul H. Heringer Independence, Ky Police Administration
Angela Heuser Independence, Ky Biology
Erica J, Higgs Hopkinsville, Ky Social Work
Delena F. Hill Waco, Ky Nursing (R.t^, Training)
Allison F
.
Hilton Richmond. Ky Pre-Clinical Lab Sci. Upper
Kenneth C. Holbert Richmond. Ky Police Administration
Mary F
.
Hollingsworth Loveland. Oh Sed: Moderate/Sev Dis K-12 (T)
Dennis M. Holmgren Beavercreek. Oh Forensic Science
Nathan A. Honaker Bardstown, Ky Police Administration
Matthew S, Hook Loveland, Oh Marketing
Brian S. Hope Marion II Fse Industnal Safety/Risk Mgt
Angela D. Hoskins Manchester, Ky Social Work
Melissa C. Howard Jackson, Ky, Paralegal Science
Stephanie L, Howard Pineville, Ky Child/Family Studies: Family
Jennifer M. Howell Waco, Ky Police Administration
Julia A, Huff Baxter, Ky Computer, Information Systems
Danny K, Hughes Monticello, Ky Wildlife Management
Dianna L, Hurl Albany Ky Psychology
Kathleen M, Hymer Richmond, Ky Social Work
Beatrice Ibarra Kuttawa, Ky Corrections & Juvenile Service
Darek D. Isaacs Marysville, Oh Public Relations
Annabelle Jarry Richmond. Ky Public Relations
Gregory A. Jarvis London, Ky Clinical Laboratory Scr Upper
Danna N, Jasper Richmond, Ky General Dietetics
James B, Jasper Danville, Ky Broadcasting/Electronic Media
Curtis E. Johnson Nicholasville, Ky Art: Area Concentration (Pt)
Juanita G. Johnson Berea, Ky Occupational Therapy
Michelle Johnson Richmond, Ky Perfomimg Arts
Traci M. Johnson Lexington, Ky Child/Family Studies: Family
David D, Jones Cincinnati, Oh Wildlife Management
Kimberly M, Jones Shelbyvilie, Ky Psychology
Melissa R, Jones Waynesburg. Ky Science (T) Biology Minor
Tina M. Jordan London, Ky Computer Science
Tara D. Jude Lovely Ky Pre-Pharmacy
Michael A. Julazadeh Chillicothe, II Fse: Fire/Arson, Investigation
Killy P. Kang Richmond, Ky, Paralegal Science
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Keith L. Kalterheinrich Hamillon, Oh Environmen:ai Resource-
Charlotte K- Keeney Somerset, Ky Management: Human Resource L';;
Melissa K. Kelley Somerset, Ky Medical Assisting Technology
Lori D. Kemp Fall Rock, Ky Con'ectlons & Juvenile Service
Amy E. Kennedy Mohticello, Ky Early Ele Ed Soc/Behav K4 (T)
David L. Kerns Dayton, Ky Pre-Clinical Lab Sci: Upper
Bryan M. Kidd Steams, Ky General Business
Jae-Won Kim Richmond. Ky Marketing
Angela G. King Corbin, Ky Psychology
Marcus A. Kinney Owensboro, Ky Police Administration
Robyn L. Klaren Lexington, Ky Public Relations
Todd E Kleber Louisville Ky Assets Protect: Loss Prev/Ctrl
Jennifer L. Koestel Louisville, Ky Psychology
Edward R Kwak Richmond. Ky Broadcasting/Electronic Media
Adrian D, Laine Lexington, Ky Police Administration
Ike M. Lambert Ashland, Ky Police Administration
Rachel P. Lange Lexington. Ky Economics
Marilyn F . Lawson London. Ky Social Work
Robert Leach Simpsonville. Ky Management: Human Resource Mgi
Angela D.Lear Berea, Ky Clinical Laboratory Sci Upper
Robert E. Lee Lexington, Ky Marketing
Charma L, Leveridge Hazard, Ky Mathematics
Lee A. Lewis Manchester Ky Management Human Resource Mg
Sarene M. Lewis West Union, Oh Social Work
Dennis R. Liford Fourmile, Ky Broadcasting/Electronic Media
Heather L. Long Richmond. Ky Finance: General Finance
Lori L, Lucas Lebanon Junction, Ky Sed' Lear/Beh Dis K-12/K-4 (T)
Stacie L. Lunsford Williamsburg. Ky Chemistry
Heather L. Luscher Frankfort. Ky Rec: Therapeutic Recreation
Angela D. Lynch Booneville. Ky Social Work
Michael J. L ynch Danville. In Fse: Fire Protection Adminlstr
Orlando Madriz Richmond, Ky Political Science
Kimberiy Manns Paducah, Ky, Paralegal Science
Patti J. Marks Richmond, Ky Rec Therapeutic Recreation
David T. Martin London, Ky Management
Kristi Martin Greenup, Ky Accounting
Martina A. Martin Lebanon. Ky Physical Educ: Athletic T"
Melody J. Mason Winchester. Ky Philosoph,,
Joseph L. Mattingly Frankfort, Ky Psychology
Robert M Mayes Danville, Ky Pre-Manufacturing Technology
Regina R Mays Ravenna, Ky Rec: Therapeutic Recreation
Rachel M, Mccalla Cawood, Ky Early Ele Ed Eng/Commu K-4 (T)
Jennifer B. Mccowan East Bernstadt, Ky Early Ele Ed Soc/Behav K-4 (T)
Melissa A. Mcdaniel Richmond, Ky Middle Grd Ed Math-Soci 5-8(T~
Eric D, Mcdonald Mt Washington, Ky Police Administralio:
Mike Mcdonald Winchester, Ky Philosophy
Charles P , Mcghee Louisville, Ky Marketing
Jeaneen Mcgulrc Elizabethtown, Ky Social Work
John W
.
Mcwilliams Richmond. Ky Business Ed-Comprehensive |T|
Amanda F. Meade Whilehouse. Ky Accounting
Kristen L. Merimec Richmond. Ky Corrections & Juvenile Service
Robyn G. Messer Mount Olivet. Ky General Business
Jeremy Miller Irvine. Ky Statistics
Karen R. Miller Richmond. Ky Occupational Therapy
Mira L. Miller Richmond, Ky Agriculture Wilh Minor
Melissa A, Milligan London, Ky Sed: Lear/Beh Dis K-12/K-4 (T)
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Andrew Castle
and other
members of
EKU's robotics
team placed
second in a
national
competition
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Amy L. Mills Lovely, Ky Social Work
Robert L. Mills Ravenna, Ky Psychology
Jason Milner Shively, Ky Music:, Instrumental Certif (T)
Carrie L, Mobley Zanesville, Oh Psychology
Christopher B. Modderman Elizabethlown, Ky Environmental Resources
Heather V
,
Montgomery Hazard. Ky Sed: Lear/Beh Dis K-1 2/K-4 (T)
Brandy M. Moore Wittensville, Ky English' Literature
Lydia M. Moore Richmond, Ky Psychology
Maronda A, Moore Independence, Ky Rec: Therapeutic Recreation
Bradley M. Morrin Lexington, Ky Forensic Science
John W. Morris Richmond, Ky Assets Protection, Investigalio
Lee A. Morris New Carlisle, Oh History (Teaching)
Tessa L, Morris West Alexandna, Oh Rec: Therapeutic Recreation
Lisa Morrow Monticello, Ky Sed Lbd Eng/Commu K-1 2/5-8 (T)
Anita L, Morton Berea, Ky Public Relations
Christopher Moyo Danville, Ky Anthropology
Tracy Neace Richmond, Ky Manufactunng Tech: Cad
Jessica A, Newsome Lexington, Ky Sed Early Childhood
Amie B. Noonberg Richmond, Ky Sed: Learn/Behavior Disorders
Robin E. Oakes Barbourville, Ky Social Work
Chris A. Ogle Shepherdsville, Ky Wildlife Management
Bradley S, Oldham Dayton, Oh Marketing- General Marketing
Bryan L. Osburn Richmond, Ky Early Ele Ed Eng/Commu K4 (T)
Christopher W. Owens Ml Vernon, Ky Sociology
Lisa N, Pace Huntsville, Tn Physical Education: K-12 (T)
Angela P, Parmley Monticello, Ky Nursing (R N Training)
Leah P, Parsons Lancaster, Ky English (Teaching)
Michael C. Payne Louisville, Ky Police Administration
Lawana Peavler-Wilson Richmond, Ky Psychology
Crystal L. Pennington Richmond, Ky Microbiology
Tracey Pennington Winchester, Ky Computer, Information Systems
Randy A. Perkins. Pans, Ky Pre-Clinical Lab SciCytotech
Candee D. Pettit Williamstown, Ky Nursing (R N Training)
Stacey Phillips Stanton, Ky Nursing (R N Training)
Dixie L. Plotts Nicholasville, Ky Heanng Impaired K-12/K-4 (T)
Joseph A, Police Cary, Nc Speech. Human Sen^ices Communi
Gayle Poole Hardinsburg. Ky Rec: Therapeutic Recreation
Heather D. Porter Lexington. Ky Psychology
John Porter Richmond. Ky Nursing (R.N. Training)
Lonnie J. Potter Richmond, Ky Rec: Leisure/Rec Prog Delivery
William J. Powell Evarts. Ky Aviation: Professional. Flight
Chastity L. Prewitt Manchester. Ky General Dietetics
Monique Quaranta Lexington. Ky Physical Education. Wellness
Donna F. Queen Lily. Ky English: Literature
Kimberly L. Rainey Winchester, Ky, Intenor Design
Tiffany D. Ravizee Cumbedand, Ky Management
Tracy L. Ravizee Lexington. Ky Child/Family Studies: Family
Donna L. Reams Richmond. Ky Ele Ed: Soc/Behav Sol P-5 (Pt)
Krista L. Rein Elizabethlown. Ky Child/Family Studies: Childhoo
Karen Renaker Sulphur. Ky Accounting
Jennifer L. Reynolds Richmond. Ky Paralegal Science
Jolene Rice Thousandsticks. Ky Geography
Kenneth E. Rice East Point. Ky Sociology
Mary E. Richards Richmond. Ky Eariy Ele Ed Eng/Commu K-4 (T)
Joseph M. Risk Madison, In Aviation: Aviation Administrat
Christopher G. Roach Somerset, Ky Corrections & Juvenile Service
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Ora M. Roark Corbm. Ky General Dietetics
Jason S. Roberts Lexington, Ky Nursing (R.N. Training)
Kalhy S. Roberts Manctiester. Ky Early Ele Ed Eng/Commu K-4 (T)
Laura Robinsor^ Radcliff, Ky Occupational Ttierapy
Rhonda L. Robinson Lexington, Ky Corrections & Juvenile Service
Cecilia R. Rodgers Liberty, Ky Biology (Pre-Medical Sciences)
Jennifer L. Roe Vanceburg, Ky Psyctiology
Demetria F . Rogers Irvine, Ky Ctiild/Family Studies: Family
Tonya L. Ross Corbm, Ky Social Work
Mistie D. Rowe Shelbiana. Ky Heanng Impaired K-12/K-4 (T)
Ragan N. Rucker Stanford, Ky Physical Education: K-12 (T)
Denise M. Rumments Richmond. Ky Nursing (R.N Training)
Shimako Sato Rictimond, Ky Psychology
Katrina A. Scalf Galloway, Oh Occupational Therapy
April R. Sears Somerset, Ky Environmental Resources
Mark L, Sens Pittsford. Ny Fse:lndustrial Safety/Risk Mgt
Derek R Sexton Monticello, Ky Management
June M. Sexton Whilesburg, Ky 2yr Pre-Nursing
Cynthia A. Shannon London, Ky Social Work
Nicolas J. Sharp Danville, Ky, Ky Geography: Planning
Diane A. Shaub Scottsville, Ky Early Ele Ed Eng/Commu K-4 (T)
Larry Shelton Lawrenceburg, Ky Assets Protection: Management
Ricky D. Shepherd Warbranch, Ky Ele Ed: Science P-5 (PI;
Tiffany D, Shipley Richmond, Ky Social Work
Jeremy L Simpson Crab Orchard Ky Physics. General (Teaching)
Stephanie L. Sims Somerset, Ky Psychology
Jason Smith Barbourville, Ky Sed Lbd Soc Studi K-12;5-8 (T)
Lea A, Smith Stanford, Ky Police Administration
Lisa G. Smith In/inglon, Ky Speech: Organizational Communi
Scott E. Smith Richmond, Ky Fse:lndustnal Risk Management
Trevia D. Smith Lexington, Ky Assets Protection: Management
Ju-Youn Son Richmond, Ky Computer, Information Systems
Amy E. Sparrov* Richmond, Ky. Paralegal Science
Dawn Stallsworth Ml Vernon, Ky Mathematics (Teaching)
Robert A, Slanfield Tollesboro, Ky Psychology
Jon E. Stansbury Lebanon. Ky Computer Aided Drafting
Victoria L. Stark Callin. II Occupational Therapy
Viola IVI. Slatham Danville. Ky Psychology
Christopher W
.
Steel Ashland, Ky Fselndustrial Safety/Risk Mgt
fWIichelle L. Steele Lexington, Ky Nursing (R.N. Training)
Michelle R. Steele Kenvir, Ky Sociology
Megan Stetler Fairfield, Oh Rec Therapeutic Recreation
Christy L. Stevens Somerset, Ky Accounting
Sara G Stewart Middlelown, Ky Early Ele Ed Soc/Behav K-4 (T)
Steven M. Still Richmond, Ky Insurance & Risk Management
Rachel L. Stinson Windy. Ky Early Ele Ed Malhemati K-4 (T)
Shawn T. Stinson Windy Ky Middle Grd Ed E/C-Socia 5-8(T)
Joan M. Stone Richmond. Ky Spec Ed Lbd K-12/K-4 (PI)
David P. Strawser Berea. Ky Health. Information Mgt 4-Year
Joseph D. Strawser Berea, Ky History
Dianne L. Stringer Monticello, Ky Sociology
Rebecca L. Strong Lost Creek. Ky Computer, Information Systems
Richard A. Slumpf Spnnglield, Oh Finance
Jennifer H. Sturgill Richmond, Ky Pre-Pharmacy
Maria H, SwarU Peylonsburg, Ky Early Ele Ed A/H Gener K-4 (T)
Twana Tackett Harold, Ky Nursing (R N Training)
d^JM
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Amy E. Tanner Louisville, Ky Occupational Therapy
Lourena A. T aylor Cynthiana, Ky Nursing (R.N. Training)
Sara Tempel Evansville, In Occupational Therapy
Jonathan C. Teske Manon. II Fse: Industrial Risk Management
Jill B. Thomas Lexington, Ky Occupational Therapy
Michelle L. Thomason Franklin, Oh Psychology
Christopher R. Thompson Richmond, Ky Geography: Travel & Tounsm
Son Tran Homestead, Fl Construction Technology: Area
Erica T. Turner Lexington, Ky Corrections & Juvenile Service
Tammy R. T urner Buckhorn, Ky Art: Area Concentration (Pt)
William S. T urpin Richmond, Ky Agr: Vocational Agr Teacher
Gabriel H. Uebel Crestview Hills, Ky Political Science
Robert M, Urban Bethlehem, Pa Police Administration
Whitney D, V aughn East Bernstadt, Ky Political Science
Michael P , Votaw Harrodsburg. Ky Manufaclunng Tech; Cad
Beverly L, W agoner Richmond, Ky Psychology
Heather C. W aldrldge Lawrenceburg, Ky Early Ele Ed Eng/Commu K4 (T)
Amanda S, Wallace Paducah, Ky Rec: Therapeutic Recreation
Roni Warner Shelbyville, Ky Broadcasting/Electronic Media
Robin D. W arren Flat Lick, Ky General Dietetics
James Z, W arthman Dixon, Ky Middle Grd Ed Math-Scie 5-8(T)
Lisa F, Watkins Richmond, Ky Paralegal Science
Nella C, Watson Lancaster, Ky Communication Disorders
Jean Webster New Liberty, Ky Health, Information Mgt: 4-Year
April V . Weddle Richmond, Ky General Dietetics
Melinda Wells Georgelov^n, Ky, Paralegal Science
Tracy A. W ells Van Lear, Ky Health Care Administration
Elizabeth A. W est Dayton, Oh Nursing (R.N. Training)
Tommie L. Whltaker Richmond, Ky Rec: Therapeutic Recreation
Charles J, White Richmond, Ky Computer, Information Systems
Leslee R, Whitman Henderson, Ky Rec: Therapeutic Recreation
Lorlen M. Whitman Lexington, Ky Ele Ed: Eng/Communica P-5 (Pt)
Sarah E, Whitson Catlettsburg, Ky Child/Family Studies: Childhoo
Chester L W illlams Radcliff, Ky Corrections & Juvenile Service
Christie L, W illoughby Mt Sterling, Ky Rec Therapeutic Recreation
Alicia G. W llson Richmond, Ky Rec Therapeutic Recreation
Dallas M, W ilson Richmond, Ky Middle Grd Ed Sci-Socia 5-8(T)
Heather M, W ine Elizabethtown, Ky Psychology
Wendy A, W Ise Paint Lick, Ky Paralegal Science
Ronald Wood Hudson, Ny Middle Grd Ed E/C-Socia 5-8(T)
Jason W . Woods Berea, Ky History (Teaching)
Stacy J. W oods New Castle, Ky Health Care Administration
Danielle B, W ooley Louisville, Ky Sociology
Nicole A. Yancy Louisville, Ky Sociology
Joy Y . Young Irvine, Ky Acs: Administrative Seivices
Rachel L, Young Spnngfield, Ky Sociology
Tobias L, Young Louisville, Ky Chemistry
Jason Yount Louisville, Ky Broadcasting/Electronic Media
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Photographers' Gallery
Tim Webb
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Far left: students enjoy a
volleyball game behind
Todd Hall on a summer
afternoon. Left:
Milestone Photography
AdvisorTim Webb.
Above: Electrical storm
over Clay's Ferry.
The morning light illuminates
a campus landmark.
J.
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Right:The Grand Canyon, as
viewed during an Eastern
Wellness Tour Lower left:
Chris Wooton performs on
bugle during halftime of the
EKU-Western football game.
Lower right: Corey Crume
contemplates a playoff loss to
Western.
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Photographers
Brenda Ahear
Gallery
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Photographers' Gallery
Richard Garland
PORTR,
Clockwise from top:
Colonel baseball
standout Sean Murray;
fiancee Shannon Smith,
a senior English major
from Lexington; and
Aaron Phillips, a junior
education major from
Whitley City.
Below: Photographer
Richard Garland, a senior
art major from Stearns.
Above: James Beck, a junior wildlife
management major from Fulton, and
Moriah Williams, a junior forensic
science major from Cadiz.
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The 1997-98 year started on a hleak note,
as the world mourned the loss ot two of its
most celebrated personalities, Mother Teresa
and Princess Diana, within a week's span in
September.
Another major newsmaker. President Bill
Clinton, seemed to thrive on scandal; his
popularity ratings actually increased despite
accusations of a sexual relationship with
young White House inteni Monica Lewinsky.
Aiding his popularity was an economy that
showed no signs (as ofJune 1998) of sputter-
ing.
In September 1997, much of America was
listening to Boys II Men, Mariah Carey, Jewel,
Spice Girls or, if you fciUowed country, teen-
age sensation Leann Rimes. The best-selling
fiction book that month was Cold Mountain
by Charles Frazier; non-fiction, Angela's
Ashes by Frank McCourt.
If you rented a video that first month back
to school, chances are good it was "The
Dex'il's Own," starring Han'ison Ford and Brad
Pitt, or "Donnie Brasco," starriiig Al Pacino
and Johnny Depp.
The top movies at the box office were "Kiss
The Girls," "Seven Years in Tibet," "Soul
Food," "In And Out," and "The Peacemaker."
But what you remember the most are the
images. Here are some photographic mile-
stones, courtesy of RM Photo Service.
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dom With only
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MotherTeresa,
above, a Nobel Peace
Prize winner for her
selfless work with
the poor, sick and
dying of the world,
died at age 87 on
Sept. 5, 1997.
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Barber. Daniel 102
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Barnes, Mandy 86
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Barnes, Whitney 97
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Barnett, Steve 59
Barnum, Michael 72
Barnum, Stephen M 166
Barrett. Anthony 47
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Basham, Amy 87
Batch, Dr Donald 112. 122
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Battle for Life 35
Bauer. Jill 89
Baugh. Allison 89
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Bayliss, Justin 98
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Becht, Danielle 87
Beck, James 172, 189
Beck, Tiffany 89
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Belknap. Dr Larry 120
Bell. Keith 82. 94
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Bendorf, Seth 52
Bendorf. Seth A 166
Bennett. Jennifer D 166
Benson. David 100
Benson. Heather 55. 71
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Berger. Nathan 91
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Berthold, Wyalt 26
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Bewley Michael 99
Bewley Mike 99
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Billheimer, Vic 59
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Bischoff. Heidi R 166
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Blackburn. Chris 56
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Bledt. Josh 96
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Bloodsworth. Beth 86
Bloomer. Matt 94
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Bloyd. Josh 103
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Bocko, Kyle 92
Boewe, Joan 117
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Boggs. Stephanie 166
Bogo. Cheryl 180
Bogo. Jim 180
Bolduc, Amie 166
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Boone. Amy 92
Boone, Daniel 37. 44
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Boruske, Janice 93
Boruske, Janice K 166
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Bowen. Bntt 143
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Bowles. Sarah 72
Bowling. Amy 87
Bowling. Dana M 166
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Bowman. Amie 89
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Brockman. Jem 152
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Brown. Jenni 158. 159
Brown. Jennifer 53. 55
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Brown. Michael A. 166
Brown, Michael R. 166
Brown, Ryan 59
Brown, Sarah 90
Brown, Shanna 60, 86
Brown, Staci 35
Brown, Teshanna 69
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Brown, Thomas R, 166
Brown. Travis 96
Browning. Danette89
Browning. Elaine 63
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Bruce. Dr. Hoaglund 43
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Buffin, Ann63
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Bullins, Chns71
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Burke. Nichole 67
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Burton. Timothy G. 169
Buschur. Kim 72
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Bush, Tern 55
Bushman, Bnan95
Bushman, Rob 156
Business Affairs 112
Bussell.JD, 148
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Butler, Katie 97
Butt. Bilal Mohamed 63
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Byrket. Adam 88
C. James Gilbert 108
Caduceus Club 52
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Caison. Joel 60
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Caldwell, Darin L 169
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Caldwell, Shelley B 169
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Callahan. Kyle G, 169
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Cannon, Jamie 93
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Carnes. Shane 144
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Carpenter. Lea 55
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A student aviator clears for takeoff.
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Cheatham. Mana 86
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plechin, Darren 59
Durbin, Dianne 67
Durbin, Stephanie 90
Durrett, Angle 93
Duval, Mansa 137
DuVall, Katherine 55, 72
Eades, Lee A, 170
Eakin, David 64
Earnhardt, Trey 88
Easterling, Greg 75
Easterling, Gregory 98
Eaves, Bnan 103
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Eden, Heather G 170
Edien, Dann 55, 68
Edlin, Kelly 87
Edmiston, Jennifer A 75,
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Edmundson, Andrew T 170
Edwards, Jessica 86
Edwards, Katie 59, 60
Edwards, Lee 51
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Ehling, Tiffany 87
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Eisensmith, Kevin E 72
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EKU Dance and Theatre
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EKU Dance Team 56
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Eliassen, Enn 72
Elkins,Angi89
Elledge, Chad 72
Ellenberger, Kimberly A.
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Ellington, Blair 92
Elliott, Michael 52, 91
Ellis, Carrie 36
Ellis. Emily 56
Ellison, Melissa 55
Elmore, Michelle 87
Elswick, Eric 91
Emerick, Mollie 90
Empty Bowls 39
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Ensminger, Jamie 91
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Fackler, Karen 86
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FarrahYount 85
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Ferguson, Haywood R, 170
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Fields, David 51, 76
Fields, David S. 170
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Fields, Patty 55
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Florence. Daniel 51
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Foltz. Darrell 74
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Foster Shicanda 60
Fowler, Danielle 200
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Fraley, Paige 97
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Franklin, Melissa 92
Franklin, Toyia 60
Franklin., Stephen J 170
Frazier, Dr. Jessica 118
Freach, Kelly 87
Freed. Richard 108
Freeman. Kim 86
Freeman. Linda 76
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Fridy Meredith 85
Friedman. Whitney 92
Froman. Robert Craig 128
Fryman, Lone 71
Fryman, Lone L. 170
Fuentes, Simon 28, 29,
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Fulkerson, Stuart 99
Fulks, Cynthia L, 170
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Funderburk, Debbie 106
Funderburk, Dr Manly 19
Funderburk, Dr Hanly 106.
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Funderburk, Hanly 24, 29,
105. 108,114, 125
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Funderburk, Helen 114
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Funderburk, Wesley Reid
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G.. Erin Brusie 55
Gabhart. Aaron 101, 101
Gabhart. Rachael 134
Gadd, Donnie 131
Gaines, Jeremy 102
Galati,Matt51
Gale. Dr David 112. 115.
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Galinger. Michael D. 68
Gallagher ulia 60
Gantt. Richard P 170
Gariand. Richard 189,200
Gamer, Beth 92
Garrett, Brenda S. 170
Garndo, Diana 59, 63
Garnson, John 102
Gamson, Sara 68, 90
Garvin, Tiffany 90
Gary, Brandi 92
Gaslin, Denk 103
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Gay, Leeann 86
Gayheart, Whitney 87
Gayle,AmyE 170
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Gear, Kevin 59
Gentry, Gene 73
Gernert, Robin 67
Gernert, Robin D. 71. 170
Gerrity Angela B. 63
Gerton. Tamicha 60
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Hundley 52
Gibbons, Scott 100
Gilbert, Allison D. 170
Gilbert, Crystal 60
Gilbert, James T 108,109
Gilbert, sty A, 170
Gilbert, Tara D. 170
Gilezan, Stephanie 97
Gilkey Martin 100
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Gill, Chnstine L, 170
Gill, Julie K, 170
Gilles, John98
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Gilliland,JR. 100
Gilliland,Jlm160, 162
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Gist, Genny 68
Glenn, Ginny 92
Glovak, Deborah 51
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Coins. Jennifer 156
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Goodall. Mandy 71
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Goodnch. Tnna 60
Gordon. Carey 93
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Graduation 125
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Gray, Melanie J. 170
Graziani, Amanda 55, 72
Greek Sing 40
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Guerrero, Matt 91
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Gunning, Chad 88
Gutierrez, Shane C 173
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Guy Maggie 85
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Gwynn, Lesley 87
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Hackworth, Michael 101,
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Hale. Noelle 55
Hale. Scott 91
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Hall of Fame Winner 123
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Hall. Stephanie 85
Hallin, Shawn 95
Halperm, Jeff 51
Halpem, Jeff 103
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Hamblin, Mark 98
Hamilton, Paula 90
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Hampton, Brent 99
Hampton, Paul 29
Hancock, Sarah E, 173
Handshoe. Amy E. 173
Haney. Sara 85
Haney, Sarah 156
Haney, Tyler 88
Hanging of the Greens 44
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Hansen, Molina 59
Hardin, Aasiya 60
Hardin, CM, 98
Harding, Karen M. 71
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Harmon, J, Thomas 68, 71,
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Harp, Scott 71
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Hams, Hollie86
Hams, Patty 86
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Hams. Stacey L. 173
Hams, Tracy D, 173
Harnson, Angela E. 173
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Harting, Michael S, 173
Hartke, Lisa 85
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Hassman, Jon 98
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Hatfield, Cory 91
Hatfield, Ryan 98
Hatton, Gregory 91
Hatton, Rob 64
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Hawkins, Jason 59
Hawley, Leanne 89
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Haws. Mike 51
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Hayes, Gene 100
Hayes, Veronica 85
Hays, Jennifer G. 173
Hayter, Amelia R 173
Hayter, Amy 68
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Henderson. Loretta 55
Henderson, Scott 55
Hendrickson, Brenda W,
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Johnson, Chariie 130
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Johnson, Enc 74
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Students, traveling in
different directions, yet all
with the same purpose ...
to get a college education.
s4.
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;
Then took the other, as just as fair.
And having perhaps the better claim.
Because it was grassy and wanted
wear;
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same.
And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first tor another day!
Yet knowing how way leads to way,
I doubted if I ever should come back.
I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence;
Two roads diverged in a wood, and 1-
I took the one less traveled by.
And that has made all the difference.
— Robert Frost
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Like the road
less traveled by
In the Robert
Frost poem,
EKU has made
all the difference
in the lives of its
students.
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